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Charter Revision

27, 1949

Foundation Laid

New Conservation
*

Needs Reviewed

For Red Cross

Course Attracts

Before ‘Our Town’

Fund Campaign

Large Andience

Less than- 20 civic-minded local
residents gathered in Junior high
school for the "Our Town” meeting Wednesday night in which the
proposed revision of the city cl.-irter was discussed.
Aid. Peter Kromann described
antiquitiesof the present charter
which although revised in 1913 is
in essence the same charter ad
opted in 1897 with "home rule
liberties added in 1913.
He pointed to specific passages
which prohibit the sale of beer
or the selling or giving of liquor
in Holland; the running-at-large
of horses, cattle or hogs in city
streets;inspectionof hay, ringing
of bells and crying of goods.
He listed inconsistencies
conflict with state and national
laws, and passages overlooked
which handicap city government
at present.As an example, he said
it cost the city about $10,000 be
cause the charter Joes not provide
for issuing full faith and credit
bonds for such improvements as

paving.

He also pointed to the need of a
charter which would set a pattern
for development in a postwar

"Michigan,

The

over-all financial need* cl
Red Cross, both local and national
with emphasi* on a reduced budget for 19-19. wa* outlined by/ re-

new

V

Michiganhotel officials gather In the studios of

association. Standing are Earl M. Johnson, chair-

man of the board, Johnaon’a Rustic Resort,Houghton Lake; Richard C. Hodgea, Tuller hotel, trea-

for a broadcast In connection with the an-

nual convention of the Michigan Hotel association
last week-end In the

Warm

Friend Tavern. Seated

and

Hotel

surer; D. H. Reycraft,first vice president,Perry
hotel, Petoskey; Noel K. Black, Morton House,
Grand Rapids, second vice president.Phil Jones
of the Stevens hotel in Chicago was the main
speaker at the conventionwhich attracted 150

persons.

Rep. Jerry Ford

Woman

Reports on Local

Violin, Piano

’s

*

Club Hears

Program

Members of the Woman's Lit-

Harbor Situation

erary club heard a delightfulpro-

From Our Washington Bureau
\

gram of violin and piano music
Tuesday afternoonat their meeting in the club house. Guest ar-

Kromann Talks

bussy.

closing large harbor.
3. Widening inner harbor en-

trance.

4. Straighteningentrance
through revetted section to give
straight channel from Lake MichLouis Brondyke of 246 West igan to Macatawa.
16th St., was the latest to file a
Col. J. O. Colonna. of the Army
petition as a member of the chart
engineers, has asked Holland
er commission.Brondyke makes Mayor Bernard De Free if addithe fourth local person making a
tional public hearings are desired.

Filed With Clerk

300-mile freah-water shoreline,the
11,000 lakes, the thousands of
miles of streams and the six million acres of national and state

not,

we’re in a period of American
history in which we are fighting
a battle, partly real and partly a
dream. That the Red Cross i* out
in front Is an example of American democracy and in the American tradition, an organization
which survives through war and
peace, through good time* and
bad." Emerson said.
He quoted national statistic* on
charity giving, saying the total is
alxxit 2i billions a year (this includes all grants to college* and
universities)compared with 181
billions

spent annually for

beer,

lands.

Among th# many

.

pictures which Robert Sarabli brought horn* from
Palestinewere scene* of the Nativityand th* Holy Sepulcher. Th*
fort-llke building (top) 1* th* ecene of the Nativity In Bethlehem
where Chrlet wae bom nearly 2,000 years ago. Iniide star-like hoi*
In the floor mark* th* epot where the manger la believed to have
been. Tourist* may touch the eoil. Bottom picture show* Jewel* of
th* Virgin Mary Inside the Holy Sepulcher In Jerusalem. Thl* room
diaplaysgifts to the Virgin from all over th* world.

To Local Jaycees

liquor, tobacco and horae racing.
“In the light of these figures,
nobody is financiallyembarrassed
and pleased their listeners with
Peter Kromann addressedJunbecause ot the sums he gives to
annexes the social and the econo- land harbor and the Black river their finished performance.
ior Chamber of Commerce memchanty. There really ii a lot more
mic areas.
survey, Rep. Gerald Ford anFirst number on the program
bers Tuesday night, speaking on talk and less ‘doing’ on charity
Vernon D. Ten Cate, former nounced Monday.
was the "Sonatina in D Major'' by the proposed charter revision for
giving than anything else," he
city attorney, gave the philosoSchubert for violin and piano.

Authoritywas gained through
phies of democratic government
Mrs. Rider played two violin
reinterpretation
of the August solas, "Romance" from a concerto
as it functions through municipal,
state and federal channels. He resolution of the House Public by Wieniawskiand "Perpetual
pointed to improvements in effi Works committee, which had been Motion" byNovacek. Miss Meyer's
ciency which would be possible construed as limiting the engin- solo group includedthe Chopin
under a new charter but reas eer's investigation.
“Nocturne in F Major.” and "ReThe new survey will cover: \ flections in the Water" by Desured his listeners that it was his
1. Extending the federal chanpersonal opinion that there would
'
be little actual change in city nel upstream in Black river to
Final number on the program
serve the municipalpower plant was the "Second Sonata for Viogovernment.
and Brewer’s City Coal dock.
lin and Piano” by Brahms.
2. Replacement of existing arMrs Clyde Geerlings, first
rowhead piers w'ith new piers en- vice president, presided. An-

F’We are a small department,
only 1,400 strong, and we cannot
do a good job without public cooperation,and we can’t expect
public co-operationunless people
know conservation," Welch said.
He pointed to the many natural
resources that make Michigan4
great state. He mentioned the 3,-

experiencein Red Croas campaigns, spoke at the luncheon
meeting on the philosophy of

or

Holland. Kronaann, chairman of
the Ordinance committee of Com-

mon

Council, stressed the obsoleteness of the charter, which
proved to lie instructiveand humorous. The speaker was introduced

by

Wendell Miles. The meeting
was held in the Legion Memorial
club house.

President Ernest Phillips presided. A letter of appreciation
from Mr. and Mrs. Fred Qoleman,
winners in the Christmas lighting
contest, waf read. The organizanouncement was made of the tion began a new program where"Our Town” meeting at Junior by two members will present a
High school tonight when the three-minutetalk at each meetcharter revision will be discussed. ing explaining their work. Janies
Next Tuesday the program will Hallan and Seymour Padnos spoke
be an illustratedlecture on at Tuesday night's meeting.
Scandinaviaby Curtis Nagal.
Membership pins were presentThe Child Study group heard ed by Past President James HalMiss Esther Middlewood at their lan to Harvey Buter and Robert
dessert meeting earlier in the Rudisiil.
afternoon
Possibility of plant tours was

said.

The

drive In Ottawa county
will be directed by W. A. Butler
of Holland, with the Rev. Donald
Hallock of Grand Haven serving
as vice chairman in charge of the
campaign in north Ottawa.
Attending the Grand Rapid*
sessions were Beth Marcus, Cornelia Van Voor.>t, Mrs. Harold De
Vries and Mrs. John Van Dam of
Holland, Mm. J. De Weerd of
Hudsdnvilie, Mrs. H. Hubard of
Blendon township and Mrs. W.
Smith of Crockery township.

John W. Staal

Soldier

UN

Who

Forces

Served

Experiences during the few
months he was stationed with UN
troops in Palestinewere related today by Robert D. Sarabia, 174
East Fifth St., who returned to
Holland a few weeks ago in time
to celebrate Christmas with his
wife, and to welcome the birth of
his son last Saturday in Holland
Of the six year, apent with the
armed forces, Sarabia, formerly of
Chicago,considers his "mission"
in Palestine as by far the most
pleasant. He spent several years
overseas with the infantry during
the World War II and afterward.
He was stationed in Japan, the
Philippines,Hawaii and New

On May

With

Comes Home

Guinea.

Dies at Zeeland

Michigan,H thi

tion.

000,000 for the 3,746 chapters. Ottawa county’* quota ii $28,666 of
which $21,250 will be retained for
local needs and $7,416 for national operations.
Guy Emerson, a New York city
banker wfho ha* had considerable

charitable giving.
“Whether we like it

My

adult course for person*

tcrested in the out-of-doors,got
off to tn auspicious start Monday
night when 120 person* crowded
into the music room of Junior high
school for motion picture* and a
talk by Charle* F. Welch of the
education department of the
Michigandepartment of conserva-

gional Red Cross leaden.
Philip Schenkenberg, regional
director,presided at the morning
session in which the 1949 fund
goal of $60,000,000 was discussed.
This includes $26,000,000 for the
national organizationand $34.-

WHTC

Washington Gym

Became of Crowd

March.

Washington, Jan. 27 (Special) tists were Wanda Nigh Rider,
planning, transportation and hous
—Army engineers have authority violinist,and Nella Meyer, pianist.
ing, along with the proper vision
Both are accomplishedmusicians
ary touch in which the political to broaden the scope of the Hol-

Another Petition

In

the fund raising campaign in

Thomas, executive secretary, Michigan

world in which the federaf govern
ment is urging decentralization
of industry in view of beliefs that
atom bombs will not be "wasted
on cities with less than 55,000
population.
"Our government, tax rates and
other functions should be geared
now to cope with what the future
may bring forth in industrialdevelopment,"he said. "Our char
ter must provide for the best efficiency in city government, and

Next Meeting Feb. ?

all-day

Red Cross rneeMng in Grand Rapids Wednesdayto hear plana for

(left to»riflht) are Miles Olsen, chief announcer;
Ed A. Roberts, Hotels Fordney and Roberts In
Saginaw, association president;
Belle L.

,

give proper considerationfor
youth activities, city and area

Ottawa county wa* represented

by seven persons at *n

arette.

He reprimanded th# ao-oefied
sportsmen for bad housekeeping,
who leave Un cons and refuse at
camp* and bottles and debris oa
the ice while winter fishing.
’The*# men don’t realizethey add
to one of our most serious prob-

Police Officers

Caution Drivers

^

City polic. and ttwrlff. offoan
a(,aln wanit<j motorigt4 ^

carefully in and around Holland.
They said snow and freezing temperatures would

make

roads alip-

pery. Sanding trucks were called
out with the snowfall this morning in the city.

Meanwhile,sheriffs officer*re-

1947, he was transferred to the AAF and last September volunteered to go with a
contingentof 140 American servicemen to Palestine in connection with the UN truce commission. He said Americans joined
tlie British and the French in
Palestine and set up separate companics on the Jewish side and the
Arab side. UN "observers"were
stationed at Gaza. Tel Aviv, Haifa. Jerusalem,Bethlehem in Palestine and in Damascas in Syria.
Sarabia chose the Arab side
which he said generally receives
the sympathy ot the general public
inasmuch as the Arabs do not
have the resources to fight the
better-equipped Jews. He was stationed in Old Jerusalemwhich also
took in nearby Bethlehem.
He explained most of the cities
in Palestine have "old" and "new"
2,

He called attention to the mineral resource* which make Michigan a leader in industry and to
the scenic beauties and resort
business which attract hundreds
of thousand* of visitors who spend
$500,000,000each year.
Then he drew a curtain on these
asset* and bloated the many "bed
habits of the fellow who generally
regards himself as a sportsman.'*
He spoke of the 210,000 forte
fires last year in the United States
which destroyed enough lumber
for 86,000 five-room houses end
enough pulp wood to supply every
newspaper in the country with
newsprintfor 12 months. Of the
80 fires In southern Michigan
alone, Welch said 50 were caiwed
by smokers— persona too careless
to watch what they did with a cig-

ported two mishaps Monday night

lems— water pollution—or that
these broken bottle* or can* may
cause serious injuriesto bathsre
later," he said.
The state departmentinterviewed 1.200 farmers in Michiganwith
a view to improving propagation
of game birds, and found 29 per
cent would not co-operate. They
pointed to pheasantdamage to
crops, to damaged fences, trespassing, damage to crops, and in
some cases livestock killed or
molested.
Welch reiterated that offenders
form a small minority, but said it
gives all sportsmen a black eye.’
This, he said, offers a challenge to
the true sportsmen, and the best
way to accomplishthis aim is by
education.
He said youngster* in school sr#
receivingsome trainingon conservation, and meetings such a* those
planned here will give the Michigan resident an awareness of his
responsibility
maintaining
Michigan's natural resources.
The sound film, "No Idle Acres,"
pointed out that the state own#
one-seventh of all the land In
Michigan. The department constantly aims to put this- land to
the best uses possible, and the film

One was blamed on slipper)' paveZeeland.Jan. 27 (Special)
Colonna says the Army- can make
ment.
Aid. Raymond Holwerda ann- a survey and report without heardiscussed and a committee will be John W. Staal, 71, active for
ounced earlier that he intends to ings.
appointed
by
Charles Cooper to many years in civic and church
A fish shanty was demolished in
State ConservationMan
investigate.
resign his seat on Common Counan accident Monday mght on
affairs,died early Wednesdayin
Ford hailed new survey as
cil to run for the commission in
his homo. 123 S. State St., Zee"first step in improvementof Scheduled by Game Club
South Shore Dr.
the spring primary Feb 21.
land, following a brief illness. He
Holand harbor. We can get govAccording to officers, a oar drivLaurence Dayton of the state
It was announced that petitions
had been in a hospital in Grand
ernment action soon on expansion
en
by John L. V. Visser of 314
Drive
for Aid. Bertal Slagh’s re-election
conservation department at LanRapids for three weeks.
of dredging operations to help the
West 14th St., was pulling a fish
sing. will speak at the annual
as alderman of the third ward
Mr. Staal participatedIn church
power plant and coal dock."
shanty on skids and stopped on
are being circulated.
membership meeting of the Holand city affairsuntil a few years
the right side of the highway
Deadline for filing petitionsfor
land Fish and Game club tonight
in
ago. He was a charter member
In
City
without a light on the shanty.
the Feb. 21 election is Feb. 7.
at 7:30 in the CIO hall under
of
Third
Christian
Reformed
Grand Haven Woman,
A car driven by Milton Hamthe Tower clock. Dayton will talk
church, a member of the consisstra, route 2, ran into the shanty.
Complete
collections
for
the
about conservation problems.
HI Six Years, Dies
Lions Members Hear
tory for many years and a former
The impact, besides demolishing
Financial reports of the Game CROP drive in Holland amountSunday
school teacher and superthe shanty, damaged the front of
ed
to
$560.
according
to
figures
club
and
a
review
of
last
year's
FBI Representative
Grand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special)
intendent. Staal was a member
Hamstra'scar and dented the rear
totaled
today
by
local
headquar—Mrs. Henrietta Neitring Har- activities wull be given at the
of the Christian school board. He
Visser 's car.
Robert Lalley, Grand Rapids vey, 83, died in her home Mon- meeting. Election of directorsalso ters.
also was an alderman until his re^ Visser wa. River a summon, [or T
>«
Churches
and
individuals
conai-ea representative
of the FBI day. She had been in ill health is on tonight'sagenda.
tirement in January, 1948. He was
not having a light o„ the
«*>“' * “"e done m »U
division of department of justice for six years.
Fish and Game prizes will be tributed to that amount in the superintendent of the Colonial
and water tests _ how one plot
Marvin Brandt ot route 2. told
spoke at the regular Lions club
She was bom April 4. 1865. on distributedand refreshments serv- city.
Mfg. Co., 41 his 43 years with the
meeting Tuesday noon in the a boat in the English channel ed, according to Joe Rhea, secre- The money will be turned over
to Claroncc Reenders, county company.
Warm Friend Tavern. He explain coming from Germany to Amer- tary.
sections.In the case of Jerusalem,
Mr. Staal. son of the late Mr.
ed various tactics of the FBI such ica. Her maiden name was HenriOld Jerusalem and Bethlehem
Tonight’s meeting, however, is CROP drive chairman, who will
and Mrs. William Staal. was born
driven
ma> ^
'0r <,0Cki”K «
as fingerprinting,entering a case etta Regelin. She was a member not the annual Fish and Game forward the amount to the nawere in Arab territory and New and slid into a car dn^byTob':
type of fish, while impractical for
near Zeeland and lived all hi* life
ert M. Kole of route 4.
tional
Church
organizations
for
on a Federal case and confidence of St. Paul's Evangelical church club banquet, which is scheduled
Jerusalem and cities on the Medianother species.
in the community.
which it is earmarked.
games. Lalley said there are 110,- and its women's guild. She was later.
terraneanwere in Jewish terriNeal De Waard, member of the
Surviving are his wife, the formHolland set its deadline for
000,000 fingerprintson record to married in 1883 to Henry Neittory. He said Tel Aviv and Haifa
board of directors of the Holland
er
Maggie
De
Jonge;
two
daughday.
CROR contributions at Jan. 25 to
were particularly modern. Princiring who died in 1900.
Fish and Game club, presided. Th*
Guests at the luncheonmeeting
give churches a chance to an- ters. Mrs. Ann S. Morgan and pal UN headquarters were located
series is sponsored by the public
In 1925 she was married to
nounce the drive from the pulpit >. Mrs. Maggie Gerritsen,both of in Haifa.
were Glrrit Wiegerink, Elmer Van Silas A. Harvey who survives
schools in co-operation with the
Grand Rapids; four sons. Ben J.
All funds collected will be used
Faasen, Paul Vander Hill, Sipp with three daughters,Mrs.
He visited all the historicplacMichigan department of conservaHoutman. Peter Kromann and Charles Podein of Grand Haven
for relief of war-torn countries of Holland, Nelson of Zeeland, es of interest in the area which
tion.
John
J. of Grand Rapids and HarKenneth Welch.
in Euitipe and Asia 'Hie drive has
have attractedtourists and pilThe next meeting, Monday, Feb.
township, Mrs. George Van Hall
Kromann also talked about the and Mrs. Frances Herbst of Grand Chest Officers
been sponsoredby church organ- old J. of Denver. Colo.; 16 grand- trip from Jerusalem to Bethlehem
7, will be held in Washington
Dale
Borgman,
17, of route 2.
children;
also
five
sisters,
Mrs.
izations.
city charter revisionwhich will be Haven; tw0 sons, Albert Neitwould be six miles if one could
school gymnasiumon the subject
Richard Nykamp, Mrs. Ann Look- travel through New Jerusalem. and Henry Holt mat, 17. of route
included in the February election. ring of Norton township and
"It Can Happen" with George McZeeland, Jan. 27— Albert Van4, each waived examination in
erse
and
Mrs.
Lucy
Bos
of
ZeePresident Rus« Vander Poel Henry, Sr., of Grand Haven; a den Brink was elected president
The other way it is 40 miles.
municipal court Wednesday and Intyre,foresterwith the Michigan
land. Mrs. John Kuis of Wyoming
presided.The program was
Sarabia said current provocasister, Mrs. Augusta Doran of of the Community Chest board
Park and Miss Agnes Staal of tion in Palestine generally is caus- were bound over to circuit court departmentof conservationin
charge of Dr. J. A. Lubbers. The Kankakee, 111.; 24 grandchildren,
charge. He will discuss the history
at an annual meeting here this
to appear Feb. 21. Bond was set
Portland.
Ore.;
two
brothers,
next meeting will be • Ladies 37 great grandchildren, two step- week. Other officers are Henry
ed by the Jews and while casualand managementof MichiganforPeter of Zeeland and William of ties are light, soldier* and natives at $500 each.
night Valentine party in the sons and two stepdaughters.
est* and will show a movie of
Lokers, first vice-president;WalHolland.
Both
youths
were
charged
with
Knights of Pythias hall.
alike are on the lookout for snipforest fires.
ter Groenewoud, second viceFuneral sendees will be held ers. Everyday at 4 p.m. UN ob- breaking and entering a motor
president; Mrs. Sybrandt SchipSaturday at 1:30 p.m. at Yntema server* from both sides would vehicle belonging to Henry Hellinen Ii Fatal for
per, secretary; Melvin Boonstra,
Local Police Laud
Funeral chapel and 2 p.m. in meet at "the line" to exchange in- lenthai and taking a battery.
treasurer; George Meengs and
Voordelooi
The complaint was brought
Third Christian Reformed church. formation.
Courteous Driving
Henry Geerlings, directors.
against the youths by the sheriff’s
Dr. J. H. Bruinooge will officiate
Among souvenirs Sarabia
Holland police today lauded the
Elected to the board for fiveZeeland, Jan. 27 (Special)
and burial will be in Zeeland brought home for his wife, the for- department.'
courteous driving of Steve Bone- Mrs. Dena Sterken, 68, died early yeai terms were Mrs. Kenneth
cemetery.
Marvin Pieper, 21, of route 6,
mer Ina Mae Annis, were a Bible
berg, taxi * driver, who live* at Wednesday at the home of her De Jonge, Arie Diepenhorst, WalIs
paid a $3 speedingfine.
with
mother-of-pearl
inlay
covers
214 West Ninth St., for possibly daughter,Mrs. Reka Willink, in ter Groenewoud,Vernon Poest
Parking fine* of $lreach were
purchased
in
Bethlehem,
seven
Beech wood School Votes
avoiding an accident at the inter- Noordeloo*. Death followed a ill- and Ray Schaap. Clarence Yntema
Raymond Cobb. 19, of 471 East
meters (meter is about 39 inches) paid by Richard W. Flaherty of
section of Eighth St and River ness.
was elected to serve a two-year
66 West 10th St.; Donald Ihrman Eighth St., waived examination in
$100,000
for Expansion
of
blue
cloth
woven
in
Damascus
Ave., Wednesday.
Surviving are the husband; five term to fill the unexpired term
shot with red and silver thread of 182 West 15th St. and Garry municipal court Tuesday afterOfficers reported Boneberg was daughters,Mrs. Adrian Veele gf of the Rev. W. J. Hilmert who
Parents of Beechwood school and 3i meters of white cloth shot Kaashoek of 147 West 18th St noon on a charge of breaking and
going west on Eighth St., and a Holland;Mrs. Willink; Mrs. Har- has moved to Kentucky.
children voted 108-33 Tuesday with silver. This cloth retails for
entering in the nighttime., He was
car drvien.by Lena Arendson of ry Weener, Mrs. Martin KoetTreasurerH. C. Dickman gave
night in favor of a $100,000 bond about $4 a yard, considerably unbound over to Circuit Court to
Petition!
Circulating
.route 1, Hamilton, was coming sier and Mrs. Paul Vander Zwaag, a financial report and Cornie
issue. The meeting was held in the
appear Feb. 21.
der the regular prices because of
east on the same street Both all of Crisp; one son, Wilson of Kars ten reported on the Chest
school and was attendedby 144 scarcity of tourists. He also took For Municipal OMicet
He was released after furnishcars waited until the traffic light Noordeloos; 11 grandchildren; also campaign last fall.
persons. Henry VViersema is home a hand embroidered blouse
ing a $300 bond.
changed before proceedingsouth a sister, Mrs. William Goorman of
Clarence Yntema and Melvin
Beechwood school’ board chair- and jacket from Bethlehem.
Ahvin S. Kolm of 22 West 25th
According to the charge brought
on River Ave.
Zeeldnd; four brothers, Robert Boonstra representedZeeland at
man, John Essenburg,secretary,
St., Bert Selles of 109 East 15th by the sheriffs department, Cbbb
• As the light changed, a wo- Westveld of Marcellus,Tom * La- a recent meeting of United Health
and Fred' Bocks, treasurer. TrusSt., and Albert Frank Schwarz is alleged to have entered a bam
man started to cross the inter- Mont, Roy of North Blendon and and Welfare 'n Lansing.
tees are Peter Meurer and Bern- Driver Fined
of 231 West 23rd St. are
on route
...
4, leased by Fred
section in the path of the cars. Henry of Zee! and; a sister-in-law,
ard Wassink.
Grand Haven, jan. 27 (Special) circulating petitions as to be Dirkse
Boneberg, who rightly had the Mrs. Reka Westveld of Holland.
JS Gray, publisher of the MonA four room addition to the pre- —Don Molenkamp,18, of route members of the charter revision WilUam S. Eckrote, 40, of
right of way over the other car,
Funeral service* will be held Garage Entered
roe Evening News, who will serve sent school is anticipated. Adja- 1, Nunica, charged by city police commission, according to the city eva, Ihd., pleaded guilty to
stopped and waited until the wo- Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Willink
as president of the Michigan Pre«s cent property to the school also Jan. 25 wiin reckless driving, clerk’s office.
drunk and disorderly charge
man had crossed the street and home and 2:30.p.ih. in Firet
Grand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special) Association, Inc., during its 81st will be purchased, according to was sentencedby Justice George
Donald Crawford of 194 River municipal court this morning
Arendson had made the turn, be- Christian Reformed church. Bur- —City police report that Carl’s year of service to Michigan jourEssenburg.
V. Hoffer late Wednesday to pay Ave., is circulatinga petition aa was sentenced to serve 1|
fore going ahead.
ial will be in New Gronigenceme- garage, 9 WashingtonSt., was
nalism. Gray was chosen to* sucHe said it appear* certain now $35 fine, $4.45 costs and serve an alderman for th* third ward. in the county jail
Lena Arendson was warned by tery.
broken into early today and about ceed Leslie B. Merritt. Livingston that the new addition will be nec- two days in the county jail. He
Deadline for filing petitionsfor
Marvin Wabeke of route 3,
police about the regulation which
The body will be taken from $50 was taken from the cash reg- County Press at Howell, at the essary by the' time school begins
is alleged to have, been driving at the annual spring prifhary is Feb. Marvin Ktamparens of 0 *
allows pedestriansthe right of the Yntema Funeral home to the ister. Entrance was gained by
81«t anniversaryconventionJan. next September and it is hoped it an excessive rate of speed on 7. The election will be held Feb.
v«r St, web P*W tt
way.
waidenct Friday afternoon.
breaking « front window and un- 21-32 at Lancing.
wiU be coogklete* by that tea
Waehtagtoa St,
31bid for the revision group.
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Holland high's reserves defeated
Grand Haven reserves for
their first Southwestern conference win of the season by a score
of 48 to 27. The Dutch controlled

Vh

Holland Tourist Council today
contract for booth
spaoa at the American and Canadian Sportsmen'sshow at Cleveland, Ohio, March 18 through 27.
Purpose of Holland's participation la to promote vacation traval
from that area to Holland.
A survey of registration cards
among operator* and hotels in this
arts reveals Holland is attracting
more and more people from Cleveland and Ohio.

had signed a

the backboardsthroughout the
game.
Holland started fast and jumped

iM,

out In

front of the Buccaneers.

Holland scored 10 points in the
first

quarter while Grand Haven

Attorney Peter Boter
and Aid. Raymond Holwerda that
ttwy will not seek reflection in

hit for only five

the spring primaries Feb. 21.

little

poured It on. They outscored the
Bucs 10 polnts'to four. Bill
Kramer led the Holland attack
in the second quarter. The score

first

'h

Council Wednesday night that he

at halftime was the Holland

will resign at the next meeting
of council so that he may be eligible as a candidate on the pro*
poaed nine-member comm is* ion to
•tudy charter revisionfor Holland

serve* 30.

Grand Haven

Although more questions are
asked on Tulip Time than on any
other subject, the council believes
contacts at such shows afford an
opportunity to sell Holland not
only as a resort area but as an

re-

all-round well-balanced com-

reserves

munity in Industrialand merchan-

9.

The

Ule activities.
Council representativesalso are

third quarter was all Hol-

land as Coach Fred Weiss began
substitutingfreely. The Dutch
managed to pile up the score,
getting 14 points to their oppon
ents 7. Rog Eggers and Bob Tag
ma were leading the little Dutch
attack in the third period while
Johnson kept the Bucs In the con-

city.

Boter. who also ha* served one
two-year term, said he would not
seek re-election because of the
pr*M of private business.
City Clerk Clarence Greventoed and City Assessor Wiliam
Koops said they would seek reelection.James H. Klomparens,
member of the Board of Public
Works, already has filed petitions

hV

The fourth period found Grand
Haven move up on the Holland
subs. However, the damage had

^SiMsl'Emenonian

Maatman, appointed within

Held in

two

of his IS points go through
the hoop while Ron Appledora, No.
26, looks ml Bob Van Sealvea, No.
10, and Don Johnson. No. 21,
wait for the ball to come through

Hope college held

its

alath grade eaeoaater.

Penonals

Portrait’

(From Saturday's Sentinel)
Mrs. Henry Weaver of Borculo
is confined to Zeeland hospital,

VFW Ballroom

been done and the Grand Haven
five found it impossible to catch
the Dutch. Holland reserves made
a good account of themselves
again in the final period and did
manage to outs core the Grand
Haven team 14 fx>ints to 11 and
wdn the contest 48 to 27.
Bil Kramer, again took scoring
honors for the Dutch with 19 tallies while Rog Eggers followed
with 16 points. Johnson led Grand
Haven's attack netting seven, fo!
lowed by Lamen and Ralya with
6 each.

annual win-

Mr. and Mrs. John Jansen are
living at 441 Riley Ave., following

their marriage Jan. 7 at the

home

of tht bride. She is the former
Gladys Arloa Voss, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Voss, 360
River Ave., and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jansen,
493 West 20* h St.
The Rev. Frank Moore read the
Mre. C. Helmers and Mr*. J.
double ring ceremony in the pre«Slenk
assisted by their daughter*,
ense of 27 guests.
Attending the couple were Mi*ft and Mrs. Henry Faber, Mra. A.
Beverly Jansen, sister of the Vo«* and Mr*. B. Voss.

Building

Slump

Hite Holland Gtjr

Ottawa County Allegan Exposure

ing.

of

accommodations,proximity to
(Penna-Bss photo) lakefront, and such "touches" as
groom, and Ben Jansen, uncle of whether free cup* of coffee are
served late arrivals after all esthe groom.
A reception followed the cere- tablishments are closed.
Two local women will be on
mony at the brides home.
duty In the Holand booth at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jansen went on s
wedding trip to Canada and De- Cleveland show The booth will be
attractively decorated. Potted
troit.
tulip* will be used in keeping with
Showers honoring the bride Holland's trademark.
were given by Mrs. J. Jansen,

Mr. and Mrs. John Jansen

following surgery Thursday morn-

The Emersonianfraternity of

peti-

the net The game was played
before a packed house at the Armory. The local high school swept
the vanity game, reserve tilt and

surveying resort rates in this
area and find rates charged for
varying type of accommodations
are in line with other communities for the coming season. It is
believed there will be no apparent lowering of rates over last
year. Factors considered in the
survey Included spotless cleanliness. furnishings,recreational

m

test.

tor re-election.
Akk. A. A. Nienhui* of the first
ward, John Beltman of the fourth
ward and William J. Meengs of
the sixth ward have filed peti- | Holland high’s hufcetball team
walloped Oraad Haven 60-M
tions for re-election.
Petitions are being circulated Thursday aight at the Armory.
tor Aid. Melvin Van Tatenhove
Tom Vender Ray, on lilt, watches
of the second ward. Aid. Bertal
Slagh of the third ward said he is

the
past year to fill a vacancy caused
when Aid. Bernard De Pres became mayor, sill run for a onayear term.

.

In the second quarter the Dutch

Common

Resorts

Al Cleveland

IP

-

Oty

Simon De Boer has hied

Htbd

Bride

To Be Promoted

the

-A

Th«rt will be »i Wiwt two new
faces among eity official*nwt
term followmg announcements

Holwerda. elected for the

of

(

Coowinion

time two years ago, told

Home

Submerge Bucs

at Least

tMworia Resifning
To Bo Caadidate ior

by

Married at

Dutdi Reserves

«.«

Two New Officiak

Ckorior

17, )*49

on the following subject* on Sunday: in the morning. "My Fsther’s
The winter building skimp tot
World." and in the evening, "A
Soul On Trial." Luella Meengs Holland this week.
Only two applicationsfor bufldand Emeline Roelofs sang two
ing permits were filed with Build*
duets at the evening service.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted AaWrink.
The Centraiaires Male quartet,
her eighth birthday at
room Friday night "Emersonian her home Friday afternoon enter- accompanied by Miss Hazel Ann
Portrait" was the party theme. taining her friends. Games were
Oelen, will sing at the Sunday
Following dinner, President played. Those attending were Judy
Victim
Mr and Mrs. John Oosterhaven ing Inspector George Zuvcrmk
Russell Norden welcomed guests. and Bobby Kragh. Arnold and evening service in the North End
of
Grand Rapids were Sunday and Oty Clerk ClarenceGrevanThe program took place behind a Jacquelyn Cook, Delores W'agen- Gospel hall. Ben De Boer will
Allegan. Jan. 27 — Continued guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. goed.
Deadlinefar filing petitions is giant picture frame. Tableau 1 veid, Patricia Hamilton, Mary speak on the subject,"Feedingon
improvement was reported here Van Zoeren. They also attended
They totaled 11.100 and arc as
Admx. Est. Lida Headley Fieldfeatured Howard Ball hi a humor- Aim, Alma and Amie Lee De Fey- Ashes."
Feb. 7.
in the condition of Carl Hoffman, the evening aervic# in the local foBowa:
stead. D£cd. to Henry Kiel and wf.
Vernon D. Ten Cate, Stuart B. ous monologue,followed with a ter, Delores Van Wieren, Jeane
S. Rep. church.
Members of the Lions club will NEi SEi 33-7-15 Twp. Robinson. 46-year-oldson of
Joe Geerds, 20 East Eighth St.,
Padnos and Bruce M. Raymond presentation of "If Men Went Witte veen, Patty EUeobaas.
Clare
E.
Hoffman,
who
was
taken
John Elsma of Grand Haven cut In fire door and remove parFrancis W. Headley et al to
have filed petitionsfor the ehar Apartment Hunting as Women Luncheon wa* served by Mi* Ls hear about worK of the FBI at
to Allegan Health Center Wed- was a Sunday guest of John En- tition in the main wall between
Do." A quartet presented two Verle Aaldnnk and Miss Barbara the Tuesday noon luncheonmeet- Henry Kiel and wf. NEi SEl 33ter eommisskm.
Alexander department and Miller
nesday suffering from exposure sink.
songs in the next portrait,"One Ploeg.
ing in the Warm Friend Tavern 7-15 Twp. Robinson.
Jones stores, 1600; Witteveea
after a night in the open.
The
consistory
of
the
Vrierland
Andrew
Van
Wieren
and
wf.
to
Alone" and "Smoke Gets In Your
Visiting at the home of Mr. and Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers is in charge
Attendantsat the health cenBros., contractor.
Mrs. Bob Anys Friday evening of the program. The Ladies Val- Wilma R. Van Wieren Pt. NEi ter said Hoffman spent a good Reformed church met Monday Bernard H. Waaterhof.I South
Eyes."
evening.
SWi
23-5-16
Twp.
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frtasel. were Mr. and Mrs. Joe De Vries. entine party will be held Feb. 16.
Andrew Van Wieren and wf. to night last night and that his conMr. and Mrs. John De Kock River Ave., replace center wal,
Report cards were given out at
Miss Norma Walcott and Russell
Mbses Mary Milewskiand Mardition was improving.
and
family of Byron Center were $500; self, contractor.
Wilma
R.
Van
Wieren
Pt.
Si
NEi
De Vette were faculty guests. the Waukazoo school Wednesday. garet Lohmann are participating
Hoffman was found unconscious Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
22-5-16
Twp.
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Cook and in campus activitiesat Rockford
Hendrik Meyer and Bob Draper
Christian
Andrew Van Wkren and wf. to Wednesday Jan. 19 slumped ov- John Broersma and family.
Church Fellowship Class
served as co-chairmenfor the children motored to Gull Laks college, Rockford, 111., where they
Wilma
R. Van Wieren Lot 2 er a muskrat house in a bayou of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuil
Sunday where they visited Mr. and are enrolled. Miss Milewski is
the Kalamazoo river northeast and family of Plainwell were Sun- Honors Teacher at Party
Troost s Sub. Twp. Holland.
Mrs. Walter Gorsline.
one of 24 students who will parof Fennville. It was in the vicin- day guests at the M. D. WyngarCheater
Amburgey
and
wf.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Aaldrink vis- tcipate in the mid-year ski tnp to
Sixty members of the Fellowity of a cabin Hoffman uses for den home.
John
William
Clark
and
wf.
SWi
ited Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Gunn Iron Mountain,for skiing, skating
hunting purposes. Conservation
ship Sunday school class of the
SWi
12-9-13
and
NEi
NEi
14-9-13
Prayer
meeting
was
held
on
Sunday e\ening.
and tobogganing. The group will
Officer Lyle Gates was attracted Tuesday evening. The Rev. J Third Reformed church attended
played on almost even terms with 8ers wer€ <tocoration(X>< ,r
Mrs. Harry Banger who suffered leave Wednesday. The trip was Twp. dies ter.
Holland high outscoring
outscoring Ctark- "“JJ*
Henry
Kooiman
and
wf.
to to the scene late Tuesday after- Pott continued the discussion on a party in the church parlors Fria
heart
attack
Simday
evening
at
1 Emersonian! and their guests
begun in 1940 and has become an
day night. The class met to weltian 8 points to 5. Toward the
James H. Shaver and wf Lot 35 noon by shooting, and returned Atios.
her home is slowly Improving.
annual event at the college Miss
Wednesday
morning
for
further
end of the first quarter the were Muncie Vande Wege, Ted E.
Kooiman Add. City of Grand
Catechism classes were held come back as their teacher Dick
Mileswskiis the daughter of Mr.
Boeve, Mary Zweizig. William
investigation.Hoffman was found Wednesday evening; also C.E. Vande Bunte, who has been gone
little Dutch began pulling away.
Haven.
and Mrs. Frank Milewski, South
The second quarter saw the Van’t Hof, Helen Vander Wall,
Andrew Van Wieren and wf. to by Gates. Officer Harry Plotts with Laverne Boss as leader. The a year and a half.
Shore Dr., and Miss Lohmann is
Earle
Lubbers,
Mary
LOu
Hepp,
In keeping with the Hawaiian
Dutch continue to pull away and
Wilma
R. Van Wieren Lot 86 and others.
tapic discussed was, "Don't Count
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ConEdward Dunning, Shirley Gess,
theme, a settingof palm tree* and
Hoffman
told
his
brother.
Leo
pile up the score. Frank Van
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
Chamber of Commerce Sub. City
On Me."
rad Lohmann, 56 East 21st St.*
Allegan publisher and attorney, Twelve Vriesland men attended coconuts was featured. Games
Dyke paced the little Dutch and Hendrik Meyer , Dorothy Con
of Holland.
Sclieduleof catechism classes ot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Modders,
the score at halftime was Holland tant, Robert Draper, Nancy Vi
Edward Johnson and wf. to that he also had hoard someone the annual Missionarysyndicate were played by the group and a
the grade school children who at
187 West I8tn St., left this mornhigh 18, Christian
Har0£! 806 •
Kfn’
George B. Johnson and wf. Pt. in the vicinity Tuesday afternoon supper at the First Reformed gift was presented to Mr. Vande
tend the Oakland Christian Re- ing for St. Petersburg, Fla. for Lots 2 and 3 Blk 7 Boltwood * Add. and went to investigate.He said
Bunte. A candlelight lunch was
Holland high outscored the lit^crt 1JR'L^achurch of Zeeland last week
an indefinitestay.
served.
he
broke
through
the
Ice,
and
was
tie Maroons in the third period 10 BaTkpl- DonaId De Young. Doro- formed church has been set to
Thursday.
The annual membership meet- City of Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mra. John Van Eerdan
pointa to eight and conUnued to th>- Fennema Charles Buchtrup, begin at 9 a.m. on Saturday. The
Glenn Isenhart and wf. to John waked. After a night in the open
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was
ing
of
the
Holland
Fish
and
Game
build up a 28-17
Jeanette Sideriue Kenneth De
V.’ Rose Pt. SEi SEl 9-9-13 Twp. he sought to go hack to his cabin Thursday afternoon caller on Mrs were chairmen of the planning
De Young People's catechism class club will be held Thursday at 7:30 Chester.
committee for the party.
but fell exhaustedon a muskrat D. C. Ver Hage and Mane.
The final period was all Hoi- Youn8- L,11,an
will now meet on Tuesday at 7 :30 p.m. in the CIO hall, Tower dock
Norland high as the ninth graders I Young. Margaret Moerdyk,
Arthur Thomas and wf. to Rob- hut. It is believedhe was exposed
Mrs> Henry Wabeke and Mrs.
building. Financial reports will be
man Siderius, Kathleen Veltman p.m. instead of Thursday.
ert Johnson Pt. Lot 11 Blk 3 Ake- to the elements 18 hours. This Merton Wabeke attended s birth New Ottawa-Allegai
continuedto find the rim.
given,
conservation
problems
disarea was swept by a severe rain
Taking high point honors for Merrill Noordhoff,Shirley Will
Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Jongh, cussed and new directors will be ley’s Add. Grand Haven.
cay party honoring Mr>. Chrianna
Vincent Vidak to Mary Preib and sleet storm that night.
the Uttto Dutch was Frank Van brandt, Richard Stewart. Lois Jack and Don. of Bumips, enterWabeke of Scu.h Biendon on Bar Aii’d Considered
elected.
Dyke followed by MaenU with Hall. Gerald Viening. Henrietta tained Mrs. De Jongh s sister, her A meeting of the American Leg- Lot 26 Dykhouse Add. Grand Hoffman, an Allegan attorney,Is Fr.oay afternoon.
The formation of a bar associaWeener and Howard Bruggers.
married and has three children. The Willing Workers will meet
Haven.
12.
ion auxiliary will be held Monday
'WilliamB. Tennis and wf. to He returned to Allegan the first tonight at 7:45 pm. The joint hos- tion comprisingattorneys of OtLeading the Christianscorers Mary Vander Ley. Bob A. De husband and two nieces of Mufikeat 8 p.m. in the American Legion
Cornelius Glide and wf. NEi SEi of the year from Washington tesses of the meeing will be Mrs tawa and Allegan countieswas
was Diekema with 18 markers Young, HarrietteMonroe, Paul gon last week Sunday.
dub house.
planned Thuraday night at a meetMyrehn,
Martha
Debbink.
Hugh
where he had been working as
25-8-13 Twp. Wright.
followed by Schipperwith seven.
Anna Convpa^ner had the misWord has been received here William J. Brouwer and wf. to clerk to the House Committee on Donald T. Wyngarden and Mrs. ing of attorneysat the Dutch
Tom Carey was outstandingfor Campbell,Betty Boelkins, Walter fortune of creaking her arm when tiiat Mr. and Mrs. L Ray Nvcol,
Gerald Zuiverink.
Mill reataurant.
Harvey Knoll and wf. Pt. NEi Expenditures.
Holland high on the backboards. Boerman, Eunice Mayo, Chester she fell on the ice recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Oosting and
829
South
Lincoln
Ave.,
arrived
in
Louis If. Osterhoua,president
NEi
20-5-15
Twp.
Holland.
Carroll Norlin coaches the Hol- Veldhuls. Marilyn Failor. Canute
Mr. and Mrs. John A Broekhuis Lakeland,Fla., on Tuesday.They
fam.ly of Muskegon Heights were of the Ottawa Bar association,
Vander
Meer,
Betty
Vande
Wege.
Edward C. Keas and wf. to Earl
land high five and John Ham
and members of the consistory
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. who presided at the meeting, apHoward Ball, Marion Reichert, and their wives held a reception left Holland Jan. 15 and will apend Keas and wf. Pt. Ei Ei WA SWi
directa the Christian charges.
Henry Wabeke.
six weeks with their son. Leonard
pointed Circuit Judge Raymond L.
Edward Kerle, Dorothy Olden- for the Rev. and Mrs. Harmon J.
4-9-13 Twp. Chester.
Mrs G. De Vree was a Friday Smith. Ethel W. Stone of AlleE. Nicol. Mr. and Mrs. Roy E.
The
Ladies’
Aid
and
Missionary
berg. Andrew Zimmerman. Elea- Kuizenga and son, Sidney. Those
Hotel Macatawa to Harold
afternoon guest of Mr*. J. B. gan and Peter S. Boter of Holland
nore Short and Russell Norden. who attendedwere Mr. and Mrs. Nicol and Pamela are living at Kranenberg and wf. Pt. Lot 101 society met last week Thursday
Mulder of Zeeianu.
the L. Ray home until they return
to draw up a constitutionand byafternoon
in
the
church
basement.
Judith Mulder, S. Craig Van Lambert Schipper, Mr. and Mrs.
Henevelds Resub. Macatawa Park
Mr. and Mrs James Hop and laws, also a proposed slate of new
The president, Mrs. J. G. J. Van
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Zanten. Marilyn Veldman. James John Broekhuis, Mr. and Mrs. here.
Twp. Park.
family of Hudaonvihc were Sun- officers.
The Graafschap Civic club held Grooters Annette Siderius, Jack Henry Schutter, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry R. Nykamp and wf. to Zoeren, hnd charge of the meetday guests of Mia.
C. .*r Judge Smith, who recommended
ing.
Mrs
Van
Zoeren,
Mr*.
S.
Ms monthly meeting Tuesday even- De Wolf, Edna Pierce. Robert Harry Lankheet. Mr. and Mrs. Young People Flock
Simon Kroll and wf. Pt. Lot 37
Hage..
an organization to take in entire
Boss,
Sr.,
Mrs.
H.
Roelofs
an.d
ing at the home of Mrs. Ed Van- Wagner. Connie Brillhart,Robert
Ohlmans Plat No. 1 Village of
Julius Zoerhot, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mre. J. H. Van Welt. Mr. and legal profession of both counties,
Mrs. M. P. VVyngardengave readderwest. Twenty members were Miller,Nancylee Corp. Jack Mar- A. Sneller, Mr. and Mrs. William To Summer Camps
Hudsonville.
Mrs. G. Streur of Holland were stated he was highly pleased with
present. President Mrs. Gerald ema, Irene Little, Robert Van Blauwkamp.Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Henry Frank Baker to Lena ings. Prayer was led by Mra. H.
Monday evening guests at iitt M. progreaa made to that end. AlUpwards
of
3.000
young
people
Vander
Kolk.
Election
of
officers
Mannes presided at the business Dyke. Verna Van Zyl, Gerald Boekhuis, Mr. and Mrs. Bert A.
Baker Lot 9 and pt. Lots 10, 11.
though a new name has not been
meeting. Plans were made for a Boerman, Phyllis Jean Sherman, Vander Kolk and Mr. and Mrs. attendedthe summer camps con- 12, 21 Bay View Plat Twp. Park. took place, with all officers re- P Wyngarden home.
A Golden chair meeting will be •elected, It probably will be callelected.
President
is
Mrs.
J.
G.
J.
banquet and for a spring bazaar. Duane Bool, Nancy- Andrews. Wil- Corneal Myaard. A two-course ducted b> the Reformed church in
Henry P. Kleu. and wf to Ivan
After the business meeting re- liam Smith, Eliese Millspaugh, lunch was served at the J. Broek- America this last summer. These . De Neff and wf. Pt. Lots 10 and Van Zoeren; vice president, Mrs. lieid at the Jamestown Reformed ed the Ottawa-Allegan Bar asfreshments were served by the Ray Bishop, Jean Kranendonk and hui* home where the reception camps reach from coast to coast, 9 Blk 12 Southwest Add. City of J. Pott; secretary.Mrs. C. Faber; church tonight it 8 p.m. The Rev. sociation
The next meeting will be held
the farthestwest being one held in
treasurer. Mrs. H. Roelofs. The Elwoed Dunn, state field secreMesdames Jim Genzink, A1 Jip- James Nordhoff.
Holland.
wa* held
tary will speak and show .n'.vies Feb. 17 in Holland.
the San Bernardino mountains of
missionary
offering
taken
at
the
ping, Walter Hoek and the hosPatrick
H.
Danenberg
to
Peter
Jar Joldersma,Kenneth Deckot »ht state C.E. convention.
California.
tess, Mrs. Vanderwest.
T. Hoek and wf. SEi SEi 17-7-14 meeting amounted to $14.50;
er. Doris Berry. William Sivyer,
Texas hat the greatest railIn addition to the twenty-five Twp. Allendale.
birthday money. 60 cents; silver There will also we special music.
Mr. and Mrs. Clare Elders spent Mary Young. Richard Hoebeck, Municipal Judge Speaks
way
mileage, followed in order by
camps
held
in
the
United
States,
G
Gort
at
Drenthe
was
a
Moncollection.
$2.25.
The
following
TYiesday in Ann Arbor.
Abel Mannes and wf. to Simon
Jean Freeburg, Walter Schoulten, At Montello School
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Kanseveral were held in China and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bultema and Evelyn Hall, Adrian Bos, Betty
Jay Koning and wf. Pt. Lot 23 committees wre appointed for day afternoonguest of Mr. and
sas, Ohio and Minnesota.
three in India under the auspices
the annual meeting in March: Mr* C\. Van Haitsma.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brink caught Herr, Robert Feverly, Sylvia
Mannes’ Sub. Twp. Holland.
Cornelia* vander Meulen, munitwo pikerel Saturday, measuring Lockema, Richard Holman. Gert- cipal court judge, spoke at the ot the same church.
Henry Ver Hage and wf. to Ver Program Mrs. J Freciks, Mre. J.
Plana are well under way for
25 inches each. They had their ....
..... Jack Wickert, Jorude .
Loeber,
Montello Park school Parent- the 27 American camps to be held Hage Motor Sales Pt. NEi NEi Pott, and Mrs. H. Vander Kolk;
refreshments, Mrs. M. P. Wyngarfish shanty on the ice off the end .Vphine Fout. Duane Sutfin, Betty Teachers aitewciation meeting Fri32-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
next summer under the direction Jay H Patter and wf. to Sey- den, Mrs. C. Van Haitsma and
of the Graafschap
Karrer. Robert D. De Young, day night. Subject of his talk was
of the Rev. Calvin C. Meury and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Roeteri of |
Paul AWerink. Bev- ‘Tomorrow Will Be Better."
mour Padnos and wf. Lot 11 Blk Mre. Ed. Ver Hage. Marion Van Horne, directors of 3 South ProspectPark Add. City
Gerrit Boss and Henry Boas
Grand Rapids visitedat the home erly Grooters, Lou Harvey. Joy
Mi* Evelyn George and two of youth work for the church.
motored to Oh o last week Tuesof Mr. and Mrs. Dave Schripaema, Hollstrom. James Holman. Yvonne Ivor pupils presented accordion soof Holland.
Saturday evening.
John T. Groters at al to John day.
Mulder, Richard Kruizenga, Di- los. Miss Ruth Ann Poppen preMr. and Mrs. G- Van Noord
Mrs. Evert De Weerd and chil- ane Decker. Donn Kieft, Mr. and sented two solos and also played Bethel Reformed Church
H. Kolean and wf. Lot 23 Assesdren, Erwin and Delores, visited Mrs. Gerald Gnade, Mr. and Mrs. piano selections.Songs were sung
sors Plat No. 1. City of Holland. were recent guests of the Rev.
at tfee home of Mrs. Henry Geb- David Hoogerhyde and Mr. and b> the seventh and eighth grade Calk Hlinoii Minister
Henry Timmar to Evan Timmer and Mrs. R. C. Schaap and family
in Hamilton.
ben Thursday. Delores plans to Mrs. Launenee Maase.
pupils.
At a special congregational
George Van Zoeren of Zeeland
stay with her cousin, Patty GebA social hour followed the meeting Thursday night in Bethel Scavenger Hunt Held
was
a Saturday caller on Mr.
ban, until Saturday.
meeting. Hostesses were Mrs. An
Reformed church, it was voted to
and Mrs. J G. J. Van Zoeren.
Marty Lowe of Charlotte spent
drew Kammeraad,Mrs. Ben Wol extend a call to the Rev. C. G. At Birthday Party
Mre. L. Meengs and sons, Mrs.
several days last week at the
ters and Mrs. Lawrence Hotf- Reynen of the Newton Reformed
Iris Van den Boa. who is celeS. De Hoop and ®on were Wedhome -of Mr. and Mrs. Don Blaauw
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
meyer.
brating
her
13th
birthday
today,
church at Erie, HI. The Rev. John
nesday afternoongueats of Mra.
and Mr. and Mr*. Gradus Knoll. Mr. and Mrs. Marion Van SlooVanderbeek served as moderator entertainedat a party In her D. C. Ver Hage.
Sandra and Paula. Bultema ter of Allendale visited Mr. and
Bethel church has been without home, 1699 South Shore Dr., FriMr. and Mra. M. D. Wyngarden
pent Saturday at the home of Mrs. Bob Anys Saturday eve- Newsboys9 Dinner Given
a pastor since last fall .when the day night.
and
Erma Wyngarden were Tuestheir cousin, Bonny Hovenga, who ning.
After the girl* arrived they
Fir Sentinel Carriers
Rev. C. A. Stoppels accepted a
day evening guests of Mr. and
bvaa near U. S. 31.
A board meeting of the North
were
sent
out
in
pairs
on
a
scavMrs. H. Boss and Laverne Bona.
Mr. and < Mrs. A1 Derks and Shore community hall was held Holland Sentinel carrier* were call to Sully, la.
Get beet remit*— by uamg
The 1948 financial report was enger hunt In the neighborhood The Sewing Guild was to meet
children of Detroit are spending Thursday tvening at the home of entertainedat a New* boys’ dinThe
winning
team
was
Diana
Ospresentedat the meeting and a
sugar at its bast for every
the week-end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Remink Sr. Of- ner Friday night in the parish
this afternoonwith Mrs. M. D.
borne and Laurie Hohl.
social hour followed.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Derks.
Wyngarden
as
hostess.
ficers elected follow: President, hall of Hope church. Cover* were
sweetening purpoee. Always
Following the scavenger hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rutgers, Bud Cook: vice president; Tom laid for 80 guest* at tables decorMr. and Mre. Gerrit De Vr*e
the guests played other games
insist upon one ot these
Jr., and children spent Sunday Remink: secretary, Mrs. Iva Mc- ated with candles and evergreens. Rod, Gun Club Meets
and listened to records.The hos- were Wednesday afternoon gueata
afternoon at the home of Mr. and Fall; treasurer Gerrit Hoveing and
quality brands.
The Tulip City Rod and Gun tess and her mother, Mrp. Ben of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford RynFollowingdinner, the boys preMn. Wed Rutgers.
trusteesMrs. Helen Griassr and sented a smoking outfit to Orll* club held its monthly maeting Vanden Boa, served refreshments brandt of Hudsonville.
Mr. and Mrs. C Van Haitsma
Mr. and Mrs. James Koops and Jack Grissen. After discussing A. Bishop, circulation manager Thursday night In the Tower clock
Guests were Carol Harrington.
*r, Beverly, spent Sunday business, luncheon was served by
Jim Fran* showed aeveraj reels building. Connie Zeedyk. presi- Mary Stewart, Di?ma Osborne, were recent afternooncallers on
afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Remink.
of adventure,travel and educa- dent, preai&K it the meeting. Shirley Kammeraad, Hermlna Mr and Mre. Ed Ver Hage.
Walter Hoek.
The Rev. John Pott preached
Miss Janet Aaldnnk, daughter tional films.
Becksvoortand Laurie Ho hi.
John Kieia was speaker.

tions seeking re-election as supsrvisor on tha county board, reyrsaenting Holland city.
Only new petition to date has
bsn filed by Fred E. Wise, seeking the office of aixth ward alder-
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In

Conference This Season
To Coach Russ De Vette and
hie Hope college quintet goes the
honor of being the fir»t squad to
stop Hillsdale college in MIAA
play, this year. Hope completely

Armory court Saturday night.
The Bearcatshad defeated every
MIAA club ths season without

ms&at
ill
flip

Mi

landers as the club to beat In sec-

ond round play.
There were many reasons for
De Vette to be happy over the
play of his club last week. They
have finallyfound their shooting
eyes, and are rapidly adapting
themselvesto the new system.
Defensive honors Saturday night

must be awarded to Paul Muyskens who held Paul Plodzinski,
the leading scorer in the MIAA,
to juat five points.He constantly
kept the Bearcat center out of
position and blocked most of the
*hot* he did try. All of the Dutchmen played excellent ball as did
John Markland of Hillsdale.. Ex-

Evening

Auto Mishap

up.

overpowered the invadingBearcat* by a score of 63-44 on the

conferencedecision last week,
having stopped Alma earlier by a
74-65 count. Two decisions thi*
week definitelystamped the Hol-

Social

Ice-smeened roads caused at
least three accident* in the Holland area Sunday.
Seven children and the driver of
the car in which they were riding
escaped injuriesSur^ay. afternoon
when the car skidded and ended
up in Da via creek with it* wheel*

MIAA

tasting defeat.Included among its
victims was a 58-55 conquest over
the Dutchmen a month ago.
The victory was Hope's second

Newsboys Enjoy Supper and

Escape Injury

Bttrcaki Tastt Defeat
in

1W9

MlMM

Margin

Far First Time

2T,

Seven Children

limit's

Hillsdale

(3-44

CITY

i. \

mB
Downs

HOLUND

Ronald Bos, IS, ton of Mr. and Mr*. Edward Boa of
1»4 Weat 26th St., donates |100 to the Klwania
plank to helpjfight polio. Ronald realizes the value
of contributions to the

March of Dimes. The

Ottawa county chapter of the national foundation
for Infantile paralysispaid all expenses when he
was downed with polio last August. Since that
time, treatments have helped him overcome the
disease and he is enjoying a normal life. The local

Student Panel Leads
Discussion on China

Klwania aponaored the plank on Eighth 8t. Saturday and Klwania Queens operated a wishing well
further down the atreet. Both atunts collected a
total of $650 to turn over to the March of Dimes,
This amount is $150 mors than was collectedduring the same drive last year. From left to right:
Gabriel Kulte, Dan Vander Werf, Kiwanis president. Tom Longstreet,Bos, Victor Van Fleet, Wilbur Cobb, chairman of the local drive, and Peter
Van
(Penna-Sas photol

Driver of the car, which was
going south on Butternut Dr. near
Port Sheldon, was Florence Jones
o* route 1, West Olive.
She told sheriff's officer that
the car went out of control on the
icy highway and over a culvert
into the creek.
One of the children received
scratches.
Walter H. Minnith of Grand
Haven, was listed as a witness.
In another mishap Sunday, cars
driven by Charles L. Ri<* of Muskegon and Carl E. Bakker of route
2, came together on US-31 at the
drive to the duck farm.
Rice told deputies he was following a car going north, and all
at once noticed the Bakker car
skidding sideways in the center of
the highway.

Bakker said he was following a
s mi truck and tried to pass. He
did not see the oncoming Rice car
and tried to get in the southbound lane. In doing so he skidded
sideways and into the Rice car.
Cellesta Rice of Muskegon was
student at Western Theological a witness.
seminary, will conduct services in
Nine cars ended up in the ditch
Bethel Reformed church Sunday. on Lincoln Ave. Sunday afternoon
Mrs. J. D. French, South Shore
at dipping’s comer. According to
Dr., went to Detroit today to atreports, the gravel road was sliptend a board meeting of Michigan
pery and first one car. then anDivision, American Association
other piled into the ditch after
of University Women. She will visgoing out of control on the Icy
it friendsand relativesin the De- road.
troit area over the week-end.
Four cars had to tie towed out
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., South b wreckers and five were pushed
Shore Dr., is planning toa leave out.

Hesteren.

tremely fast, the diminutive Bearcat guard broke loose on several
occasions for easy layup shots.
Five Hope college students,
Hillsdale led only for a few
members
of the International Re- Mrs. Carl Harringtonfor today's
minutes in the contest,when they
held a one point margin early in i lation* club, led a discussion of meeting because of illness in the
the tussle. After trailing 10-9 with conditions in China at the Janu- home of their guardian, Mrs. M.
six minutes gone, the Dutch mov- ary meeting ot Holland branch, K. Disbrow, Virginia Park. Roned to a four point advantage American Association of Univer- ald Disbrow is confined with scar- Grand Rapids by plane today for
within a few minutes, before the sity Women, Thursday night in let fever
Boca Raton, Fla., where he will
Bearcats managed to knot the the home of Mrs. Warren S. MerHospital Note*
attend a board of directors meetcount at 19-19 with seven minutes riam, West 12th St.
Admitted to Holland hospital ing of the National Association
left in the first half. Baskets by
Arthur Ponstein served as mod- Friday were Vera Hulsman, route of ManufacturersJan. 25 and 26.
Nick Yonker, Bud Vande Wege erator of the panel, other speak- 1. Hamilton: Mrs. Claude DunneMrs. E H. Gold, Waukazoo, and
and Herk Buter sparked the ers being Misses Theresa Stall and win, 631 Bay Ave.; David Wei ton. Mrs. Edgar Landwehr, 98 South
Dutchmen to
29-21 margin Lillian High, Harry Harter and son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Division,spent Wednesday in Chi- In
shortly before the intermission Edward Clonan Dr. Ella Hawkin- Welton. 1991 Lakeway Ave., Jeni- cago.
horn. Dave Sebring scored a two son of the college history de- son park, (discharged same day);
Holland memoers of the West
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Lowry and
pointor just before the half to partment introduced the panel. A Jarvis Post, son of Mr. and Mrs Miss Ann Lowry, NorthshoreDr., Shore Symphony orchestra assomake a 29-23 score at halftime. general discussion followed, mem- Burt Post, 204 West 12th St., (dis- returnedyesterdayfrom Califor- ciation were in Grand Haven
Ooach Harold Westerman’s bers of the branch taking part.
charged same day).
nia where they have been vaca- Monday nignt to attend the teccrew played slow deliberate basDischarged Friday ‘were Mrs tioningsince Jan. i when they at- ond concert of the season in
Arrangements for the program
ketball, Working blocks and cuts were made by Muss Metta Ross.
George Algar, route 1, East Saug- tended the Rose Bowl game.
Grand Haven high school. Palmer
for their scores. They did have
Miss Bernice Bishop presided at atuck; Mrs. Jack Schregardusand
Quackenbushis director of the
Hospital Note*
some difficulty in finding the hoop the business meeting and urged son, 629 Tennis St.; Dorothy
Admitted to Holland hospital symphony.
for a greater share of the first members of the branch to partic- Schuitema. 431 East Eighth St.; Thursday were Dorothy SchuitHighlight of the program was
half. Hope employed a fast break ipate in the new adult education Norma Morren. 36 West 22nd St.;
ema, 431 East Eighth St.; Nancy the Beethoven piano co.icertoNo.
whenever the opportunity pre- class, “Michigin,My Michigan,” Robert Dominquez Sarabia II. in- Dykema, 264 West 14th St., (dis- 3 in C minor played by the brilaented itself, but otherwisewere beginningnext Monday night in fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert charged same day); Mrs. Ted liant young American pianist,
content to work the ball in Junior High school. Prominent Sarabia. 174 East Fifth St.; Mrs. Kouw, 432 East Eighth St.; Mary Vera Franceschi, who substituted
through it* pivotman,Muyskens. speakershave been engaged and David Raffenaud, 208 Maple Ave.; Ann Emerick, 572 Lake St. (dis- at the last moment for Byron
Hope really poured it on in the emphasis will be placed on con- Mrs. Ruth Lappenga and son, 123 charged same day); Norma Mor- Janis, who is ill. Miss Franceschi
opening of the second half. Every- servation of natural resources in West 20th St.; Mrs. Wilhelmina
36 West 22nd St.; Thomas not only displayed a brilliant tone
Van Velden, route 1, Central ren,
body started to hit for the locals the «tate, she said.
Dobbertin, 267 West 16th St.; Ot- and faultless technique, but her
while the dazed Bearcats failed
A large number of books were Park; Mrs. Don Zwier'and daugh- to J. Wagner. 27 West Second performance was full of life and
to score a basket for the first brought to the meeting for ship- ter, 17 West 16th St.; Mrs. Her- St.; John H. Piers, route 6.
spontaneity which was supplefive minutes. With eight minutes ment to the University of War- bert Colton, Jr., and son, 79 East
Discharged Thursday were Mrs. mented by outstanding orchestra
10th
St.
gone, the locals had piled up a saw. Other books may be taken
support. She also played several
Admitted Saturday were Henry Harold Buter and .nfant daughter,
convincing 45-29 margin. From to the Book Nook during the next
piano numbers at the conclusion
37
Lakewood
Blvd.;
Harvey
then on it was just a matter of few days. The books will be pack- Alderink, 35 West Eighth St.; Scholten, route 1; Glenn Weller, of the scheduledconcerto.
James
De
Pree.
son
of
Mr.
and
too much Hope as far as Hills- ed for shipment by Miss KatherThe first half of the program
route 6.
dale was concerned. The Dutch- ine Post, international relatione Mrs. Harold De Pree. 564 West
A son, James Alan, was born featured selections by the or18th
St.
(discharged
same
day):
men were doing everything right, chairman,and Mrs. Vincent MarJack Fairbanks,son of Mr. and Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Gerben chestra and was characterized by
while the losers were trying many tineau.
freshnessand vitality.Numbers
Mrs. Earle Fairbanks,141 East Duthler, route 3, Zeeland.
combinationsin attempt to halt
The social hour was in charge
included the familiar "Russian
the rout. With seven minutes left, of Mesdames Leon Moody. J. 39th St.; Nicole Bolhuis, daughand Ludmilla Overture” by Glinter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Bolthe locals led 53-34 and victory Borgman, Robert Longstreet,
ka; the delicate harmonies of
huis. Ill West 26th St. (diswas within their grasp.
Henry Pas and the Musses Ruby
‘The Walk to the Paradise Garcharged
same
day).
The last five minutes found the Calvert, Barbara Lamjjen and
den” from the opera, "A Village
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
game dominated by substitutes Mae Whitmer.
Romeo and Juliet"by Delius; and
Richard Blystra and son. route 1:
from both teams. At times the
Mrs. Arthur Groenhof and daughThe Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmas- the Three Elizabeths suite by
game resembled a football tilt,
ter, 18i West 12th St.; Mrs. Don ter of First Methodistchurch, ad- Coates. "Haylcon Days,"’"Springwith the reserves fightingdesperStoel and daughter, 146A Fair- dressing members of the Ameri- time in Angus,” and "Youth in
ately for the ball.
banks Ave.; Mrs. John Batema, can Legion Auxiliary Monday Britain."
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Hope connected on nine out of
70i
West 19th St.; Mrs. Mary night in the Memorial club house, The program closed with 'The
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hopkins,
23 foul attempts while Hillsdale
Wolbert,
2611 West 15th St.; Mrs. gave an interestingtalk on the in- March and Processionof Bacscored on 10 out of 20. Hope's Muss Ruby Calvert and Miss
Howard
Diepenhorst.203 Fast ternal working ol the United Na- chus," Delibes.
coring was again divided almost Gladys Wieskamp attendedcomThe orchestra, which is enjoy37th St.; Hilbert Barkel, 157 East tions and some of the personevently among four starters. Yon- mencement exercises at Western
ing a highly successfulseason, will
26th St.
alities
involved.
He
also
discussed
Michigan
college
in
Kalamazoo
ker led with 16 and was followed
Admitted Sunday were Mrs the United States Congress and play again on May 10 in Grand
closely by Vande Wege with 15 Sunday. Miss Muriel Hopkins was
Haven with Leonard Warren of
Carl Garbrecht, 163 Manley Ave.;
its effortstoward national prepargraduated
from
the
department
of
and Buter and M lyskens with 12
the Metropolitanas soloist. TenHenry
Oetman,
656 Washington edness.
apiece Markland was high for physical education with an A. B.
tative arrangements have been
Ave.; Andrew Van Kampen, 191
degree.
The United Nations in many
Hillsdale with 13 points.
made for a concert in Holland
E'will court; PatriciaLinda Boere,
respects has failed, he said, but
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mooi, 203
Box score:
thir, spring.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
FG FT TP West 20th St., returned Saturday Bocre, 348 West 17th St.; Norman in its broader aspects has taken a
Hope (63)
Personnelof the orchestra indecided step forward on the road
12 from a month’s vacationtrip to
Buter .................... 4
4
cludes several Holland musicians.
Fynewcver, son of Mr. and Mrs.
to peace.
15 New Port Richey, Fla. The Moois
Vande Wege ............... 7
1
Bernard J. Fynewcver, 103 East
Music at the meeting was fur0
12 spent the holidays with their sonMuyskens ................... 6
Lakewood Blvd.
nished by three trumpeters from Municipal Court Fines
16 in-law and daughter, the Rev.
2
Yonker ....................
... 7
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
Holland high school, Ronald
and Mrs. Ray Denekas. at Lennox,
4
0
Holwerda .................. 2
Leon Slikkers and son, 81 West
Smeenge,
David Eash and Fred Include Speeding Count
0 S.D., before going to Florida.
0
.... 0
Bremer ...................
35th St.; Mrs. Jason Vander Hulst,
Padgett.
They
were accompanied
1
A son was born Sunday in Fre- 254 Colonial St., Zeeland;Henry
Marcma ..................... 0
1
Clyde Fogg, 32 of route 4, ap0
2 mont hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Alderink. 35 East Eighth St.; by Miss Iris Bowman, who also
Wagner ....................... 1
peared in municipal court Saturplayed
a
piano
solo.
Van Dort .................. 0
0
0 Chester Wabeke of Fremont, for- Jack Fairbanks,son of Mr. and
day morning and paid fine and
0
0 merly of Holland.
Van Dorple ............... n
Mrs Earle Fairbanks,141 East A sum of money was contribut- costs of S10 after pleading guilty
ed
to
the
March
of
Dimes.
Billy
De
Jonge,
nine-year-old
... n
1
1
Brieve ....................
39th St.
to a speeding charge. Martin JipAn invitation was extended to
0
0 son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Hinga ......................
... 0
Week-end births at Holland hosping, of route 2, upaid a $3 fine
Totals ................... 27
63 Jonge, 340 West 14th St., frac- pital include a son, Warner De the local unit by the Gilbert D.
9
for improperly pulling away from
tured his left leg Friday while ice Leeuw, 111, on Friday to Mr. and Karsten unit of Zeeland to attend
a curb.
FG FT TP skating on the 19th St. skating Mrs. Warner De Leeuw Jr., 273 a guest party in the Zeeland City
Hillsdale (44)
Paul Boerigter, 21, of 28 East
Sebring .................... 2
6 pond. He was treated at Holland West 18th St.; a daughter, Mar- Hall Monday, Feb. 7 at 8 p.m. A
2
15th St., paid $3 for running a
Blomcke .................. 1
4 hospital and is confined to his garet Ellen, on Friday to Dr. and bus will be chartered for trans2
stop sign.
Plodzinski ................. 2
5 home.
1
Mrs J. A. Lubbers, 69 East 13th portation.
Parking fines of $1 each were
Mrs. Henry Poppen announced
Markland ................ 6
13
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Den Her- St.; a daughter, Judy Lee, on Fri1
paid by Donald Walchenbach of
Holbeck ................... 1
3 der of Zeeland plan to leave day to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Voss. a radio discussion or what the
1
Zwemer Hall and Stanley WloLusk .......................... 0
1 Thursday for Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., 308 West 17th St., and a daugh- American Legion Auxiliary is
1
darezyk of 20 North River Ave.
0
Rummell ................... 1
2 to spend the month of February. ter, Rebessa Jo, also on Friday to doing in the community, state and
7 Their daughter, Mis; Marcia Den Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jesiek,route nation, Wednesday at 9:05 p.m.
... 3
Edson ......................
1
Local Residents’ Father
Oberlin ....................
1
3 Herder, junior in the school of 1. Saturday births include a Local members will take part.
Reports of the midwinter coneducation at Northwestern uni- daughter, Jean Ellen, to Mr. and
Dies in Grand Rapids
10
Totals ................. 17
44 versity, Evanston, 111., was re- Mrs. Martin Van Beek, 321 West ference held Jn Lansing early in
cently Initiated into the North 15th St., and a son, Gregory Lynn, December were given by MesTenu* (Tim) Markus, 69. Grand
western chapter of Delta Delta to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Car- dames L. B. Dalman, Marvin Ver Rapids, died Saturday afternoon
Butt Brothers Herd
roll 75 East Ninth St.
Hoef and Frank Miller, delegates.
Delta, national sorority.
Butterworth hospital. SurviA son, Glenn Eric, was born Refreshments were served by at
Mr* Henry Hospers, 26 East
Has Production Tests
ving are the wife, Sadie; on^
12th, St, has. left for Harrisburg, Sunday to Mr.- and Mrs. Albert Mrs. Ted Bos and Mrs. Henry
daughter,Mrs. John Van Vuren
Brattleboro,Vt.— Several regist- Pa., to spend a month with her Moeuwsen, 626 Central Ave., and Klomparens.
and two sons, Jack and John Marered Holstein-Friesiancows in the son, R. D. Hospers and his fam- a son, Richard Wayne, also waj
cus, all of Holland; eight grandborn on Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
herd of Buth Brothers, Comstock ily.
children; jhree brothers, Joe,
Park, havo. completed official proMrs. A.
Keppel and x Miss Mrs. Harold Dalman, 262 East Twin Daaghteri Engaged Adrian and Henry Markus, and
duction tests under Herd Im- Ruth Keppel. East 10th St., are 12th St. A son, Ronald Jay, was To Men from Bnrnips
two *isters, Mrs. Lena Wehrle
provement Registry rules.
leaving Thursday for St. Peters- bom this morning to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. William De Road, all
Testing was supervised by burg, Fla., where they will vaca- Henry Buursma, 275 West 16th , Bumips, Jan. 24 (Special)
of Grand Rapids.
St.
Michigan State college in co- tion for. a month.
Mr. and Mr*. Gerrit..Bleeker of
operation with the Holstein-FriesThe Calvin college seminary
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Hopkin* announce the engageian Association of America.
choir will present
'concert
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Westveer ment of their- twin daughter*, Waverly Busy Stitchers
Thursday at 7:45 p.m. in Noorde- of Midland announce the birth of Ruth and Alma, to Bumips men.
Have Business Meeting
loos Christian Reformed church. a son, Douglas Cook, Thursday Ruth is engaged to
Verne
Mrs. Jacob Bolhuis
This will be the first stop of the night in a Midland hospital. Mr. Harmsen. son of Mr. and Mrs.
The Waverly Busy Stitchers
Succumbs at Jackson
choir on a tour which will take and Mrs. Westveer are Hope col- Gerrit Harmsen. Alma’s fiance
held a 4-H btlsiness meeting Frithem 'as far as California..The lege graduates and former resi- is John. Rynbrandt, Jr., son of
day afternoon. The group spent
Mrs. Jacob Bolhuis, fonner lo- program is sponsored
the dents of Holland. The grandpar- Mr. and Mr*. John Rynbrandt.
the afternoonsewing and playing
cal resident,died Saturday night Young People’s society. '•
ents are Mr. and Mrs. William
game*.
Attending the meeting
at her home, 105 North Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Philip S. Beebe of Westveer and Mr. and Mrs. EdThe U.S. leads the world in the were the Misses Shirley Fockler,
St., Jackson. Surviving are the Wilmette, 111., have returned home
ward Van Eck of Holland.
production of cottonseed.
Evelyn Bronkema, Marjorie Fockhurttand, Dr. Jacob; three sons after visiting their son, William
Mr. and Mrs’ Merrick Hanchett,
ler, Shirley Van Null, Caro! Van
end three grandchildren; also Beebe, and family on Lawndale 136 East Ninth St., have left for
The U.S. once had three presi- Null, Beverly De Jonge, Carol
three sisters, including Mrs. Dick ct.
St. Petersburg, Fla., to spend the dent* in one month— Martin Van Rozema, Marilyn Huyser, Gonda
Nieustriaof Central Park, and one
Cantwuta Camp Fire girls of remainder of the season.
Buren, William Henry Harrison Romeyn and leaders,Mrs. H. Robrother, .
UuTimgUm school will meet with
William Haak of Sodus, N. Y., and John Ty ler.
ach and
William Fockler. ,

Orchestra Heard

Second Concert

a

Legion Auxiliary
Hears Talk on

UN

Personals

I00F, Rebekah Lodges

Have Joint Installation
Officers of lOOF lodge No. 192
and Erutha Rebekah lodge No. 27.
were inducted in a joint installation service Friday night attended by members, families and
friends. The hall was decorated
with palms, plants, picket fences
and candelabra.Colors of both
lodges, red and white and pink
and green, were carried out.

Preceding

the

installation,

there was presentation of the
flag, the pledge of allegiance,
and singing of the national an-

—

a

La

by

.

Mm

party.

Tony Last, last year's president, presentedthe achievement
report, an outline of the club's
activities during the past year including such projects as the soap
box derby, infantileparalysis
drive, travel lecture series, and
Downtown Nash of the Holland
the youth camp.
A report on the midwintercon- City league defeated the Hope
ference recently hold at Ann Ar- college JVs Saturday night by
bor was given by Louis J. Stempa score of 55-31. The Nash team
fly, a local delegate.Wilbur Cobb,
controlled play throughout the
chairman of the Infantileparalysis drive in Holland,announced game.
Nash jumped to an early lead
the collection of $650 on the
march of dimes plank and the and maintained it during the first
wishing well last Saturday,and quarter. The score at the end of
outlined activities of the fund the first quarter was Nash 13, B
squad 6. Pal Fortney was the big
raising campaign.
Group singing was led by Jack gun for the Nash team in the first

them.
Installingofficers were George
Banks, deputy grand master; Mrs.
Blanche Shaffer, district deputy
president; George Vander Hill and
Mrs. Myrtle Bennett, deputy marshals; Charles Harris and Mrs.
Martha Hill, deputy wardens; Plewes, accompaniedby Franklyn period.
The B squad found the hoop in
James Van Nordcn and Mrs. Rose Van Ry.
the second quarter and hit for
Marie Glatz, deputy secretaries;
nine points while holding the
Jack Shaffer and Mrs. Jeanette
Downtowners to only 7. A* the
Cranmor, deputy treasurers; Heart Unit Joins
teams left the floor at halftime
James Crowle and Mrs. Garnet United Fund Drive
the score was Nash 20, B team
Knoll, deputy guardians;Harlow

Burrows and Mrs. Rose Kctchum,
deputy chaplains.
The followingelective officer'sof
both lodges were installed:Henry
Jackson and Miss Geraldine Van
Vulpen, noble grands: Mrs. Dorothy De Boer, vice grand; Walter
Van Vulpen and Mrs. Mildred Van
Vulpen, secretaries; Mrs. Jose-

James A. Sloan, field representative of the United Health and

16.

Nash really got hot in the third
period and scored 22 points. Leading the attack were Fortney,
Wally Bradley and Ken Bouman.
The Nash squad managed to hold
the B team to only four points In
the third period.
The fourth period was very evenly played by the Nash team had
such a great lead that the Hope
United Health and Welfare cam- team could not catch them. Nash
managed to score 13 points in the
paign.
Maentz and Lowry are oh the final quarter and the Hope team
got it
state board of directors of the
Talking sooting honors for A*Welfare fund.
to* was Paul Fortney with 14 followed closely by Bradley with 12.
Ron Bos. Hope’s consistent high
Friendly Corner Class
scorer again gained high honors
Entertains Husbands
with 8 points.

Welfare fund drive in this district,
was in Holland last Friday conferring with O. W. Lowry and
Henry S Maentz regardingthe
coming health fund drive.
Solan told the local leaden that
the American Heart society has
phine Bender, financialsecretary; joined ranks with 18 other «gHerman Damson and Mrs. Melva encies collectingfunds under the

treasurers.

Crowle,
,
Appointive officers installed
were Cameron Cranmer and Miss
Evelyn George, wardens; George
Ogden and Mrs. Ann Rose, conductors; Cornell Lucas, chaplain;

Mrs. Ethelyn Van Eyck, inside
guardian; Peter De Young and

Mrs. Virginia Orr, outside guardians; George Vander Hill and
George Banks, right and left supMembers of the Friendly Corner
porters of the noble grand of Odd class of Trinity Reformed church School But in Ditch;
Fellows; Mrs. Leona Norlm and and their husbands held a party
Msr. Blanche Burrows, right and in the church parlors Friday Three Pupils Injured
left supporters of the noble grand night.
Grand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special)
of Rebekahs; Martin Keller, left
Arjol Nyk, seminary student —The Alben Christian school bus
supporter of the vice grand of the from the Netherlandswho was of Holland, driven by Meindert
Odd Fellows; Mrs. Blanche Shaf- celebrating his birthday, was Kooistra, 54, route 1, Coopersvil’e,
fer and Mrs. Alice Rowan, right guest of honor. He was presented went into the ditch and rolled
and left superiors of the vice with a gift from the class.
over at 8 a m. Monday on County
grand of the Rebekahs.
Mrs. A. Kooyers sang two solos, road 663 in Blendon township.
Mrs. Shaffer presented Mrs. "Light (A the World.” and "Down Three of the 10 pupils in the bus
Belle Kotchum with (he past From His Glory.” H. Tysse show- were injured.
noble grand jewel in recognition ed two movies, one entitled The accident occurredone half
of her year's service as noble "Shortest Way Home” and the mile south of the Allendale-Blengrand. Mrs. Shaffer and Mrs. Ben- other on conservation of wildlife. don townline when the bus hit an
nett each were presenteda gift
The room was decorated with icy dip in the road. Speed of the
from the Rebekah lodge by Mrs. the national colors of the Nether- 1ms was between 30 and 35 miles
Bender. Mr. Jackson and Miss lands and the United States. The an hour, Kooistra reported.
Van Vulpen welcomed the guests American and Netherlandsflags Injured were Marie Potgeter,
and talked briefly.
were displayed and the table dec- 16. of near Hudsonville, wrenched
A program following installa- orations featured red, white and neck, Roger Lemmen, 16, route 3,
tion included tap dance numbers blue candle*. A lunch was served Hudsonville, bruises on forehead,
by Suzanne Dahl and Agnes Beil with Mrs, H. D. Terkcurst and both treated at their homes, and

Barbara Bremer, 14. route 1,
Mildred Mrs. Derksen pouring.
Sale; baton twirling exhibition by
Hostesses at the event were Marne, severe bruises on forehead
Patty Bell; piano solo by Sheri- the Mesdames B. Wierenga. L. and nose. She was treated in a
dan Shaffer; piano duet by Robert Klaasen, G. Steketee and H. Tysse. physicians office and returned
home.
Greenwood and Sheridan Shaffer
One window was broken and the
and accordion solos
Miss
February Bride-elect
body of the bus was damaged
George.
Passing motorists assisted hi
Announcementwas made that
Honored At Shower
transporting the pupils.
the next Rebekah holxi breakfast
will be held Thursday at 9 a.m. in
Miss Dorothy Vander Wal, who
the home of Mrs. Nellie Kleis, 265
will become the bride of Arthur Mrs. Augusta Theberatt
Columbia
s
Bleeker on Feb. 11 was honored at
Refreshments were served by a surprise shower Friday evening Of Spring Lake Diet
Mrs. Minnie Serier and her com- at the home of Miss Eleanor
Grand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special)
mittee.
Klungle and Mis* Lois Holtgeerts.
—Mrs. Augusta Theberath, 79,
Gifts were opened under an umroute 2. Spring Lake, died of a
brella in a "shower” of confetti.
Van Raalte Cub Scouts
heart attack at 6:45 a.m. Monday
The evening was 'spent playing
Municipal dicwpitalwhere she waa
Have Pancake Supper
"kootie.”Prizes were won by Mrs.
taken Saturday. A native of GerL. Holtgeerts and the Misses Abby
Van Raalte school den 2, pack De Roos, Gladys Buurma and many, she has been a resident of
Spring Lake since 1907.
1 Cub Scouts were entertained Bonnie Klomparens.
Surviving are a brother, Paul
at a pancake supper Thursday Attendingthe shower were the
night at the home of their den Misses Lorraine Hop, Amy El- Markhoff, route 2, Spring Lake.
The body is at the Ringold Fundad,- Peter Vander Wege, 240 gersma, Gladys Buurma, Elaine
West 20th St. The occasion mark- Bleeker, Eleanor Vander Wal, eral home where services will be
ed the birthday anniversaryof Abby De Roos, Bonnie Klompar- held Wednesday at 2 pin., the
Rev. Russell J. Redeker officiatPaul Vander Wege.
ens and Shirley Wierda and the ing. Burial will be in Spring Lake
Each Cub prepared and baked Mesdames H. Bleeker, J. Schrecemetery.
his own pancakes. Mrs. Jack Van gardus, A. Vander Wal, L. HoltHoff, den mother, treated the geerts and A. Klungle.
group to chocolate milk and jello
and a birthday cake was donated
accompaniedby Mrs.

by

Ave.

Maple Hill

by Delwyn Diekema who

also

.

C

These Holland Sentinel carrier*
enjoy several reels of moving pictures includingadventure, travel
and educational films, following a
dinner in Hope church pariah hall
Friday night. Eighty attended the

Royal Neighbors Plan

(From Monday’* Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills received word of the death of her
Practice for installationof of- cousin; Earl Fleser of Monterey
ficere, to be held next Thursday, who was killed instantlylast week
featuredthe meeting of Royal Monday morning when a tree fell’
NeighborsThursday night in the on him. He i« survived by his wife
hall. A potluck lunch will follow and children.
Mrs. Mercy Schwander is stay?
the Installation.
Prizes at the meeting went to ing for several weeks at the home
Mesdames E. Le Jeune, Ben Well- of’ her daughter. Mrs. Geneva
er ahd William Norlin; On the Parker in Grand Rapids.
committee were Mesdames Nellie Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mill*
Saile, Dorothy
Boer, Effie attended the church meeting* held
in the city Rescue mission* In
Sprong. and Harriett Horn.
Grand Rapids last week.

celebrated hi* birthday Thursday.
The evening was spent story To Install
telling.' Mrs.

Mrs.

Vander Wege and

Peter. Elzinga assisted the

boysv
Cubs attending were Keith Van
Hoff, John Cook, Marshall Elzinga, Bill Hill, David Vander
Wege, Paul Vander Wege, Gor-

dan Vander Wege, Bill Ridley,
Ronald Van Eenenaam and 'Delwyn Diekema, Ronald Disbrow

•

could not attend.

3.

•

Kiwanians Review
Activities of

Year

Officers

De

Former Resident Dies
Word has

been received here of
Mrs. Ella Doyle, *9,
Kiwanis program Monday night on Jan. 8 in Santa Cruz, Calif.
At the regular meeting in the Death followed a heart attack.
Warm Friend Tavern with Pan Mrs. Doyle was a Holland resident
Vander Werf, club president, in for many years. Three sons and
charge of the program.
three daughters survive.

Local Kiwanians had an

all- the death of

A

mmL

29 East 9th 81
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Temptation of Jesus

Luke

4:1-13
Henry Geeriinge

By
IT IS NOT necessary for us
to move out of the regular tenor
of our lives to meet temptation in
its manifoldforms. Nor do temptationsinhere primarily in certain
avenues of life. If we imagine we
can escape temptationby creat-

Old

Good
Days

Two Holland Area

In 1915

Youths Are Bound

Mrs. G. J. Van Duren who has
charge of the Christmas Seals in
Ottawa county and is chairman
of the organization that has
charge of the work, haa'juat received 10,000 aeala that will be
diapoaed of in thia city, began a
•tory in the Monday, Nov. 15, iaaue of the Holland Daily Sentinel

A

pretty wedding took place
Wednesday, July 1, at 4 p.m. at
tha home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Boonstra of Zeeland, when their
daughter, Maude, fae married to
J. Earle Marshall, superintendent
of the Zeeland schools. The ceremony was pertormed by the Rev.
C. W. Marshall of Grandville,

The Holland Gas company has
Manager become conscious of assaults from been organized with $200,000
the powers of darkness. No life
capitalstock. It is under the New
Telephone— Hewa Item* 8108
is safe that is not strongly built
Jersey act. The stock is owned by
Adrerttaingand Bubacrlptiona. 8101
and that has not laid hold of the
Jewel Dick of Huntington,Ind„
The publlaber ahall no. be liable usual aids for moral and religious
I,000 shares, Bascomb Parker 999
for any error or error* in printing achievement. It is possiblefor one
shares, and George E. Kollen, one
any aorertlalng unleea a proof of
euch advertleemem shall hare been to build a life that is peculiarly share. The company will begin
obtained by adrertieer and returned sensitiveto temptations and that business next month with over a
by him In time for correction with knowing their perils is able to exthousand house connections.
euch errors or correction*noted
tricateitself from them.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Sharpe,
plainly thereon:and In euch caae if
There are hosts of people who Central Park, a son.
any error so noted is not corrected,
publisher*liabilityshall not exceed would never yield to the more
Born to Mr. and Mr*. Peter
euch a proportion of the entire space mischievous vices of life. They
Moos on Wednesday, tt son.
occupied by the error bears to the
whole apace occupier- by such adver- have certain respect for that
The Rev. J. Van Houte of Grand
tisement
which Is best. All of us will prob- Rapids, formerly of this city, has
ably agree that we feel, a revul- received a call from the Reformed
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 13 00. Six month* |1 35; sion against any suggestion of in- church at Boyden. la.
three month* 75c; Single copy 5c dulgence in the grosser forms of
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Subscriptions payablein advance and
evil, but there are times when we Central Avenue church surprised
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
are willing to lower our standards their pastor. Rev. Van Hoogen. a
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by and to admit a measure of dark- few days ago and presented him
reporting promptly anv Irregularity ness into our lives. What all of us
with a fine solid gold chain and
In delivery Write or Phone 8191
ought to do is to cultivatea high- charm.
er level for all of life. We probThe gravel which ha* been reON THE OLEO SPOT
ably know individuals who can moved from Eighth St. by the
Pity the poor state represent a- rise to noble heights and yet who
railway company has been taken
tiv«* and senator*; they are on are not unwilling to forget who to Van Raalte Ave. where it will
be used in grading that avenue
the oleo apot, and *o far u they they are and whom they serve.
May it not be true that most of and Lake and Water St*. The city
can aee there’* no way to get off
our temptation* are singularly will pay the company for hauling
it To change the figure, they are
parallel to the three temptations of it.
between a very sulphureous devil our Lord In the first temptation
-Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Fonger and
and an unusually stormy deep He was urged to use His divine children of Muskegon and Mr. and
sea. They are going to get hurt powers selfishly and therefore Mrs. C. Nivlson of Olive Center,
whatever they do, and statesmen wrongfully. He had the power to spent the 4th with Mr. and Mrs.
satisfy
hunger through George Loveland.
quite naturally object to getting
Dr. F. E. Lammon and son,
changing stones into bread. Which
hurt
should He do? Should He use this Harry Busch and Robert, G. StafBut no one ha* come' up with power that inhered in Him to ford and wife of Chicago, were ena solution that is guaranteedto satisfy His hunger or should He tertained July 4 by Dr. and Mrs.
keep the bricks, to say nothing of be content to wait until through W. P. Scott at their summer home
decayed eggs, from being aimed normal avenues that hunger could at Jenison Park.
at the statesmen with deadly ac- be satisfied? Would He depart
The Rev. Dr. N. M. Steffens of
curacy. Whatever they say, whatfrom the normal method the aver- Dubuque, la., who ha* been apever they do, no matter how they
age individual has of meeting pointed as successor to Dr. H. E.
squirm and argue and protest, physical needs. He took upon Him Dosker at Western Theological
they are going to be on the re- our nature and became man. seminary was in town a few days
ceivingend of thousands of angry
Would He now lift Himself above ago.
protests from people who can
Correspondence included:
man and repair the loss of phymake their gripes stick at the sical powers in extraordinary Drenthe— Miss Jennie Van Dam
ballot box.
has left for a six weeks' visit to
ways.
For from the Michigan stateaIn the second temptation, the Colorado to spend the summer
men’a point of view the oleo issuggestion came to Him to for- with her sisters.
sue is an irreconcilableconflict.
Ottawa Station— Married at the
On the one side stand the embat- sake the Father's appointed way home of the groom. Harry Burch
and
adopt another in order to
tled dairymen of Michigan, which
show His divine Sonship. There and Mis* Etta Purchase,both of
includes most of Michigan’s farmcan be no doubt that to throw Robinson on July 4, Ji»tice
ers, who insist on maintaining the
Eugene Fellow* officiating.
privilegesthst they have enjoyed Himself from the pinacle of the
There was a family reunion of
temple
and
to
land
on
the
earth
for nearly half a century. They
the children and their families of
unharmed
would
be
convincing
to
want the tax on oleo perpetuated;
J. M. Fellows at the residence of
quite naturally they have come to some shallow minds that He posLevi Fellows, July 4th. There were
sessed
a
power
not
belonging
to
believe that the favors they have
27 present
enjoyed from government for so men in general. That suggestion
Gitchel
Miss Anna Kremer
many years represent t kind of He spumed. He chose to take the who has spent the last half year
natural right to which they are longer and more tedious course of
with relatives and friend* ha* gone
entitled.They are going to be proving His mesxiahshipby letback to her home in Running
more than merely politelyangry ting His light shine day by day
Water, S. Dak.
when their legislators vote for the and rendering such service and
Overisel
Among those who
kindness and strength as to prove
tax repeal.
celebrated the Fourth with us are
On the other aide stand the that He was the Son of God.
In the third temptation,the Dr. Z. Veldhui* of Fremont. H.
equally embattledand equally
numerous housewives of the state, appeal came to Him to do evil Strabbingof Graafschap,Henry
Masselink of Sheboygan, Wis.,
to say nothing of their husbands that good might come. He knew
and sons and daughters. A vast that through His ministry over John Zoerhof of Grand Rapids,
Dick De Vries of Bumip* Corners.
oleo consuming public has been many centuries that the kingdoms
developed, and those people quite of the world would become His
understandablyobject to paying own kingdom. To bow down to
s tax on colored oleo. They can Satan and worship him in order
see no reason why they should to have these kingdoms surrender
maintain the dairy interests in to Him at once would have been
the style of living to which they a most costly way of achieving
have become accustomed.
the end of His Incarnation.This
When an initiative petition bear- perhaps is one of the most poping 133,000 names forced the is- ular forms of evil. There may be
Two busload* of crippled and
sue, the legislature was faced people living who feel that it is
handicapped children from the
with the alternativeof doing nothperfectly proper to practice dis- Benton Harbor-St. Joseph area
ing and letting it go to the peopl;
honest methods if they give part stopped in Holland Monday for
or passing a law. Either way they
of the proceeds to worthy causes. supper. The children were returnart going to get a lot of knocks.
If right in its own name does not ing to their homes after attending
Even if they do nothing, the dairy
ultimately triumph there is no the Shrine circus in Grand Rapids
interestswill blame them; if they
conceivable advantage in call- Monday afternoon as guesta of the
vote for the repeal of the tax, the
ing in questionablemethods to aid Shrine lodge.
dairymen will blame them. If
The group ate here after special
its cause.
they should do nothing, the tax
It is scarcely possible to con- arrangements had been made for
payer* will slap them. They just
ceive of anyone thinking that the fifth year in a row to take
can’t aee safety anywhere. The
temptation in itself is evil. It may care of the children.Several were
people are long-sufferingbut they
arise from evil minds and even fed on the bus because of th« difhave finally taken things into
be intended to accomplishevil ficulty of taking them into the
their own hands. Naturallythe
ends, but in itself temptationis restaurant.Police routed traffic
atatesmen are very unhappy.
not sin. There is no one who does around the buses while they were
not thoroughlybelieve that to eating.

Jay Hamberg, 17, of route 3,
and Welland Weaver, 19, of 130
East 18th

to

most cherished environment we

1879

To Circuit Court

St., each waived examination in municipal court Monday
afternoon and were bound over to
Circuit Court to apjxjar Feb. 21.
published In 1915.
Dr. A. Vennema left Monday Bond was set at $300 each.
Both youths were charged with
for Rochester, Albany, New York
City and other points east in the breaking and entering in the
the
intereata of the college. On his nighttime.According
return west he will spend Dec charge, both were alleged to have
8 to 10 in Columbus, Ohio, in at- entered a bam on route 4, leased
tendance upon the annual meet- by Fred Dirkse.
Sheriff’sofficers, who made the
ing of the Executive committee of
the Federal Council of th Chur- arreet* last Saturday night, acches of Christ in America on cused the youths of taking five
which committee he has repre- new heavy-dutybatteries. They
sented the Reformed church for said the batteries, valued by
several yean.
Dirkse at $40 apiece, were tak*n
Holland High school suffered early Last Saturday morning.
the first defeat of the season with
Deputies traced the batterie* to
but one more game
their Muskegon where it was found
schedule when Saturday South they had been sold SaturdayafterHaven handed them the thin end noon.
of a 16-8 score.
In other local court action. OflWhen Mr. Kampen, janitor at bert Boerigter of 152 Fairbanks
Hope college,unlocked the doors Ave., paid fine and cost* of $8 afof that institutionthis morning a ter pleading guilty to "depositing
sickening sight met hit gaze. And rubbish on a vacant space at the
thia was not an optical illusion north end of Fairbanks Ave., withbut real sticky molasses smeared out obtaining permission from th#
and painted on every seat in Win- local board of health."
ants chapel, and on every seat
The complaint was signed by
and every desk in every recita- City Inspector Ben Wiersema.
tion room both in Graves Hail and
Sally Skiles Feutz. 31. of rout#
in Van Raalte hall. Consequently 2. Ada, paid a $5 speedingfine.
no chapel exercises were held this Donald Genzink. 19, ot route 6,
morning as the faculty is a re- and Robert Buxcher, 20, of route
specter of clothes. The plana of 6, each paid $5 fines for racing.
the lawbreakers for a day off
Alan F. Teall paid $2 for two
were, however, quickly frustrat- parking ticket*.
ed. when Prof. Dimnent organTen persons paid $1 parking
ized aome forty men into a bucket fine* Monday and today. They are:
brigade and washerwomen’s so Robert Van Zyl of 22 East Ninth
ciety, and the sticky ' stuff was St.; Gerald Haveman of route 2.
quickly removed by vigorous ap- Zeeland; Dick Schaftenearof 50
plication of hot water. The stu- West 14th St.; Fred J. Hieftje of
dent council is looking into the Zeeland; Fred Lightenbergof 15|
matter.
East 15th St.; Clayton Ter Haar
The campaign for 500 rooter* to of 720 East Eighth St.

father of the groom. The bridal
Ntw Bone of lb*
ing a certain environmentin couple was attended by Miss
Holland City New*
Publlabad EreryThura- which we shall spend our days we Charlotte Marshall, sister of the
jay by the Sentinel shall soon be disappointed.It
groom and Arthur Dupree of
Println* Co Office 64-68
may be true that there are spec- Grand Rapids, a college chum of
weet Eighth Street, Holial appeals to wrongdoing in cerland. Michigan
the groom. This news story aptain associationsor in particular
peared in the July 10 issue of the
Entered ae eecond claaa mattr at
the poet office af Holland,Mich., fields,but we have lived long Ottawa County Time* published
under the Act of Congreia. March t. enough to know that even in the in 1903 by M. G. Wanting.
w. A.

Holland

BUTLER, Buelneia

on

His

Tax Troubles?

accompany the team to Grand
Others were: Robert Japinga of
Haven Saturday is being rigor- 266 West 20th St.; Cornelius

Coming

ously pursued, the football spirit Muyskens of 148 West 16th St.; J.
this week being a serious matter M. Van Alsburg of 578 Howard
to the student body. A system- Ave. and Jean V. Himes of route
atic campaign will b* carried on 4.

Help

Is

during this week, the

big

"splurge" being the mass meeting
and bonfire followed by the pares is closing in.
ade on Thursday evening. This
If you're in a dither and can’t
new* story appeared in the Tuesfigure the annual government bill, day, Nov. 16, ifisue.
a deputy collectorwill be around
The Reformed church at Grandfrom the Grand Rapids internal ville has extended a call to the
Deadline for paying income tax-

Moose Order

to

Convene Here

More than 700 members and
wive* of the Loyal Order of
Moose are expectedto attend th#
mid-winter conference of the
Michigan State Moose association
which will be held in Holland on
Feb. 4, 5. and 6.
The conference meetings will
be held in the new hall* of Holland Lodge No. 1116 at 139*
River Ave. The local lodge is now
eral building.
three years old and has a memplace on Nov. 8.
Feb. 10, 24 and March 10-ZeeMr. and Mn. Seth Strelinger bership of more than 350. AccordThere's a style rebellion In Junior high echool. In the bottom picture
land— City hall.
left Detroit today to live in Cali- ing to Evert De Weerd. governor
ie Berry Bailey, ninth grader,one of the boye who etartedthe whole
Feb. 17 and March — Coopers- fornia. Mr. Strelingerhas sold of the Holland lodge, a complete
affair by wearing what the girle call “those funny cape.'' A whole
ville — township hall.
hia business there. Mrs Strelinger program has been arranged for
army of Junior high boys arrived at the Holland high basketball
All taxpayers who have income was Miss Hazel Van Landegend the event.
game laet Thursday with caps worn at rakish angle*.In protest, girl*
other than wages are requested of this city before her marriage
began the next day to wear colored knee-length socks. Modeling the
On Friday. Fob. 4, a large class
to bring the 1947 copy of their in San Antonio, Tex.
“protest" in top photo are (left to right): Selma Newhouse, Connie
will be initiated in honor of
income tax return for computaTuintma,Judy Ryoma and Carol Dobbertin. The latter had to hike
The bids for the plumbing and George Eubanks, assistant sution of depreciation,etc., accord- heating of the new Fint State
her new look skirt to model her protest.Below, viewing with dispreme secretary of the Loyal
ing to J. W. DeBoer, division chief bank were opened Tuesday evengust the “cause of it all," are Judy Konlng (left) and Mary Ann
Order of Moose. Eubanks will be
Peerbolt.
ing, acoordnig to a story appear- guest speaker. The fellowship deing in the Wednesday, Nov. 17, is- gree, which is the third degree
sue. Henry Kraker of Holland awarded in tiie Moose, will be
had the lowest bid.
awarded to 88 members from all
(From Tuesday'*Sentinel)
The South Olive Christian ReThe Harlem Mothers’club en- formed church has named the fol- parts of Michigan.
Other high officersof the orjoyed a potluck dinner with the
lowing trio, one of whom will be der who will be guests at the
school children of both rooms
called to succeed the former pastTuesday noon. After dinner Mrs. or, the Rev. J. Wyngarden;the conference besides Eubanks, inCrippled
Nienhuis had games and enter- Rev. W. D. Vander Werp of Hol- clude Harold Kretsinger,state diSixty young people attended
tainment for her pupils and their land ;the Rev. A. Keizer of Beav- rector, Fritchof T. Sallness, suthe annual HirLstian Endeavor
preme councilman, and Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Kolk and mothers, Mr. Van Beek, upper
erdam; the Rev. J. Bruinooge of O'Reilly, state secretary and
banquet Monday night in the parsons.
Robert
and
Howard,
65
room
teacher,
had
a
quiz
contest
Shrine
Grand Haven.
lors ot Sixth Reformed church.
treasurer. Henry W. Streur. secWest 27th St , are visiting in between Mothers and pupils.
Miss Delia M. Connoughton,asRed streamers,candles and CE California. Their southern tour
Mothers won by one point. Score ist&nt superintendentof nurses retary of the local lodge, is also
symbols decorated the tables.
deputy supreme governor of
included a stop in Long Beach.
was 13 to 12.
of the state health campaign
Dinner was prepared by the
Mrs. A. Veele and daughter, group now operating In Ottawa Moose in Michigan.
Royal
Neighbors
will have pubchurch Ladies Aid society.
Gloria, entertained with a shower
county, will be the speaker at the
The Rev. Elwood Dunn, newly lic installationof officersThursfor her daughter-in-law.Mrs. meeting of the Parents-Teachers Girls League Meeting
day
at
8
p.m.
in
the
hall.
Mrs.
apjwinted general .secretary of
Harriet Veele at the home of Mrs.
the Michigan Christian Endeavor Ann Rose will be installingoffi- E. Brondyke of Holland. The fol- club of the Columbia Avenue Held at Ter Beek Home
cer
and
Mrs.
Blanche
Schaeffer
school this evening.
society; spoke about the importlowing were present from the
Still another indication that
ance of Christian Endeavor.Rev. will lie ceremonial marshall.A community. Mrs. J. Bangor, Mrs.
The Girls League for Service of
things in Holland are looking up
Dunn said "the CE as a whole potluck lunch will be served.
First Reformed church met WedB. De Vries, Mrs. L. Hop, Mrs.
Bon L. Van Lente, president of Stegenga,Mrs. A. Wassink, Mrs. is shown from the fact that nesday night at the home of Mrs.
contributedlargely to the world
by producing leaders, training the Holland Gideon camp; Herman H. Kamphuis, Mrs J. Kooyers, Bursma A Cannon intend to build Ray Ter Beek, 168 East 10th St.
young people and aiding the Ecu- Bos. treasurer; Klaas Bullbuis, Mrs. H. Kooyer*. Mrs. L. Sluit- a beautiful movie theater next to Devotions and a discussionon woMeyers’ Music store on the lot
menical or Universal church. church assignmentsecretary, and er, Mrs.
Dekker, Mrs. R. owned by Mr. Vander Bosch of men of the Bible, were led by Mrs.
Frank
De
Young
of
Zeeland,
state
Christian Endeavor is recognized
John Mnason.
Blauwkamp, Mrs. H. Schutt, Mrs.
as
great youth movement cabinet member, attended a Gid- J. Harrington. A tv^o-coureelunch Grand Rapids.
Last year's business was disDr. J. Ro«s Stevenson, president
throughout the world." Rev. Dunn eon officers' conferenceFriday in was served and games were playcussed by the out-going president,
of Princeton Theological seminary
went on to say. "The CE stands Lansing.
Mrs. Chester Raak. She also wa*
ed.
and moderator of the general asDonald E. Kyger, executive of
in need of much. It must conin charge of election of officers.
Howard
Schutt
accompanied
Samuel J. Beagle Dies
overcome temptation is to Youngstersfrom throughout tinuallyemphasize the basic prin- the Ottawa-Allegan county Boy Larry Overbeek, son of Mr. and church will deliver a lectureIn the Mrs Gerald Van Lente was
seminary
lecture
course
next
Monstrengthen ourselves in all that 's West Michigan were guest* at the ciple; it needs to undergiri (ts Scout council, and A. E. Van
elected president: Mrs. Stuart
Mrs. John Overbeek, to Bloom- day evening.
At Home in Fennville
best. Just as to yield to temptation special matinee performance. Two financial program; and finally, it Lente, council treasurer, are in
Schaftenaar, vice president; Mrs.
ington, Ind., and visited at the
Mrs.
A.
E.
McClellan
returned
buses
from
Grand
Haven
made
the
must obtain a new sense ot en- Chicago today attending a region University of Indiana. They spent
Bill Kouw, secretary and Mrs.
FennvHle. Jan. 27 Special)— Is to tear down so to resist tempthis morning from a trip to Jack7 finance meeting.
Samuel J. Beagle. 69. died at 6:20 tation is to build up If we go out trip under the direction of Shrin- thusiasm. "
Melvin Van Tatenhove.treasurer.
a day in Chicago and visited relsno, Ypsilanti and Lansing.
Scouters of the Ottawa-Allegan
The invocation was given by
a.m. today at his home In the in the morning resolved that the er Emil Gaul and Sgt. Verne C.
Refreshments were served by
atives in Kenosha, Wis.
Mrs. Spero Galaty who with her
Dagen of the state police.
the Rev H. Rosenberg, pastor council will gather in the City
village followinga lorg illness day shall be spent in one way or
The Rev. P. Van Tuinen, pastor children have been visiting at the Mrs. Ter Beek. Mrs. Van Lente
Mrs. Marian Lynch, nurse in counsellor of the local CE group. hall Saturday night at 7:30 p.m.
and complications. He was a re- another in resisting the suggesof Pine Creek church, will hold
home of Mr and Mrs. Ray Hoek, and Miss Dorothy Bielefeld.
the Ottawa county health departtions
of
evil
shall
tired contractor.
Toastmaster lor the evening was for a farewell program for L. D. his catechism classes Friday afterWest 14th St., has returned to
Mr. Beagle was born near return in the evening with life ment, and Mr*. Kathrine Doman- Dale De Witt. The group was McMillin and bis family. McMillin noon instead of Wednesday of
A member of the French Legion
their home in Chicago.
ike
accompamed
the children.
further
fortified
against
its
eneleaves
Feb.
l
for
his
new
position
led
in
singing
of
choruses
and
Fennville on Julv 4. 1879, to Mr.
of Honor is immune from any dethis week in the local school.
P. Judson Van Anrooy arrived
hymns by Jay Weneer. Scripture with the Boy Scouts in Pontiac.
and Mrs. James Beagle. He wag a mies.
home from an extended trip grading punishment so long as he
Peter
Kromann
will
represent
the
It
is
not
jxxssible
for
us
to
read
was
read
by
Fred
Smith
and
member of the IOOF and the Rais a member of it.
Wedding Performed
through the western states.
the account of the three temptadient Rebekah lodges.
prayer wax offered by the Rev. local council in a tribute to the Sunday School Course
ThatHolland
Should
become
an
Surviving are the wife. Mar- tions endured by our Lord with- In Church at Glenn
J. Vander Beek, pastor of Eben- executive. Donald E. Kyger is in Draws 200 Teachers
example for the whole state of
ezer church. Two solos, "Trusting charge of arrangements. W, H.
garet; five daughters, Mrs. Flor- out very promptly coming upon
Michigan in the line of health legFennville. Jan. 27 (Special)— Thee More" and "What Shall I Vande Water, Miner Meindertence Harmon and Mrs. Lorraine the fact that in each case He reMore than 200 people from as islation—that was the plea that
A
quiet wedding ceremony took
pulsed
Satan
by
using
a
pertinent
sma
and
Earl
Vanden
Bo»ch
are
Give Thee Master?" were,. sung
Sayklly,both of Chicago, Mrs.
far away a* Jamestown attended Dr. William De Klein# made last
Dorothy Birkholz and Mrs. Ber- passage from the Scripture.It place at 2 p.m. Sunday in' the by Harold Lenters.Miss Hazel in charge of the program.
the first meeting of the leader- evening before the Common CounGlenn Methodistchurch when Vande Woude was pianist.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Northovcr ship training school for Sunday
nice Cosgrove, both of Fennville, would seem that the result was
cil when he made a plea for the
Mis*
Lois
Mae
Bale,
one
of
twin
Colored movies also were shown of Detroit announce the birth of school teachers in Hope Memorial
and Mrs. Mildred Wearne of Ot- just the same as turning, on the
establishmentin this city of a
daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawa
son,
Randall
Scott,
Monday
in
light
to
chase
darkness
or
to
insego; also thr«e sons, James and
of the 1948 convention and of
chapel Monday night. Edward Van full time health officer and a
rence
Bale,
wag
united
in
marthe Waldenwoood*retreat. Rev. Detroit.Mrs. NorthoverIs the for- Eck, 88 East Ninth St., is regis- city nurse.
Fred Beagle of Fennville and crease one’s strength to rout weakHoward of Lafayette, La.; 26 ness. It can never he said that riage to Robert Harteuiker, son Dunn closed the meeting with a mer Melba Gordon of Holland. trar.
Hospital Notes
the person who reads the Bible of Mr. and M e.. Herman Hart- •benediction.
grandchildren.
The course covers 10 weekly
Admitted to Holland hospital meetings and includes studies in
Thf body is at Chappell Funer- will be free from temptation. But suiker. The single ring ceremony
W» Imni Im wU4m fnmmhMlU]
Monday wore Wilma Boeve, 'The Life of Christ," taught by
al home. Funeral arrangements it can be said that he will stand wax performedby the Rev. CharUU u th** fnm wkot w* storu.
les
Secord,
church
pastor.
daughter of Mr. and Mr*. William Dr. Richard Oudersluy* and « diaa much better chance of overcomhave not been completed.
Claaa A-M. Wabeke 702, N.
The bride. wore a beige street
Boeve, 4^4 College Ave. (dis- cussion of "The Home and Church Houtman 605, J. Lam 671, D.
ing It and of building up his life
. JANUARY
length dres* with matching hat
tFrom Tuesday’s Sentinel)
in worthy habits.
charged same day); Henry Sag- Work Together," led by Dr. Henry Caauwe 670, B. Van Vuren 660,
22— Edward VII becem*'
Yadnom Club Heart
and a pink carnation corsage. She
Mr*. Miry Wolbert,was dis- gers. route 6; Mr*. E. J. Yeo- De Free. Other teachers will be A. Hamelink 634, J. -Woldring 627,
king of England.]
wa* attended by her sister, Mrs. charged from Holland hospital mans, 208 West 10th St.; Mrs. the Rev. Harold De Roo and Dr W. Harrington 626, P. Walters
Talk on Brazil
Marriav* Licenses
Jamer Hartsuiker,who wore A Saturday and 1* convalescing at Sarah Rhoda. 152 East 16th St.; Henry Voogd.
548.
21— Un.ted Min* WorkJohn Volkema. 57, and Mr*. blue street length jersey dress and the home of Mrs. Minnie Rotmap, Mrs. William Hovenga. 241 West
Class 6 — J. Borchers 614, H.
£5* ‘f* of America'
Dr. De Free is serving as dean
Members of the Yadnom club,
I>na Wiersma, 43; Howard Hugh a corsage of carnations. James 382 West 20th St. She frac- 21st St.
formed. 1890.
of the school. All ehrollees who Vander Heuvel 568, N. Hayinga
meeting Monday night in the
Holcombe. 21. and Phyllis Ann Hartsuiker assistedhis brother tured her leg six montlix ago and . Discharged Monday were Mrs. successfully complete the courses 551, W. Dalman 550, B. Van Tak
40# 24— Morte exhibited telthome t of Miss MaibelleGeiger.
Jansen. 17. all of Holland; Howard as best man.
graph.
had been confined. to the hos- Thomas Carroll and son. 75 East will receive certificate*from th* 548, G. Geerling 546, G. Althuis
West 15th St., heard an address
Weener, 20. i^ute 2. Holland, and
Following the ceremony a wed- pital since that time.
IS—
Firjt tram-U S phone
Ninth
St.;
Mrs.
Claude
Dunnewin,
Reformed church board of educa- 523, E. Huyaer 468.
by Miss Mame Ewald on ‘The
call.
Noreen Zwagerman, 18, route 2, ding dinner was served to the
Patty Mae Wagner, • daughter 631 Bay Ave.; Mrs. Nicholas De tion.
Class C— L. Lemson 548, A.
People and Social Life of Brazil.
Zeeland
24— Auitralla commemoimmediate
relativesat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Wagner. Vries, 54 East Main St., Zeeland;
Clark
441,
B.
Oosterbaan
421,
B.
The president,Mrs. Georgene Delbert Wyngarden.21, Zeeland,
rates Foundation,!
Virginia Park, ii confined to, her Mrs. Edwin Biggs. 109 Walnut
San Francisco— Helium is know Clark 398, J. Hamelink 367, L
Brown, presided. Refreshments and Sally A. SeCord, 19, Holland; of the bride’sparents.
1788
Ave.; Mr*. Warner De Leeuw and as the "sun element" because .it Holt 356, J. Wabeke 301, F. Mena social hour followed the Harry Eugene Nies, 22, route 4, The couple will live in Holland home with scarlet fever.
27— Japan (tarts warfare1
where the groom is employed at
Donald Johnson will be gradua- son, 273 West 18tfi St.; Bastian was discovered in the sun before ken 291.
against China.1931
Holland, and Hirtha Van Dam, 24, the Baker Furniture Oo.
ted from Western Michigan col- Bowman, 200 East Eighth St.
it was known to exist on earth.
24— Hitler became channext meeting will be on Holland; Marvin De Weerd, 37,
lege at the end of the fall semescellor of Germany.
Force of gravity on the moon ia
A son, Graydon Jay, was born
14 in the home of Miss Uda tnd Matilda Veltama,26, both of
. 1933.
The University of Finland waa ter Friday. He will receive the today to Mr. and Mrs, Jay Kooiestimated
to
be
only
one-sixth
of
About
24
different
language#
138 West 14th 8u
route 8, Hudsonville.
established in 1100.
state limited certificate.
ker, route 1, Hamilton,
that on the earth.
are spoken in India..
Rev. Jacob G. Brouwer of Lynrevenue service office to help you
den, Wash. Mr. Brouwer is a
out.
graduate of Hope college and ha*
The deputies will appear ac- been in the ministry for eight
cording to the following schedule: yean.
Feb. 15, 21. 28 and March 1, 7,
Friend* in this city have been
8, 14, 15— Holland—collector'sof- informedof the marriage of Miss
fice in the post office building.
George Nies. the daughter of Mrs.
Feb 2 9. 16. 23 and March 2, 9 Nies, living east of the city, to R.
—Grand Haven— room 234 Fed- Shearer of Agnes, Oregon, at that
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Last Period
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THURSDAY, JANUARY

27, 1949

splurge by the home team pulled
them to within five points as the
teams went to the locker rooms.
Score at the half was 36-31 in
favor of the Canes.

Am
Period Fumihire

Ttr Haar Attends

1949 Pontiac Praview

Aria Ter Haar of Ter Haar Auto
Co., 150 Eaat Eighth St., local
score 13 points to 12 for the Niles
Pontiac dealer,hac rttumad to
team. The one-point difference
In a clever arrangement In the Holland after attending a dealen'
Municipal Judge Cornelius venput Holland out in front 49-43 as
window of the Chamber of Com- preview of the new 1949 Pontiac der Meulen today called attention
the period ended.
Then came that hectic final
merce building, Baker Furniture Silver Streaka In Detroit More to the traffic ordinance, after getting another batch 'of Sunday
quarter. The Legionnaires slowly
Inc., Holland. Is displaying some than 700 dealer* ana their personLocals Hold Advantage
parking violations.
crept up on the Hurricanesand
early period furniture made in nel from thU area taw the new
The Judge said Sunday aecma to
finallyknotted the score at 59
For Three and a Half
their local plants.
cere for the first time and attend- bring In parking .ticket! from
points apiece with four minutes
The pieces displayed are true ed a daylong sale* meeting con- areas around local churchei.
Quarters but Fizzle
to go in the game. After that,
According to law, no parking
ducted by L W. Ward, general
Niles calmed the Hurricanes down
reproductions of early-period furallowed for a distance of 18
isles manager of Pontiac Motor
A fourth quarter rally by the to a breeze while they hit the
niture copied trom the original. division.
feet back from the inside line of
Niles Legion basketball team hoop for 12 points.
The finishes and tone of color Ward revealed to dealen that allewalka at corner* where there
nipped the Holland Hurricanes 71Most of the Cane counters were
have been duplicated to the exact the 1949 Pontiac Silver Streake ii a curb The distance ia 20 feet
61 Saturday night at the Niles from the area immediately
degree.
feature two completely new and at comer* where there Isn’t a
gym.
around the foul circle.
Baker Furniture Inc.,
distinctlinoa
lines of can. Entirely curb.
However,
a
weak
spot
in
the
The Canes held the lead for
one of Holland's outstanding in- new to Pontiac is the Chieftain The judge said the ordinance
three and a half quarters but fal- locals offense was at the foul line.
dustries. coming to this city in line which is functional In design 1* a matter of safety. Car* clutter
tered after the Legionnaires The Canes cashed in on only five
1933 from Allegan. The company and of the notch or bustle back the street* near interiectionaand
pulled even with four minutes out of 15 tries while the victors
now is in Its 58th year. It was type. Its companion is the new disrupt vision for other vehiclea.
left in the game. That final spurt made good 13 out of 19 times
originallyfounded under the name Streamlineraeries, an up-to-date He also said in cases of flrea,
by the Niles team saw the locals- from the free throw line.
of Cook, Baker and Co., In 1890 In version of the slant or fast back the enginea would have trouble
Highly-toutedBob Crocker of
playing without big Ken Van
Allegan, by Siebe Baker, father of
maneuvering around the clogged
type made popular by Pontiac.
the
Niles
team
was
held
to
nine
Regenmorter,who was forced out
Hollis S. Baker and grandfather
Both body stylas are mounted intersection*.
points by
Regenmorter. Here li the 1949 Chevrolet Fleet- of modeni transportation styling. A two-door model also Is avsllvia the foul route.
of Hollis M. Baker.
In that final period, the Niles However, his teammate Bob line De Luxe four-door sedan Fleetllno sedans are dlstlngulahed able. The 1949 Chevrolets are now •In 18% the company specialty on a 120-inch wheel base; The former Torpedo series has been dis
oi
display
at
Decker
Chevrolet
quintet massed a total of 29 Franz was the big gun In the
which exemplifies the desn, flow- by the unbroken sweep of the roof Inc., 221 River Ave. Jack Decker was combinationbookcases. The continued. Pontiac will make 10
scoring
departmAt
with
20
points.
points.
"golden oak" furniturewas then body styles for 1949
Herk Buter of the Canes walk- ing surfaces that are the essence line over rear quarters of the car. Is local dealer.
Although the Canes played one
the popular type for all homes.
of their better games of the sea- ed off with individualscoring honIn 1922 an additionalplant was
ors
for
both
teams
with
a
total
son, that "hot" fourth period by
purchased. With the acquiring of
Polio
Funds
Included
the rangy Niles team was just too of 26 points. Earl Holkeboer
the new plant, bedroom furniture
came next with 11 points.
much to overcome.
Fatal (or
Old Photos Reproduced
was made. In 1925 Hollis S. Baker,
In Loot of Break-ins
One of Ths World's Largest
A good share of the Hurricanes
(From Tuesday’!Kenllnel)
Holland started the tilt by
Valuable Papers
who had joined the firm soon after
Manufacturer* *f
jumping ahead 14-9 at the end of brilliant, game must go to Art
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Yntcma Grand Haven. Jan. 27 (Special) his graduationfrom the UniverPreferred
COAL
OIL
QAI
Slager who was able to control
the first canto.
were disappointed the past week —Contributions for the polio sity ot Michigan, became the
Heating equipment
In the second quarter, both both boards most of the time
when they received a telei)hone drive, totaling $3. were among president The present organizateams netted an amazing total of while he was in the game. The
•old by
loot taken in three break-ins tion was formed in. 1931 with
Grand Haven. Jan. 27 (Special) call from thir daughterand fami- here (luring the week-end.
22 points.The Canes were ahead husky Holland defendermanaged
Hollis S. Baker as president;viceRobert AlexanderSmith. 78. ly, Mr. and Mrs. Harold South of
PHOTO and GIFT SHOP
36-20 just before the halftime to tally three quick field goals at
The money was taken from a president. Frank Van Steenberg;
died of a heart attack in his home
buzzer sounded, but a last-minute one time during the fray.
10 East Qh Streat
Minnesota telling them they had box in a tavern in the vicinityof secretary-treasurer. William MilJack Tirrell kept the Niles de- at 1:30 a.m. Sunday. He had reBeech
Tree
and
Washington
Sts.
lington.
An
additional
plant
.was
116
last
14th
Bt
decided to turn back after coming
fense on its toes with his stand- tired in apparent good health.
operated by a Mrs. Lamp. TVo purchased at that time.
HOLLAND PHONI 2786
He was born in Chicago, Jan. as iar as Iowa in the recent bad quarts of wine also were missing
out
performance.
ZEELAND PHONE 8147
JOBBERS and DISTRIBUTORS
In 1933 the company moved to
storm
in the western states.The
12,
1871
and
spent
his
childhood
The Canes face one of their
from the tavern which was en- Holland to take over the former •uy Lennox — Yew Buy Quality
For
Souths
were
to
spend
a
few
days
stiffest tests of the current bas- in Douglas. He was married to
Bush and Lane Piano Co. plant. It
visitingrelativesin the vicinity. tered through a rear window.
ketball campaign Thursday night the former Laura Smith on June
A fillingstation across from the is still located in this plant, which
They
have
postponed
their
visit
at the Armory when they play 5. 1907 in Saugatuck. They moved
tavern, operated by Jesse Hill, has been remodeled and enlarged.
untl spring.
host to the potent Pastoor Fords to Grand Haven in 1908 where
In 1947. plant 2 was acquired
Bob
Paul
of
Chicago
spent
the also was entered through a rear
he
entered
the
grocery
business.
of Grand Rapids. The Fords have
window. Hill was unable to de- on West^ 16th St., when a former
week-end
with
the
Arthur
Smallelost only one game so far this He retired 15 years ago.
termine whether anything was utility building was converted into
A member of long standing in gan family, also attending afterseason and already have chalked
an upholstery department plant.
missing.
noon
church
services
with
them.
the Congregationalchurch which
up One win over the Canes.
Another filling station a block Both plants are actively engaged
Robert
Dreyer,
son
of
Mr.
and
was disbanded a number of years
away, owned by Ellis Matkovitch, in the manufactureof furnitureof
ago. within the last year, as one Mrs. Martin Dreyer is ill with
was entered but attempts to break modern, Georgianproductions,and
CATERING
Boys Are Detained
scarlet
fever.
He
attends
Zeeland
of the final functions of the late
into a safe which was pact of a specialty types.
Grand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special) Mgsr. Daniel J Hyland, he was high school.
SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. William Renkema filing cabinet were unsuccessful. The handcarvingand craftsman—UndersheriffSnyder, with Mus- taken into the Catholic church.
ship
displayed
on
the
Baker-made
The
outside
door
was
pried
open
kegon police officers, left Monday
He is survived by his wife; a and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoekstra
BANQUETS
for Detroit to pick up four boya, son. the Rev. Smith of East Ta- spent Saturday visiting relatives but money in a compartment was furniture is typicalof the class of
Inapeetlon of Our Shop FaellL
untouched.A quantity of candy furniture for which Holland ia
LUNCHEONS
one 17, the others 16, who are was; a daughter, Mrs. W. Creston in northern Michigan.
famous.
tie*, Material*,Work In Preoeee
WEDDINGS
Henry Vande Bunte is confined and cigaretteswas taken.
being held there with a stolen Bilz of Spring Lake; a brother.
BRIDE
PARTIES
The
Baker
trade
mark
is
known
A
truck
parked
at
the
station,
and Finished Goode will eonvlnoe
car. They have admittedbreaklns Harold of Grand Haven; a sister. to his home with a heart attack
INDUSTRIAL DINNER!
owned by Joe Nejem, aiso was whore all fine furniture can be
in Ottawa county and are believed Ethel, clerk in the agriculture and is recovering nicely.
the meet skepticalthat wa DO
121 EAST 8TH STREET
BUSINESS MEETINGS
Casper Kiel is staying at the broken into. It was not determin- found. It is composed of a crown
to be those involved ki a series of agent’s office who is now confinaff ar unsurpassed UPHOLPHONE 3139
for tradition,a tulip for Holland
hreakins and enteringsof five ed to Municipal hospital with a home of his daughter, Mrs. Theo. ed whether anything is missing.
STERY SERVICE In all Ita
craftsmanshipand the initial "B"
places near Conklin Jan. 8.
broken hip; also two grandchil- Hardy in Beverly after being rebranches. Ask anyone whs hat
for
Baker.
The
Chamber
window
leased from the hospital. He is
dren.
Zeeland Zeniths Down
patronised us.
was designed by Ed Brolin, in
gaining rapidly and expects to
B West Sth
Phone 2SS7
charge
of
quality
control
at
the
come to his own home here in a Grand Rapids Cagers
Holland, Mleh.
company.
Physician Lectures
few weeks.
Zeeland, Jan. 27— The Van ZenMrs. Alice KlynsLra is employed iths of Zeeland defeated the DavRotary on Blood
First enclosed cabin airplane
as clerk in Sprick's store.
By
fid*
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
anport-McLaughlinteam of Grand
w,th 8ur* "•“'•anc*
was built in 1912.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Klooster
Rapids 34-33 at basketball Friday
It was not until the 20th CenIIS W. 10th St Telephone STH
of
Th*
Road
tury that science became aware announce the birth of a son on night at Zeeland high gym. For
A person can freeze to death
of the blood groups, and could Friday, Jan. 21. Mrs. Kloosteris the winner* Stan Schrotenboer
the former Marie Bos, daughterof Was high point man with 13 coun- faster in heavy wool clothing than
be sure that transfusions would
CD’s.
in lighter, more porous garb, miliMr. and Mrs. Gerald Bos.
ters, followed by Fred Boema with
work, Dr. Otto van der Velde told
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Kremers of 1,0. Ken McNeil of Grand Rapids tary authorities learned in World
JOHN
members
of
the
Holland
Rotary
Agent
Jenison spent Thursday evening Was high point man for the game War II.
club at their Thursday noon lunwith their sister in law, Mrs. with 15 points. In the preliminary
177 College
Phone 7133
cheon meeting in the Warm
Martin Kremers.
contest, Schultz Motors of Grand
Friend Tavem.
FIRE
LIFE
Haven defeated Allen's Radio of
In his paper, ‘The Romance of
Holland 48 to 38.
Blood." Dr. van der Velde traced Meeting: Scheduled Here
the historyof knowledge of blood,
pointing out how slowly man has For Children’s Center
come by his knwledge of this lifeHolland will be host to the angiving fluid.
The Rev. William C. Warner nual meeting of the West Michigan Children's center on Feb. 17.
THE HOUSE OF StPVlCt '
•president, presided at the meetAbout 200 persons from eight
ing.
countiesare expected to attend
Have repairs in time to pre j
the one-day event.
serve and conserve ths
Sanitarian Resigns
Delegates include physicians,
INDUSTRIAL
things yov hsvsl
Pti 2465- College at 6th.
IRON and METAL CO.
Allegan, Jan. 27
Tom S. social workers, educators and
COMMERCIAL.
Csll us.
120 River Ave.
Gable, sanitary engineer of Alle- other persons interested in chilRESIDENTIAL
gan county health department, has dren from a medical or psychiatric
viewpoint
This
service
in
resigned his position to become
CONSTRUCTION
ROBERT VISSCHER
ROBERT BEUKEMA
director of the division of sanita- Holland is sponsored by the Junior
ELECTRIC CO.
122 Rlvar
Phona
Holland. Mlak
tion of Flint. He will assume his Chamber of Commerce auxiliary
• 50 West 8th 8t.
Phons 4811 •
new duties Feb. 1. After that date, through the Community Chest.
•••••••••••••#
work in the sanitation division
Mrs. Mayo Hadden, Dr. Otto
LATE MODELS
here will be carried on temporar- van der Velde and Carroll C.
ily by the assistant sanitarian, Crawford head the committee in
Sold With
John Reynolds.
charge of local arrangements.
30 Day 50-50 Guarantee

By Niles

Team

The third frame saw Holland

In

Baker Display

Nips Hurricanes

•

•

IS

Van

PH0T0STATIC

Attack

-

-

Man

Grand Haven

COPIES

LENNOX

Forest Grove

(DilSoiVl

HARRY HOOP
HEATING

DUTCH

/

MILL

HOLLAND RELIABLE
MOTOR SUPPLY

•

DUTCH MILL

RESTAURANT

St

(tiWldlL

Houm

Q\~Go Insured!

STATE FARM INSURANCE
BEN VAN LENTE,

Hi*

PETER

Avenue
—
—

ELZIN8A I V0LKERS,

AUTO

lie.

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP

GENERAL C0NTRACTIN8

MATERIALS

ENGINEERING

Louis Padnos

LEANED

—

ESSENBUR6

Ava.

USED CARS

HEAR ABOUT THE
1

JRINTING

949 PONTIAC
Ov«r WHIG

wturr-icomm
A

CALL
For

completely equipped modem plant that lerves

you with fine quality printing at

-1:44 p.m.-6:59 p.m.

a.m.

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

reasonable prices.

150

STEKETEE VAN HUIS

Street

EAST 8TH IT.
Phon* 0422

Your Bulck-Pontlio Dialer

WlaplawootL

HADS

Sandwich-SodaBar

DRY CLEANERS

869 Rlvsr Avs.

FOR YOUR

*0*

PHONE

VERN HOUTING
NEAL JACOBUSSE

.

AND If CONVINCED

Plan Your

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

NOW

Phona 2326

*4*

And

Vacuum

$4 41*

Cleaned ...... 1#**

ROAD
SERVICE

MOTOR TUNE-UPS

'SUPER SERVICE
7th it

Central

Phona 7056

ROUTE

2

HOLLAND

Not s Homs, Until
It’s Plsntedl

Fllntkote Products

Phone 7242

ROOF

ATTENTION

WI WILL

accurately dlagnoae— to the beet of our ability— the
repairs needed on your car. If you request It, we will
give you in advance our anilyal* of the work to be
done.

WE WILL

write up your order clearly; completely and legibly;
and oeoure your authorizationto do th# work bofort
atartlng.

FRE/GHr5ER(//GS

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL

m

WE WILL
.

WE WILL

SERVICE LABOR
BUMPING

•
WI WILL

PAINTING

USE THE FAMOUS

221 RIVER AVE.

1st

your convenience from 11:00

V

DECKER CHEVROLET,

Arrangs that spsolal business appointment at 'The
Bier Kelder Ainconditloned
with only nationally advan
Used beverages Open for

A-1 Work Done on All Mak«i
of Cars

DRIVE A BETTER; 9APIR CARPAY AS YOU RIDI-f

A.M.

OTTAWA AOTO
IRC.
PHONE

2386

SALES, INC.

HOLLAND TVRMINAL

8-14 West 7th Street
Day and Night Wrecker Service

170 E. 15th 8t

PHONE

Phont 66578

A

you In advance of any additional work wa think
ahould ba dona, and aecura your approval before proooedlng.

notify

porform all tha work on your ear aa efficiently and ae
economically aa poialbjt. Wa will replace only thoao
parte which In our judgment need replacing.
road-teatyour car after tha work la dona and before
wo roturn tho ear to you, If tho nature of the work
roqulroa
.

R.

During Our Dodge-Ptymouth

Round-Up
DEC. 1st to FEB.

2677

TO MERIT YOUR LASTING FRIENDSHIP— TO MERIT
YOUR LASTING GOODWILL— WE OPERATE OUR
SERVICE BUSINESS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES:

lOLUMD READY R00FIR6

LIAKSWO*/
CAR OWNERS

PHONE

Call 9051

HUDSON DEALER

Streat

AVE.

OUR SERVICE CREED

NURSERY

Haan Motor Sales
28 W. 9th

CENTRAL

WAVERLY DRIVE
It's

KNIFE’S

384

PHONE 7774

Carburetor end Ignition

SERVICE

.

FANCY CAKES
FRESH BAKED BREAD

ROOFING and SIDING

LANDSCAPING

CARS
WASHED

TKY OUR.
DELICIOUS PIES

7997

148 East 32nd 8L

complete printing service

9 East 10th

FRED’S CAR LOT
686 MichiganAve.. Phons 6-7221

At

8:29

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

2406

DRY CLEANING

2284

8116

until

midnight

WARM

FRIEND

TAVERN

WE-

GEO.

MOOI
owmi

co.

29 East 6th Street

RHONE 3826

WILL

WI WILL

.

ondaavor to have your ear ready on tlmo. If tho work
takes longer than wo estimate,wo will advise you ae
far In advance ae possible.

provide you with an Itomlaad bill showing exactly
what work waa dona and exactlywhat It coat. W* will
gladly explain any Item or Rome thet are not clear tq
you.

HENRY TER HAAR MOTOR SALES CO.
711

MICHIGAN

AVE..

PHONE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
> i.V
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Holland High Five

x

1
£

Sinks Buccaneers

l-

*

,-r

27,

IMf

Volleys From Ambush

Classy State High

.

.

Shake Off Label

.

%

;

of Negative

View,

'

New Jersey Senator

4

Crushes Christian

Tells

GOPers

By Esther Va» Wagoner Tufty
-

By

50-36

By 44-29 Count

Score

Tom Vandtr Kuy

Washington,Jan. 27 Sp(ecial)—
The moat candid Republican must
be Sen. H. Alexander Smith, sen-

/

ior Senator of

Veteran Caiers Display

Shines

For Dutch Under Boards

Smooth-Working Offense

And

To Dominate Thronghont

Column

in Scoring

New

Saugatuck

Jersey.

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Maybe It’a because he was forMr. and Mrs. W. Claver of Zeemerly a Princetonprofessor that
he speak* right out loud about land were Sunday guests of her
what’s wrong with hie political parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
party. . .and why national elections

Randall.
are lost.
Mrs; Bessie Plain has returned
He put In a letter to the chairfive of Kalamazoo had little
H
from a week's visit in Chicago.
man of the Republican National
trouble in downing Holland Chrisover Grand Haven high's BuccanSupt. L H. Waugh attended*
committee the kind of talk heard
tian 44-29 on the Armory court
meeting of superintendent*ef
eers Thursday night. The Dutch
only in off-record huddles ot pro
this district, in Grand Rapids.
Friday night. Displayingone of
whipped the Bucs 50-36.
gressives within his party
Phil Brooka' vtrtlon of fancy fishing at Holland, Mich.
Mrs. Matt Floto haa returned
the best brands of basketball seen
The victory boosted Holland
Chairman Hugh D. Scott, Jr.,
from
the hospital and is a home
on the local hardwoods this year,
into undisputed possession of
HOW WOULD you Ilka to catch ficials can’t seem to get together asked for his views. . .and get ’em! on Grand St.
the invaders were never headed in fish like this?
A
lot
of
Smith’s
argument
can
on just
many.' Estimates
fourth place in SouthwesternconMrs. Henry Barr is visltinj;her
the fray. The loss dropped the
In reply to this post card pic- range from below 600,000 to 1,- be found in the word "negative.” son-in-law and daughter, Judge
ference standings and plunged
Hollanders to an even .500 record ture, Bill Connelly, formerlyof 300,000. The latter estimate was
Everyone identifies the GOP
Grand Haven and Kalamazoo Cenwith four wins and four defeats. Chamber of Commerce fame, made by Police Supt. Robert Bar- against the New Deal. ..but not and Mrs. W. P. Wright in Paw
Paw.
Western now boasts a 5-3 record. wrote Phil Brooks her*: "While in rett. Secret Service officers, who "for" anything.‘
tral into the cellar. Holland now
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Leland of
Sparked by such individualper- Holland I edited a book entitled are old hands at estimating
Says Smith. "Until we become
has a record of two wim and
formers as little Tom Woodworth The Truth About Fishing.’ Too crowds, said the throng numbered identifiedIn the public mind with Rock Island, Til., announce the
three defeats against conference
and Jimmy Orwin, nationally bad your post card was not avail: about a million persons.
a positive, dynamic program of birth of twin daughters, Sandra
known Boys tennis star, the able at that time to Illustrate it.
legislation,worthy of public ac- Sue and Linda L6e on Jan. $.
teams.
Dale Crow of Hotel Saugatuck,
Thursday’* win was the first for
winners were complete masters It would have probably made the
claim. . .the people will not turn to
A 65-year-old drum major died us to govern the nation."
has gone to Birmingham. Ala., to
the Dutchmen in their iwt four
all the way. Relying on expert list of best sellers."
of a heart attack during the par•tarts.
ball handling and “cuts” off
Smith, unfortunately, does not join Mrs. Crow who has been
Connelly, who sparkpluggedin- ade. Edmund P. R. Hold of BethThe win not only deflated the
"screens" the Cubs zoomed to an dustry along with Tulip Time
outline what that positive program spending a few weeks there. Later
lehem, Pa., collapsed near the
they will visit their daughter,
Buccaneer balloon for the 16th
early lead. »
festivalsin Holland in the 1930’s, White House' while marching with should be.
time in a row but also kept HolBut he names some of the Jerine, in Hollywood, Fla.
Although the locals did not play is now in real estatWand insurMonday evening, following a
land even with its 46-point-per- Howard W. Hoyt, chief of police of traffic control, spoke at one of the the brand of basketball display- ance business in San Mateo, Calif, the Bethlehem American Legion achievements of the
for
post. He was pronounced dead at
garne average against Grand Ha- Kalamazoo, explained the Impor- Holland department's In-training ed by the invaders, it must be said (according to his stationery).
which the Democrats have man- picnic supper at the American
Emergency hospital.
Red
Legion hajl, James Schroeneich
tance of traffic control In prevent- classes. He compared crime losses that they could not find the hoop.
ven.
He added: "I shall miss the Cross said its emergency first aid aged to get the credit:
1. Reciprocal trade agreements showed a variety of sound movie*.
Although the Dutch won in the ing accidents to Holland police of- With traffic accident losses to Another factor In the Christian comradeshipof the swell bunch of
stations scattered along the parThe John Ball restaurant closscoring department,tney lost In fleera Friday night. The Kalama- bring out the Importanceof con- defeat was the height advantage fellows at Holland but the poigwere first urged on William Mcade route treated at least 210 Kinley by James G. Blaine who in ed Jan. 15 until further notice.
the percentage column. Holland zoo chief, considered an expert on trol.
held by the Celery City club. nant memories of Tulip Time
persons for minor injuriesduring
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson
1890 wTote the future President
made just 23 out of 93 tries from
Coach Fred Stevens' lads (wasted have lessened somewhat since I
the day.
were
Sunday guests of Mr. and
that
strong
protectionism
"will
the floor to 13 out of 47 for Grand
a 6’ 1" average.
am raising tulips of my own now,
Only once did PresidentTru- protect the Republicanparty into Mrs. Donald Dickenson in FennHaven. Tlie Dutch cashed in on
The Hollanderswere ahead only and you may tell Harry Nells
man appear to lose his good hu- a speedy retirement.” Later Mc- ville.
only four out of 20 charity tosses
once, and that was in the opening that they rival his as to beauty
mor during the 3 Vi -hour inaugural Kinley negotiated a number of reMr. and Mrs. L. H. Waugh atwhile Grand Haven made good 10
moments of the game when Ken but not in number.”
parade. That was when Gov. J. ciprocal trade agreements under tended a meeting of the School
out of 18 tries at the foul 'me.
Mast sunk the initial basket.
Strom Thurmond of South CaroMasters club In Martin.
Most of the credit must go to
State High retaliatedwith two of
The police came to Dr. Otto lina, the States' Rights candidate the Dingley tariff of 1897.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Christian2. Conservation and reclamation
Tom Vander Kuy. The rangy Holits own within the space of a vander Velde’s rescue a few nights
for President, rode past the presi- first became great national issues son of Grand Rapids, have anland pivot man not only controllminute to move out in front per- ago when he ran out of gas after
dential reviewing stand at the under the championshipoi Theo- nounced the engagement of their
ed play on both backboardsmost
'Traffic fatalities come on grad- been formed and named .Wacan- manently. Midway in the period answering an emergency call.
Head of his state's delegation. dore Roosevelt who in 1902 signed daughter, Barbara,to Dr. Walter
of the game, but he walked off ually and people don’t realize the kiya. The first meeting was held the score stood 5-3 with neither They transportedthe physician
Thurmond, riding in an open car, an act creating
Reclamation Cramer of that city. Dr. Cramer
Jan.
10
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
John
with individualscoring honors. importance of traffic control,"
club able to hit. Two successful to a service station and then back
waved his hat in a gay, carefree bureau.
was a former resident of SaugaVander Kuy made six field goals said Howard W. Hoyt, chief of Dahl, new guardian. Meetings are free throws and a basket gave to his stalled car.
flourish. The smile seemed to fade
3. Fair labor legislation has had tuck.
to be held each Wednesday at Coach Fred Stevens' boys a 9-3
and one free throw in the first police in Kalamazoo.
Later they got their reward.
from Mr. Truman’s face. He many Republican champions.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Jarvis left,
half and one field goal in the secHoyt appeared in Holland last 6:30 p.m. A hike was also planned advantage at the end of the first
It was a bag of apples, properly nodded curtly in Thurmond's diThe
Labor
department
was
first the first of the week for Lakeond half for a total of 15 points. Friday night at one of the Hol- for Jan. 14. The second meeting quarter.
tagged: "An apple a day keeps rection. then hastily turned away.
set up under President Taf t.
land. Fla., to spend the remainHolland started strong and land training classes. Hoyt is of this group was held Jan. 19.
Baskets by Ken Mast and Herb the doctor away!”
There were 17,684 people in the
4. Anti-trust legislationbegan der of the winter.
forged to a 14-6 lead at the end president of the Michigan associa- Officers elected were president, Otten brought the Maroons withinaugural parade. Also included with the Sherman act of 1890.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Kirby
of the first quarter. The Dutch tion of chiefs of police and a rec- Yvonne Zimmer: vice-president, in striking distance again, beOne of our readers who likes were 55 floats, 46 bands, 214 ve- Yet all these and more, says the are visiting in La Jolla, Calif.
weren’t particularly “hot," but ognized authority on traffic con- Lois Schepel; secretary. Patty fore Western scored even succesMrs. M. A. Dates is spending
Zimmer; treasurer,Audrey New- sive tallies to move ahead to a the little shorties on The Senti- hicles, 141 horses -md five mules New Jersey Republican, are "toshot often and let percentages trol and accident prevention.
nel's editorial page contributes
day in the public eye a part of the the winter in the home of Mr. and
Hoyt emphasizedthe importance house. Mrs. A1 Riemersmais as- 16-7 count. Both clubs played de- this one from Shakespeare: "A
take care of the score.
If you don’t appreciate the New Deal program, and their Mrs. Henry Dykhuis at Hutchins
However, the local cagers were of traffic control by comparing sistant guardian.
liberate basketball for the reThe home of their guardian, mainder of the period, with the child of God can see more on his mild weather of h*e winter sea- strongest opponents are Republi- Lake. Fennville.Last week Tuesable to aet-up many shots through- traffic deaths, traffic injuries and
knees than a philosopher can on
day evening, Mr. and Mrs. L. R.
son so far. perhaps you'd better cans."
out the game against the “loose'' property losses from traffic acci- Mrs. L H. Marsilje,served as the Cubs managing to hold a 22-12 his tiptoes.”
Smith predicts: "hepublicans Brady and son. Henry Brady, atdents for one year 1947 in Kala- meeting place of the Odako Camp margin at the intermission.Christalk with Municipal Judge CorGrand Haven defense.
nelius vander Meulen or City In- will not win national electionsun- tended a charter night party of
Hie Bucs began hitting on their mazoo to the same figures of Fire group on Jan. 17. New of- tian showed signs of coming back
Harold Cobb Klaasen has a good
ficers elected were president,Car- on several occasions in the second
Tor* toms’’ in the second canto crime in that city.
spector Ben Wiersema, who well til we, as a party, formulateleg- Three Rivers Lions club. District
sense of humor, and it comes In
and stayed even with Holland. In 1947, one person was killed ol Ann Cook; vice president, Di- quarter, but a rally never mat- handy every time he is introduc- remember the rugged winter of islativeproposals which will cap- Governor Brady presentedthe
ture the people’simaginations and club with their charter and gavel.
ane
Schippa;
secretary.
Mary
Joan
Grand Haven acored 16 points to because of crime while 10 persons
erialized.
ed at Red Cross meetings. Invar- 1898-99 when the mercury went lead them toward a greater re'Recent guests in the home of
Coach Arthur Tuls’ cagers nar- iably, he’s introduced as "Harold down to more than 40 below.
15 for Holland. Score at half- were killed in traffic accidents.A Oonk; treasurer. Roberta Green:
lease of that free creative effort Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bennett
time was Holland 26, Grand Ha- total of 286 persons were injured scribe. Janice Walters After the rowed the Western margin to only Klaasen. disaster."He's been
Ben said 47 below, but the
which over-centralizedgovern- Grand St., were Mr. and Mrs.
in trafficaccidents in that city business meeting plans were seven points at one spot in the
ven 22.
head of this committee for several judge argued 43 below. But they
Henry Klomparens and Orville
Holland splurged in the third while only 23 were injured in drawn up for a play which is to third quarter, but failed to come years, and to date has been glad had one thing in common. Both of ment can never evoke."
Snyder all of Grand Haven.
period and tallied 16 points to go criminal cases. Losses from crimes be given at the coming PTA meet- through when the counterswere
his duties have been kept at a them froze their ears and the
Camp Fire news: The annual
ahead 45-31 at the end of the amounted to $31,000 during the ing. Refreshmentswere served by needed most. After pullingup to a minimum. His title at times is judge froze his nose. He was atdinner
meeting of the Saugatuck26-19 score late in the second "Cobb (Disaster) Klaasen."
frame. The first three quarters same year while accident loses hit the hostesa.
tending Hope college at the time.
An lection of officerswas held period, the determinedCubs manDouglas council of Camp Fire
were fast The oval moved up and a figure of $850,000.
Ben was working at, of all place*,
girls was held at Legion hall Mrs.
down the court at a rapid pace. The Kalamazoo chief explained at a recent meeting of the Ches- aged to make the score read 28Another Presidential inaugural the Holland Sentinel.
Edwin House, retiring chairman
(Froiri Wednesday’iT Sentinel)
In the listless final period, both how the enforcementindex works kchamay Camp Fire group. Those 19 at the end of the third canto. has come and gone.
’Then
for
the
final touch, the
Paced by shifty Tom WoodSa ly Boone was in charge of of the Leaders association, anteams had trouble finding the in Kalamazoo and other cities. elected were president, Sally
judge,
tongue
in
cheek,
turned
to
And. of course, there were a lot
hocp after three high-scoring per- For each personal injury accident, Hildebrand:vice president, Jan- worth, offensivestar of the tussle, of interestinglittle sidelights. the girl reporter and said, "Don't the Second Reformed church In- nounced the new leaders of the
ice Boersma; secretary, Barbara
there
should
be
24
arrests.
the Kalamazoo team quickly moviods. It wasn’t until the fourth
remember the winter of termediate Christian Endeavor association for the coming year:
Everybody agrees a lot of people
‘This method has proven its Klomparens; treasurer,Shirley ed to a commanding advantage
meeting Sunday discussing ‘The Mrs. Hascall Pierce, chairman;
period was four minutes old that
1899?”
saw
the
inaugural
parade,
but
ofMrs. Horace Maycroft, vice chairChurch Expands.”
Grand Haven managed to swish worth in preventing accidents," Grote; scribe, Ginny Hansen. Mrs early in the period. Preston
Opal Dyer gave the girls points
The Junior C.E. meeting at the man; Mrs House, secretary and
through a field goal. Holland Hoyt said.
(Butts) Kool kept the locals withday evening. Seminarian Arthur First Reformed church wag led treasurer, and Mrs. G. Russell
The Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaster on hair styling at the latest meet- in 12 points throughoutthe period
didn't tally until less than two
De Kruyter wjs song leader.
will speak to the local police force ing of the group. Mrs A. E. Hilde- as he came through with several
Simmons, scribe. Officers elected
by Glenn Bolman.
minutes were left in the game.
brand is the guardian.
The Holland and Zeeland Girls • ’Hie Intermediate Christian En- for the executive hoard of the
Wednesday
at
3:30
p.m.
and
an
Coach Malcolm Mackay relieved
beautifulshots. Up until this time,
Linda Smith reports that the
Leagut met Monday evening at deavor meeting was in charge of council are: Mrs. Carloton Huthis regulars in the final minutes FBI agent will conclude the
it was sophomore Mast who had
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Okihi Camp Fire group held their
the Maple Ave. Christian Re- Linda Ver Plank. Howard Millard chins Jr., president; Mrs. Harold
•chool
Friday
evening.
of the game and the aubt laced
been the Dutch scoring punch.
Mrs. Fred Machiela, Jennie and
last meeting at the home of Mrs
in five points to two for the visiPlay moved slowly in the closing Elizabeth Machiela visited with formed church. Mrs. Jack Zand- conducted the Senior Christian Van Syckle, vice president; Mrs.
Tony Rutgers. The girls decoratstra was speaker.
Warren Carr, recording secretary;
minutes with Western State play- Minnie Olimkof at ther home
Endeavor meeting.
tors.
ed their notebooks. Mrs. Rutgers
A mass meeting of our neigh- The Rev. John Benes. pastor of Ms. Roscoe Funk, corresponding
Vander Kuy topped the scoring
ing control ball for the remainder Wednesdayevening.
and Mrs John Fisher are the
boring rural Men's societies will
for both teams. Bob Van Scelvan
of the tilt. Christian’s Pete HolMrs. Arnold Kiekover and be held at the local church to- the Beechwood Reformed church, secretaryand Miss Edna Boyce,
group guardians.
with his potent "hook” shots,
On Jan. 17, the Waku Wasti stege was ejected from the tilt on daughter. Mr. and Mrs. John night at 8 p m. Dr. C. Bonnema will conduct services at the Sec- teasurer.
Friday afternoonis Presidents
along with Bob Frifeldt, the
ond Reformed church next SunCamp Fire group met at the home five fouls in the last two minutes. Busch of Zeeland and Mr. and will be speaker.
Day at the Woman’s club. Mrs.
day.
other Grand Haven forward, copState High flashed a beautiful,
of their guardian, Mrs. Joe Moran.
Mrs. Gerrit A. Essenburg visited
Mrs. Henry Weaver submitted A meeting of the Ladies Aid L. R. Brady, president of the club,
ped scoring honors for the Bucs
organized attack — definitelya
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- to an operationat the Zeeland
with 10 points apiece.
crowd pleasing type of basketball.
society will be held in the parlors will present Miss Ethlyn Metz,
ence Schrotenboerand children in
Gerrit Israels with nine points
Some consolation can be gained Beaverdam Wednesday afternoon. hospitJ Thursday.
of the Second Reformed church reader, of Holland. Mrs. E. L. LeMr. and Mrs. Peter Ryasbur- Thursday afternoonat 2:30 p.m. land. music chairman for the day,
and Dave Kempker and Ron Apby the fact that Coach Stevens
ger and famil> spent Saturday Mrs. Fred Veldhuis will he in will present Mrs. D. B. K. Van
Mr
.and
Mrs.
Jacob
Gronehof
pledorn, each with eight points,
Again this week, meetings of
said,
following
the
game,
that
it
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
and children of Zeeland spent, an evening with relatives at Grand- charge of devotions. Mrs. David Raalta who will sing a group of
came next in the scoring column. various Camp Fire and Blue Bird
Mr. and Mrs Ay\rard Worstell was his squad's best performance evening with Mr. and Mrs. Gradus ville.
Box score:
groups were held. The activities
of the year. The locals fought to
De Bruyn and Mrs. John Haan songs, accompanied by Mrs. MarMr and Mrs William Driesonga are hostesses.
tha Robbins of Holland.
Grand Haven (36)
FT TP of these groups are described in spent Saturday in Grand Rapids. the end. but never were able to Geurink and family.
Miss Esther Berens and friend penetrate a sturdy State defense
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Talsma and daughters, Mr. and Mrs.
Van Scelvan .............
10 the following paragraphs.
The First Reformed church At the dinner meeting of Sauand family and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kuipers and Mr. and Mrs. Ladies Aid soorty will meet on gatuck-Douglas,Junior Chamber
Frifeldt ...» ......
10
The Gypsy Blue Birds from Fed- Howard Jager of Burnips spent for consistent scoring.
Christian made good on five Julius Haveman and Bobby of Henry Klynstra called on their Thursday at 2 p.m. Officers in of Commerce, Saturday evening,
eral school met with their lead- Friday evening as the visitorsof
out of 14 foul attempts while North Blendon spent Friday even- parents, ‘Mr. and Mrs. Albert charge this year are Mrs. B. in Legion hall, Everard Thomas,
Rescorla, R .................
4 er, Miss LillianVanden Tak. The
the latter's brother, and sisterMaggorie ....................
group finished work on their
Western hit on 10 out of 18. ing with Mr. and Mrs. John Kuyers during the past week.
Poest. president; Mr*. S. Elhart, charter president, presented the
in-law,Mr. and Mrs Clifford JagMr. and Mrs. Adrian Gebben of vice-president; Mrs. B. Gebben. distinguishedservice award to
Heybloom ..................
1 scrap-books.
Woodworth was the game's lead- Luurtsema.
Misses Ella Schout, Elsie Koqp, Holland spent Sunday with Mr. secretary; Mrs. A. Van Duine. as- Jack Janis, Saugatuck's outstandMolenkamp ..............
0
Under the leadership of Mrs, er.
ing scorer with 16 tallies while
Rescorla, J .................
0 L. W. Lamb, Jr., the Sunshine Adam Fleser is confined to his Ken Mast led the Hollanders with Berdina Goodyke and Margaret and Mrs. J. Schout.
sistant secretary;Mrs. William ing young man The birthday banThe Rev. Henry N. Erffmeyer. Schipper, treasurer; Mrs. L. De quet event also marked the mergVander Slacht visited with Mrs.
13. Kool trailedMast with 10.
Johnson . ....... - ...........
3
7 Bue Birds from Lincoln school home in Burnips with illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Teed and
Henry Walcott on Wednesday pastor of the Hudeonville Em- Zwaan, assistant treasurer.
ing of (he JCC to the Senior orBox Score
had a meeting on Monday, Jan
manuel Christian Reformed
evening.
Christian (29)
Totals ....................
36 17. The girls made hatchet invita- son had relatives at their home
Chris Rietsomi briefly discuss- ganization.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bloe- church was guest preacher at the ed the work of the Gideons at the
tions for their mother’s tea. After in Burnips last week Sunday afFG F TP
ternoon.
mers
spent Friday evening with afternoonservice Sunday.
Otten .........................
0
Holland
FT Tp the meeting the group played
.. 1
2
morning service of the Second Re-

A

Holland high's cag« team made
16 straight victories in a row

classy Western State high

*

how

GOP

The

Kalamazoo Chief Tells
Traffic Control Problems

a

.

.

Zeeland

YOU

Borculo

Burnips

FG

4 2
4 2
ICwaft nil
2 0
113
0-1
0 0
0 0
2 i
13 10

(50)

Slagh

FG

0
4
7
4
4
0
2

..........................

Israels

........................

Vander Kuy

................

Kempker ..................
Appledom ..................
Van Wieren ................
Bosch ....................

1

1

19
1
0
0
0
0

15
8
8
0
4

Oil
10

....

Kruithof ....................
Beerthuis ..................
Schippers ..................
Hildebrand,T .........

10
0 0

2

The Rev. John Wolterink of
Forest
Grove was a visitor of
At a recent mecting.of the Gaytime Blue Bird group, plans were Mrs. Anna Klinesteker' who is remade for a Valentine party. The cuperating from an operation.
Miss Donna Goodman and Bruce
girls are planning to invite their
mothers.Karen Bale, Rose Ellen Hicks were visitorsat the home
Burns, Sharon Strong and Mari- of Miss Goodman's sister and brolyn Brower were chosen to pre- other-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Claypare a Valentine box to decorate ton Jones of Dorr.

games.

F

Mrs. Kenneth
Moored of
2 it. After the business meeting
Burnips
was
in Jamestown Tues0 they played games and sarg
day afternoon.
Hobeck ....... ........ ......
0 songs
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sanderson
Miss Judy Bos reports that the
Hillebrands, D ...........
0
Bonnie Bubbling Blue Bird Nest had as their house guests, their
children, Mr and Mrs. L. Smith
Totals .................. 2350 met at the home of Barbara Beckof Midland lasf weekend
er. The girls dramatized "Goldie
Mrs. Robert Shannon was guest
Locks" and also the "Three Little
speaker
Wednesday morning at
Kittens.” Cornelia Lucas received
the Burnips school.
a Blue Bird scrapbook from the
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Jones
leaders for her birthday. Cornelia
(From Wednesday's Sentinel) also served a treat. Mrs. Clarence were visitors at the home of their
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Norton left| Becker is leader of the group.
Monday to spend the remainder Mrs Arthur Yost's Happy Blue Jones Sunday afternoon in Burips.
of the winter in Florida.
Bird* met in Washington school
The Rev. John H. Kotesky was
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Williams on Jan. 17 and elected officers.
were week-end guests of South They are Suzanne De Free, presi- guest speaker at the devotional
period of the Burnips school last
Haven friends.
dent; Mary Ann Sas, vice presiITte altar and Rosary society of dent; Marcia Vander Maat, secre- week Monday morning.
Mrs. Francis Palmbos and chilSt Peters church will serve a din- tary-treasurer; and Carol Augst,
dren
were visitors at the Charles
ner at Legion hall in Saugatuck, scribe. Carol Augst was in charge
Parker home last week Monday
Wednesday.
of the games.
Miss Jean Campbell, daughter A Valentine party was discuss- Linda Tubergan has been conof Mr. and Mrs. Alex Campbell ed at a recent meeting of the Joy- fined to her home with illness for
and Earl Weinmaster of Kalama- ful Blue Birds. As planned,the •several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sanderson
aoo, were united in marriage in a party will be held for their moth•ervice In the Congregational ers and a committee was' chosen, were visitors last Friday at the
chureh. The Rev. Ellinger of Hop- A group was selected to make the home of their friends Mr. and
Mrs. Jonathan Klinestekerand
kins, acting pastor of the church, cookies and to design the napsons of Burnips.
read the service. After the cere- kins. Mrs. E. Burwitz,the leader,
mony a reception was held in the was in charge of the meeting.
Ingredients of perfume are not
home of the bride's brother and
The Perky Blue Birds were en- all fora]. They include ambertister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Max tertained at a birthday party by
gris from the whale, musk from
Campbell. The couple left for a Mrs. Elmer Teuisink, In honor of the deer, castor from the beaver,
trip to New Orleans and Florida. her daughter, Marianne.The girls
and civet from the civet cat.
pent the afternoon playing
First Dutch railroad was built game*. Refreshments were servGreat Barrier Reefs guard the
In 1839. It operated between ed by the hostess. Mrs. Joe Jonk- east coast of Australia for more
Rotterdam and Amsterdam, a dia- •r is leader of the group.
than 1,200 miles and comprise
of aboot 96 infos.
A new Camp Fine group has the world’s largest reef.
:

..

0 0
0 0
4

Douglas

Holstege

Kool

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Kamphuis at

....................

1

1

.....................
.

4

2

0

1

1

1

13

Pot roe]

je

..................
.

Mast .........................
.. 6
Unema ....................... 0

10 Harlem.

0

0

0
0

Vander Ploeg ........... 0
Schipper .................. 0

0

0

0

0

•

Aardema

......... ..

Totals ....................... 12
State High (44)

5

0

29 ink.

FG F TP
Smith .......................... 4
Knowlton .................. 1

1

9

2

4

Orwin ........................ 1
Woodworth ............... 7

2

Dunbar ....................... 1
Fast P ...................... .. 2
Fast S.- ................... 0

0
0
0

Spitters

2

.V..

....................
...

3

1

Total* ....................... 17

10

The Young Peoples Alliance will
be held in Jamestown Christian
Reformed church at 7:45 p.m.
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brunink and
family of Zeeland were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben BrunMr. and Mrs. Harold Schipper
and Bonnie of Zeeland were dinner guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Goodyke on Sun-

5 day.
Mr.
16
2

and Mrs. Adrain Blauwkamp and family of Vriesland

formed church. He told of the
endeavorto supply a neatly bound
Children Slide into Path
edition of the New Testament,
including Psalms and Provert)s,to
01 Car in Grand Haven
the youth of the country. The
Grand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special) program of placing Bibles in hotel
—Three 11-year-old children. guest rooms, schools, penal instiHoward Ver Berkmoes. Jay Beebe tutions. hospitals, ocean liners,
and Richard Vander Meiden, slid- etc. is being continued. The oring on a piece of porcelain,came ganization is supportedby volunout of a driveway at 426 Fulton tary contributions.
St., at 5 p.m. Thursday into the
Miss Edna Means, who was
path of a car driven by William guest speaker at the Junion-SenDouglas of Grand Haven township. ior banquet last spring, is guest
Ver Berkmoes was taken to Muni- speaker in Zeeland this week. She
cipal hospital where he was treat- spoke to Zeeland high school stued for bruise* on his back and lat- dents Tuesday morning and was
er released.Beebe and Vander guest speaker at th$ Ladies LitMeiden suffered injurieson their erary club meeting Tuesday even-

4 visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
0 Joe Blauwkamp.
The following officers were foreheads.
4
elected for the Young Peoples so44 ciety: the Rev. C. Vanden Heuvel,
president; Henry Blauwkamp, Driver Fined as Result

Ottawa Farmers Will
Hear Farm Accountant
Farmers of Ottawa county are
Invited to listen to Eugene Carter, farm accountant, Michigan
State college, at Blendon Township hall at 2
Monday.
Four accountants will be in the
county at Zeeland checking the
1948 record* of Ottawa farmers
on that day. Accountantsassist in
balancing the books of co-operat-

pm

ors.

Carter will give his discussion
on importanceof keeping records,
and will discuas the account book
showing how easy it is to keep accurate records throughout the
year. He will also discuas the 1949
outlook.

vice president; Lois Vollink, secOf Grand Haven Accident
retary; Duetta Luurstema, vice
secretary;Henry Austoff, treaGrand Haven. Jan. 27 (Special)
surer; George Bussis, vice trea- Leland Covert, 21, route 1, Spring
surer and Genevieve Stiegenga, Lake, paid $10 fine and $1 costs
pianist.
after pleading guilty before JusMr. and Mrs. Peter De Wys and tice George Hoffer Friday to a
family visited with Mr. and Mrs. charge of failureto stop within an
Stanley Hassevort and child on assured clear distance ahead.
Friday.
He was arrested by city police
Mrs. John Bouwens entertained after his car allegedly struck one
the following at her home on driven by Alvina Strehg of Grand
Thursday afternoon:Mrs. John Haven who was turning into the
Huizer, Mrs. Gerrit Zuiverink, driveway of her home.

Mrs. G. R. Essenburg,Mrs. Nick
Roy Scurlock. 43, Spring Lake,
vander Slacht, Mrs. Peter Deipen- charged with having no operator's
horat, Mrs. Gerrit Essenburg and license, paid $10 fine and $4.45
Florence and Mrs. Gerben Teips- costs.
stra.

The Rev. C. Vanden Heuvel The equator of the earth is 24,conductedservices at the county 902 milts long.
infinnary at Eastmanvllle on SunWashington — Many countries day afternoon.
Bern, Switzerland—Able-bodied
hold elections on Sunday because
The Young Peoples society at- Swiss men have been liable for
on that day the greatest number tended a hymn sing at the Rusk military training from voting age
of voters can take part
ChriatianReformed chureh Sun- wit* death atoce 1291. *

ing.

Jobs Scarce in

HoUand Area
About 1,100 persons are unemployed in the Holland labor
market, Jacob Barendse, branch
manager of the Michigan Unemployment Compensation commiasion, said today.

This area takes in Holland city,

the southern part of Ottawa
county and the northwestpart of
Allegan county including Fennville.

Last week, the Holland office at

244 River Ave. processed about

900 claims State law requires a
First Reformed one-week waiting period befbre
church congregational prayer ser- compensationchecks are allotted.
vice will be held on Thursday Compensation has a maximum of
evening at 7:30 p.m The medita- $20 per week for claimants withtion will be on the Book of Jude. out dependents and a maximum,
The Sunday School teachers tweet- of $28 for persons with four deing will follow the service.
pendents. There is no waiting
"One Mad Night” is the mys- period foi GI’s whose compensatery play chosen by the Zeeland tion comes from a separate fedHigh School Junior class to be eral fund. Regulationsdetermine
staged at the high school gym- the classifications.
nasium March 31 and April 1.
Barendse estimates there are
The story revolves around an at- 11,600 persons employed in this
tempt of $ playwrightto finish area, compared with 12,200 in
his play in a quiet secluded house mid-November. The gradual dewhich is haunted.
cline started after the resort seaAt the beginning of the second son.
semester,Mr Neil Lampen will
Barendse said the general emreplace Miss Silesen who has re- ployment picture at present apsigned from her teaching position pears none too rosy, but added
in Zeeland high school Mr. Lam- this is usually the low point of
pen is a native of Zeeland and a the entire year with construction
graduate of Zeeland high school. at a 'low ebb
He will graduate from Hope colHolland city got off to an early
lege In February.He majored in tart in the unemploymentde-.
history and Spanish. He also serv- cline with the clqslng of Bohn
ed in the Naval Air Corps for 26 Aluminum and Brass plant 11 and
months. He is married and at Armour Leather Go. Man]
present -fc IWng in llsliand..
firms have had seven
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Imh Outclass Ucals
As Tw# of Their Stars
Watch Cane

on

SrC-

Cratches

T

m

Playing Inspired ball for their
crippled teammates,a smooth
working Kalamazoo SL Augustine
aggregation had little trouble
downing Holland Christian,45-20,
in a game played at Kalamazoo
college’sTreadway gym .Tuesday
night With Phil Cavanaugh and
Dave Scott, both on crutche* with

v

Bilinguist at Three,

That's Nina

Madrid

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 Wmt 8th Street 2nd floor
Adv.

Zeeland Higli Fire

J. Hoeve, H. Wyngardtn, Miu
Marie Wyngarden and Sandra
Wyngarden. Lunch wu served by

Nips Coopersvffle
In Cage

Contest

ids

..j

offense before they were sidelined
with injuriesseveral days ago.

wu

outclassed in
pracicallyevery department,with
shooting a glaring weakness.The
Dutchmen hit on only seven out
of 51 shot* tor a scant 14 per
cent average. All of the boys
seemed tense, after a good first
quarter, while the winners continued to gain momentum as tha
game wore on.
Coach Arthur Tills' men look-

'

LOANS

Up

Roelofs, H. Dunning, G. Boas, Jennie De Witt, H. Wsbeke, R Bom,
R Kruidhof. J. Morren. E. Brower, L Hungerink,W. Vander Kolk,
P. Do Witt, J. De Jong*, J. Pott,

ent staying at tha home of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Rink of Grand Rap-

fractured bones, the fightingIrish

Christian

R

LOANS LOANS

the hostess.
Mra Jennie Schermer is at pres-

refused to quit. Cavanaugh and
Scott were key men in the St A
Donna Nina Madrid la three today, but already she la bilingual. Tha
child has been taught In English and Spanish by learning Spanish
words from her father and English words from her mother. The
Madrids hope to start teaching her Italian within a year. Her father
teaches Spanish at Hope college.

The Sawing Guild mat lut week
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. M.
D. Wyngarden u hostess.Others
present were the Meadamaa

WANT-ADS

Mr. and Mrs. H. Smallegan of
Holland were Wednesday afternoon guests of Mr. and Mn. C.
Van Hsitsma.
Mrs M. P. Wyngarden wu t
Thursday afternoon guest of Mra
Jacob Feukr of HudoonvUle.
Mra R Bom wu a Thursday
supper guost of Mn. P. Do Witt

ed their best in the first quarter,
Donna Nina Madrid, daughter
of Don Carlos Madrid, associate was served. A "purse" wu pre although they were outscorcd 6-2.
The Hollanders controlled the ball
Measuring feed for an Imaginary patient'e tray In
professor of Spanish and chairman sented to the hosts from the
throughoutthe period, but failed
of tha Spanish departmentat group, by John Brink, Sr., vice to cash in on euy opportunities. Wayne university food laboratoriesIn Detroit ere
presidentof the present consisthree Holland girls, who, enrolled ao student
Hope college,is the. center of at
St. Augustineused its slow movtory.

are taking basic science studies at the university
under a eo-operitive plan. Left te right are
Florence Voorhoret, route 5; Barbara Merren,
Weat 22nd It., and Ihlrlay Nlviaon,28S East 10th

M

27

(Special)

—

snowed a

lot of

power, defeating

the CooperavUle eager*.

Zeeland Jumped to s 9-2

first

quarter lead and never were head-

of Townllno.

m

Zeeland. Jan.

Zeeland high school defeated
Cooperevill* here Turn day night
tw the score of 38-25. Zeeland

Carl Holwerda returnedto hli ed. The seven-point margin at the
home lut week Monday following end of the first quarter proved
in operation at the Butterworth too much for the visitors to overhospital In Grand Rapida Mrs. come.
John Holwerda also returned to
Coypers ville,however,remained
her home after spending soma in the game and outacored the
time with relativesIn Grand Rap- Chix In the second quarter seven
ids.
points to fire. The score at halfHenry Wabeke wu a recent time was Zeeland 14, CoopersvSle
caller on Dick De Vries of Drenthe Mr. and Mre. De Vries formThe Chix, mainly through the
erly lived In Vriesland on the farm efforts of Harve Meyer* scored
now owned by Mr. and Mra Ad' 10 points In tha third frams while
rian Blauwkamp. Mr. and Mn. Da bolding CooperavUleto 6, making
Vries will visit Florida because of tha soon 24 to 15 at tha end of
the ill-healthof Mr. De Vries
three quartan of play.
Mr. and Mre. Henry Bom were
In tha final frame both team
Monday evening gumts of Mr. and got "hot” and hit tha baskets for
Mre. Nick Brower and LUa of and tha Cooperevill* boys netting

nurses at Butterworth hospital in Grand Rapids,
8t.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Strabbing ing offense to good advantage,
shooting only when a decent shot
and baby, Ronald Alan, of Holland
were dinner guests in the home of was available. Clyistianled 2-0
at one 'time, but the lead was
Drenthe.
10.
their parents last Sunday.
Mn. Kate Pott of Holland was
Clariss Bowman spent the past erased with three Irish baskets.
Harve Meyere took high honors
Both squads were able to find
a Wednesday guest of tha Rev. and for Zealand with 11 points wtoOs
week-end in the home of her parMra. John Pott and family.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. Bowman of the hoops for a few more points
Garaaloni grabbed 16 marKert
Tha Rev. R. C Schaap a form- to lead the CooperavUleteam.
in the second quarter,although
Fremont
er Vrieslandputor now of Chi- - In a preliminary game tha ZealAdilee and Nyl Rose boom of the determined Irish had things
Burnt cork and grease nainta cogs hu accepted a call to tha
Grand Rapids were visitors in the pretty much their away way. As
and reserves defeated tha Coopcording to Prof. Madrds theory,
Ten reeidents of Holland are In addition,their work at Wayne were much in evidence Tuesday Allendale Reformed church.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ross more shots rolled from the hoop,
•rsviUe reserves 35-16.
there should be no conflict in
the Hollanders gradually lost among the 54 enrol lees in the But- and at the hospitalwill apply to- night as Cub Scouts of pack one Mr. and Mrs. Syren* Bom of
last Sunday.
learning two or more languages at
The senior Christian Endeavor their effectiveness.Things went terworth hospital school of nurs- ward college graduationif they staged their Minstrel show on tha Galewood were Saturday gumts
the same time, providing the society featured the topic "I Just the other way for the green•t tha Henry Bom home.
wish a college degree in addition
ing. Grand Rapids, who are now
stage of Van Raalte school Paul
method used is correct The psyMia* Sally Secord of Holland little
to the nursing diploma.
Sene" at the Sunday afternoon dad Kalamazoo club, which now
chology behind learning two lanThe 10 in the group are Betty Elzinga acted as interlocutorwith and Delbert Wyngarden of Vrieameeting with John H. Albers as began to score rapidly. When the attending Wayne universityin
guages at one time is that know- discussion leader. Junior high CE intermission horn sounded, Ka- Detroit under a co-operative ar- J. Baldus. daughter 6f Mr. and Lester Overway and Jack Van land were married In Nevada last
Hoff as end men. Others of den
ledge takes place in ideas and conleaders were Lois Brower and zooks were out in front by a 16-8 rangement which enables the hos- Mrs B. J. Baldus, 212 West Ninth one served as stage hands.
cepts rather than names for PhyllisBrink considering the top- margin.
pital's students to spend 16 weeks St.; Rachel Koster, daughter of
Mr*, and Mn. Willla Bom of
Den two was representedby Zeeland were Sunday guuta of
things.For example:One looks at
Mr. and Mrs. John Koster, route
Whatever hopes the Tulsmen at Wayne’s college of nursing.
ic, 'The Church Expands."
a light and gives it the name
Work in the laboratories with 1; Virginia Ver Lee, daughter of the 10 members forming a band, Mr. and Mre. Carl Scharmar.
Jerry Schipper’* basket in the
Mrs. James Koops called a had of getting a rally under way
"light” in English and “luz1 in
The Rev. John Pott preached final seconds of play gave the
"basic
sciences" such as bacter- Mr. and Mrs. J. Ver Lee, 110 West which waa supplemented by remeeting of the finance committee In the second half, quickly vanSpanish. To illustrate, Prof. Mad
iology, anatomy, and home eco- 16th St.; Iva Vander Meulen, cord* played off stage by Petar on tha following subjects on Sun- Holand Christianlittle Maroon
of the Women’s Missionary society ished. Looking their best, Harve
rid asked Nina where the luz was
nomics,
occupies a great share of daughterof Mr and Mrs. Charles Vander Wege. The band was lad day, in tha morning, "Saving Faith a hard earned 33-32 decision over
at her home last Friday afternoon Freeman’s boy* continuedto pull
and she replied to her mother to make plans for the year’s work. away. With four minutes left in their time, and just now the young Vander Meulen, 41 East 19th St.: by the jitterbugging Billy Hill, and Tha Word,' 'and In the even- the St. Augustine seconds in a
Den three was representedby
"The light is over there."
Present were Mrs. Koops, Mrs. the tilt the Irish led 26-9. At this women are getting ready for final Barbara Morren, daughterof Mr Dale De Kraker doing a specialty ing "A Creed In the Storm.” The preliminarytussle at Kalamftsoo
Prof. Madrid explained tha* one
Essenbergslaters of Holland sang Tuesday night. The contest was
examinations
scheduled
to
begin
and Mrs. Henry Morren, 36 West
Ben Lugten, Mrs. John Brower, point Tuls removed his entire
act entitled'The Flea." The quar- two duets at the evening service.
of the difficultiesin teaching Mrs. Glenn Dannenberg,Mrs. first string, in an effort to find 'a Jan. 19.
hard fought aU the way. with tha
22nd St.; Elizabeth Muyskens,
adults foreign language* is that
Mr. and Mn. M. P. Wyngarden lead changing hands many times.
The young women, who are liv- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry tet from den four presentedthe
Harry J. Lampen and Mrs. H. D. "hitting" five Substitutes tailed
song and skit, "I've Been Work- and Ellen were Tuesday evening
, they have a tendency to think in
Christian moved to an early 84
Strabbing. Unable to be present to do much better, with St. A pil- ing 'in Wayne's 12-story student Muyskens, route 3; Shirley Nivi- ing on the Railroad.” This
one language and use any others
guests of Mr. and Mre. H. Bom lead at the end of the first quarcenter
building,
formerly
Webster
son. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
were Mrs. Henry Wedeven and ing up a confmanding 30-11 lead
followedby several piano selec- and Lave me.
they have mastered by means of Mrs. Fred Smit.
hall, will return to the hospital Earl Nlvison, 253 East 10th St.;
ter, but St. A came back to take
at the end of the period.
tions by Sheridan Shaffer followtranslation. The Madrids hope
The Vriesland C. E. received a a 14-9 halftime advantage. A 15school
Jan
26
to
get
nursing
exArloa Raak, daughter of Mr. and ed by the singing of the "Star
The new home for Mr. and Mrs.
The Hollandersdid manage to
that Nina will be able to think Justin Sale on South West St. is score nine tallies in the final perience and the remainder of Mr*. Clarence Raak, route 2;
picture u a prize from the Golden point barrage gave the locals a
Spangled Banner" by the cut and Chain for having the largest perclearlyin three languages for they
their
required
class
work
A’
new
24-19 margin at the third quarter
Florence
VoorHorst,
daughter
of
nearing completion,as also the period, but they failed to close the
audience
expect to introduce Italian when
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey gap against a 15-point Kalamazoo Butterworthclass will enroll Feb Mr. and Mrs. John VoorHorst. While the cubs were remov- centage of membership present at mark. Defensive lapses allowed
she is four years old. Thinking in
"roll-call” Golden Chain meetings the losers to pull up to a 27-27
route 5; and Jeanetta Van’t Slot,
Schipper on South Main.
assault.Midway in the period the 7.
ing the grease paint Cubmuter during the put year.
a language rather than translatAfter
three
years
of
study,
they
tie with only a few minutes redaughter of Mr. and Mrs E. Van't
Celery City team were leading 41Hugh Rowell and assistance Cubing is much more advantageous
Prayer meeting wu held Tues- maining. Christianfinally man17 with diminutive Jim Holton will be awarded nurses' diplomas Slot, 81 East 25th St.
master
Leslie
Hill
discussed
the
for a person who needs to make Box Social Feature
day evening In the church base- aged to gain the decision after a
pacing the attack with one handBlue and Gold banquet which
use of several tongues.
^
nip and tuck final drive.
ed
shots.
Christian
played
their
will be held at Van Raalte school
Mre. Catherine De Vree RynTo keep Nina from becoming Of Washington
Ben Bouwman sparked the
hosts on even terms for the final
on
Feb.
22.
All
parents
presented
brandt had her membership papen
confused, Prof. Madrid always
Christian
attack with 10 taUim,
four
minutes
with
Gil
Eady
upAn old fashioned box social featheir views on helping to put on transferredfrom the Vriesland
talks to her in Spanish, while Mrs.
while Maury led the Irish with 10
ping the SL A total to 45 with a
tured
the
meeting
of
the
Washthe
banquet.
Approximately
75
Reformed church to the Hudson- points.
Madrid converses with her in
lay-up shot just before the final
Cubs and guests attended the Min- ville Reformed church
nothing but English. Nina has ington school PTA Tuesday night.
horn
sounded.
•
strel show.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Wyngarden
learned to count in Spanish on her Costumes appropriate to the "gay
Although plagued with injuries,
Harvey Passmore,new commit- and Erma were Friday evening
right and and uses her left to nineties"theme were worn by the
A
program
and
dinner in Hope
the Kalamazoo five showed proteeman was introduced.Mr*. Pass- gueats of Mr .and Mre. M P. Wyncount in English. In this way she committee in charge of the event.
mise of a great ball club. St. A church parish hall featured the jorie Kampa, Marie Bilek. Connie more, formerly a den mother in garden and Ellen.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Swank
on
a
keeps English and Spanish characannual
ladies night of the Hol(From Tuesday’sSeattael)
Range, Anderson, and Clarence cub pack No 85 at Flint wu un"bicycle built for two," and Mr. used a slow "set” offense with
A special collectionfor the orters separated.
Russel
Wilkinson, state preiiland Exchange club Monday evenmost of the scoring being done
Owen, Miss Joyce Hyma and the able to attend the meeting be- gan fund and building fund in the
* Nina gets confused sometfmea, and Mrs. Burt Post posed in cosing.
dent of Loyal Order of Moose in
honored guest:
tume
in the hall of the schooj to with shots from the foul area.
cause of illness. Mrs. Passmore is local church will be taken at both
mostly when she is looking at a
Michigan will be among the of fleDr. Carl Cooper, educational
"lend atmosphere."Mrs. Edward Holland looked Impotentfor most
taking over the den which, until service* next Sunday.
picture book. She will express coners attending the mid-winter conof the fray, even though the boys counselor at Western Micnigan
Damson
served
as
hostess
and
recently,
had
been
under
direcFamily visitation will take place ference of the Moose association
cepts in whatever language she
Miss Janette Rienstra
showed plenty of scrap throughout college in Kalamazoo was the
tion of Mrs. E. H. Holmen.
at the following homes this week.
has learned best, but according to appropriate background music
which will be held in Holland Feb.
the tilt. Tuls used every man on speaker, talking on the subject, Surprised at Shower
E. Bos, F. Nsgelkerk,L Meengs,
the Madrids that should disappear. was furnished by Nelson Bosman.
4, 5, and 6.
"Leisure
—
Makes
or
Mars."
Dr.
the
bench
in
an
effort
to
stop
the
Prizes were given for the pretJ. Wolfert H. Dunning and S.
Mis* Janette Rienstra was com- Large Group Attends
Nina' is not going to learn to
A son, Randall Wayne, was
Cooper said lie is a firm believer in
Green Wave.
Broersm*.
plimented at a surprise shower
read before the normal age, but ties, cleverest and smallest boxes.
born Tuesday at Holland hospitlearning
through
seeing,
and
illusThe
Maroons
hit
on
six
out
of
Following the supper piano
Mr. and Mra. Lawrence South
Wednesday night given by Mra Junior League Party
Prof. Madrid said that reading
al to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Borg18 foul attempts while St. A trated each phase of his talk with Will Scholten and daughter, Marand family of Muskegon Heights
will be easier for her in Spanish solos were presented by Eldon
son also waa
Pretzlaff and a barbershopquar- scored on nine out of 18. Leading unique sets of pictures, figurines cia, at the Scholten home in HamNew members of the Junior were Sunday guuta of Mr. and man, route
because all syllables in that lanborn
Tuesday
to
Mr.
and Mrs.
symbolizing
tha
ideal
family
scorer for the evening was St.
Welfare League were in charge of Mra. Henry Wabeke.
ilton.
guage are pronouncedas they are tet sang several selections. In ths
Henry Overway, Jr., 970 Lincoln
quartet were Bruce Van Leuwen. Augustine’s Jim Holton, with 15. group on which the American soa
highly
successful
bridge
party
The
Rev.
R.
C.
Schsap,
Ointofl
Games were played and a twowritten. When she goes to bed
Are.
cial order is founded, music, a
couree lunch was served by Mrs. in the Woman’s Literary club and Alvin Schaap of Hamilton
Nina runs to her daddy and says Charles Van Domelen, Kenneth Glenn Petroelja led the local atMr. and Mre. E. T. Hartman,
segmented cone representing the
De
Pree
and
Dr. James K. Ward. tack with seven points.
Tuesday
night.
About
175
attendwere
Friday
supper
gumts
of
Mr.
Scholten. assisted by Mrs. Albert
‘Te quiero mucho" (I love you
East
10th SL, plan to spend the
Box
score:
geologic
ages
of
the
earth,
and
a
ed the affair.
and Mre. G. Van Noord and famHazekamp.
very much) "Voy a dormir (I am Explanationof the proposed city
week-end in Chicago. Mn. Hart-'
mounted panel of polished semicharter
revision
was
given
by
Christian ($0)
Homemade
candy,
popcorn
and
ilygoing to sleep). Hasta manna (unInvited were Mr. and Mrs. AlFO F TP precious stones picked up along bert Vos. Mr. and Mrs. Juitin soft drinks were sold to aid in
Catechism daaau will meet at man win go on to Oklahoma City,
til tomorrow) buenas noches Vernon Tan Cate. Devotion* were
the shores of Michigan.
led by the Rev. Marion de Velder. Aardems ................... 0
0
the
purchase
of
more
equipment
7
and 8 p.m. tonight. C. E. will Okie., to visit for a week with
0
goodnight)." Then she goes to her
Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. Willis EsHolst eg e .................... 1
for
the
nursey
at
Holland
hospital.
Mrs.
Edward
Van
Spyker
was
1
3
meet
at 7:30 1th Fred Nagelkark relativee.
He said that "if we will but sinK, Mr. and Mra Gleyon Eding,
mother, kneels and says "Now I
Peter Van Heeteren, 271 Wait
The
club
announced
it
hu
algeneral chairman of arrangement* Kool ...........................1
3
5 open our eyes, w« will be able to
leader. The topic to be dislay me down to sleep."
Misses Joella and Maxine Essink,
15th St., is confined to Blodgett
for the informal meeting. Mem- Petroelje ................... 3
ready
purchased
eight
beds
at a cussed will be "I Serve."
7 see the truth in the well-known
1
Marietta Eding. Marlene Scholten
bers of the committee were Mrs. Vander Ploeg ........... ft
1
The Golden Chain will have a hospital, Grand Rapids, where he
1 lines of poetry that are Tongues and Edith Boerman, Floyd Boer- cast of $840.
Winners
of prizes in bridge skating party Jan. 31 at the underwent surgery Sunday.
0
0 in trees, hooks in running brooks,
Edward Damson, Mr. and Mrs. Mast ...........................0
man, Harloa and Jarvis BroekBastian Bouman, 200 East
were Mrs. Howard Douwatra, Zeeland Coliseum.
Andries Steketee, Miss Carolyn Otten ..........................2
0
4 sermons in stones, and good in
huis, Irvin Scholten,Wayne Schol(From Wednesday's Sentinel) Hawes, Mrs. Freida Hoogerhyde, Schipper .....................0
Mrs. Irving De Weerd, Donald
The Sewing Guild will meet next Eighth St., h convaieacing at Ms
0
0 everything.’ "
ten, Rex Hayes, Emerson Tanis,
home after undergoing surgery
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Lohman Miss Wilheimina Haberland,Mrs. Kramer ......................0
week Thursday afternoon.
0
0
Opening number on the pro- Harlan Scholten, Will Scholten, Wiliams and Ray Smith.
announced the birth of a son re- Edward Brand, Mrs. Charles Con- Unerra ........................0
Coffee and homemade apple and
A congregational meeting will Jan. 17 in Holland hospital. He
0
0 gram following the dinner was a Mr. and Mra. Albert Hazekamp
cently at the Holland hospital.
cherry pie were served from a be held next week Monday even- was returned to his home Monday.
rad, Mrs. John Hollenbach and
violin solo by Miss Louise Rund- and the guest of honor.
City Clerk Clarence Grerengoed
Many local church workers are Mrs. Gordon Groenewoud.
Totals ........................7
table attractivelydecoratedwith ing at 7:45 pjn. This is the annual
6
20 quist. supervisor of instrumental
t king advantageof the Hope colfresh fruit and white and yellow meeting, the financialreport will and Attorney Gerald Van Wyfc*
SL Augustine (45)
music in the local public schools.
tapers.
lege leadership training course, at
be given, and other important are in Lansing today attending
Chapter Arranges
FG F TP Mias Rundquistchose as her selecBook
Review
Heard
tha Public Service oommiasioc
which will run for 10 consecutive
Mrs Robert Kouw wu general matters will be dealt with.
Bennett ..................... 2
0
4 tion, "La Folio," by Carelli and
Series
of
Benefits
weeks.
hearing on the proposed Michigan
chairman,
assisted
by
new
memG.
Eady
......................
Mn.
Kenneth
De
Jonge
and
. 2
3
7 was accompanied by Miss Mary
By Kiwanis Queens
ber*.
The-JCing's Daughters MissionJack Owen of Zeeland were Sat- Bell Telephonerate increase.
Stommen ....................3
2
8 Quiatt of the Junior high faculty.
Several members of Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Huysei are
ary group met at the church for
urday supper guuta of Mr. and.
Mrs. Irene Ver Hulst reviewed Holton ........................7
1
15 Two solos, "The Lost Ghord," by
Schuyler Hamilton chapter,
Mrs. Henry Wyngarden and fam- In Grand Rapids today where they
the January meeting last week. the book “White House Diary" Kmti
4
2
10 Sullivan and "Cradle Song," by
Daughtersof the American Revol- Missionary Meeting
will attend the Shrine circus.
Officers heading this group for at the meeUng of the Kiwanis Fleck ...........................0
ily.
0
0 Brahms, were sung by Miss Joan ution, will open their homes to1949 are Leona Koops, president, Queens held Tuesday night at the Yaple ..........................0
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Western Michigan Farm Operators
‘Fomitu Du/ Strtka

Winter Means Extra

State Fanners Set

Varied

Attention for Hens

{Burnips

Program

The annual stockAoMars inset|

Record

To keep those hens laying well
takes a little effort during cold

(or 1948

Sol Conservation
West Ottawa
Easily

New

District

Kept Pace With

Statewide Trend

During

the cold weather, he ad-

cloaed up too tightly. Feed, too, is
an important factor.Some green
feed or well-cured alfalfa hay will
help to keep hens active and sharpen their appetites.
eonservationist.has reported. And • Use of artificial light is a manin the West Ottawa Soil Conser- agement practice that some farmvation district, local farmers eas- ers are adopting to keep up production, Moore concludes.
ily kept pace with the new statetrend, Olin A. Clay of t»>e U.

S. Soil Conservationservice, an-

Tractor Care

nounced.

"In

Now

this district/'CSay said,

"local farmers speeded

up

Farmers’

their

Pays

Spring

in
application of conservation methods during the past year to a noticeable degree. As an example,
If. that farm tractor is to be
these district co-operators plantready to go at the first break of
ed 630 acres to trees, established
six miles of windbreaks,put in spring, it needs some attention
10,200 feet of grass waterways. now according to Jack R. Schram,
_ 360
360 acres, j agriculturalengineer at Michigan
began strip cropping
itarted 2,780
2.780 act*, of cover cropa.
drained 230 acres, stabilized 300
The farm tractor or any engine
acres of active sand Wow area,
added 575 acres of new pasture on a baler, combine or another
teedings to their farms, reduced implement, should be serviced just
•oil loss in orchards by making as though you were getting ready
45 acres of grass seedings in them, for a big day in the field. Schram
and improved 700 acres of estab- says. It should be completely lubKihed woodland for future gener- ricated and the oil drained from

^

ations by protecting them from the crankcase. The oil filter
should be cleaned or replaced.
file and grazing.
"We believe iarmers of Michi- Schram advises if the crankcase
refilled with new oil and the
gan have set a record to be proud
of,” Sackrider said. "They put 7,- tractor or engine run for a short

college

f

Week

campus

ing of the Salem CooperativeCo

ut City

Poultry Diseases

Mium

Memorial or "FoundersDay” at
the City Mlsalon will be held
Sunday honoring Nellie Churchford who died IT yean ago la«t
month. Two serviceswill be held,
at 3 p.m and 7:30 p.m.
Persona who Trorked with Misi
Churchford will take part In the
service, including the old band.

was held Jan. 12 in the Salem
townshipcommunity hall in Burnips. The etarator companies in-

''Vi

vises farmers not to let ice form
Lansing — Dairy management
on the drinking water. It takes a
large amount of water to make and herd improvement featured
eggs. Water should be kept warm today’s opening day program of
the 34th annual Farmers' Week,
and drinkable at all times.
Be sure the laying house is which will bring an estimated 30,properly ventilated.Don't keep it 000 farmers to Michigan State

DurinR th« past year, fanners
•f Michiganset an all-time record
In putting real soil conservation
on the land. E. C. Sackrider. state

wide

On Schedule for

weather, reports J. M. Moore, ex-

tension poultryman at Michigan
State college.

nmmti

cluded in this co-op are Rurnips.

Dorr and Bentheim. Martin
Leouw, president,presided at the
business meeting. A lunch was

Prore to Be Costly
Many poultry losses caused by
disease show up in dead birds, but
there are others just as eostly
that don't kill the birds.
Diseases of the breathing sys-

Music will be provided by tht Mis-

served at noon. Dick Captain ia sion band. 1
newly elected director.
Mrs. Nellie Grooters of Burnips
had as recent visitorsher relatives, Mr. and Mrs. William Hurst Illness Fatal
and daughters, and Miss Emberte
Grootersof Wayland on Sunday
Mrs. Edger Strickfaden la now
employed at the Winter and Mrs. Effie
,

.

today through

Friday.

Other dairy features will be
staged during the week, covering
the various problems of Michigan dairymen.
Every aspect of farm life, production. economicsand machinery

Colds are common in winter especially In younger birds. Some
times only a few hens will get
colds at ones, but the whole flock

for

Bottrop

day show, college officials said.
Of main interest to Michigan
farmers are farm prices, which
have dropped far below operat-

may.

in Grandville.
Jacob Hildebrand, William MoGrand Haven, Jan. 27 (Special)
omey,. Hollia Vander Kolk, Wil—Mrs. Effie Holtrop, 76. widow
liam Graw and Edward Fein have
been appointed to aerve on the of John Holtrop, Sr., 315 Oak St
county and community Triple A Ferrysburg, died Thursday night
Activity in 1949.
in Municipalhospital where; she

X

Mrs. Arthur Berens of Bur-

ing costs, they pointed out.
Some solutions and aids will be
suggested and demonstrated by
various college departments.
Farm women have their own exhibits in the college’shome economics building. These include
home making, style shows, household equipment,cooking and lectures and films on the life of farm
women in other countries
Of special interest to the men
is Michigan State’s new agricultural engineering building and the

cause birds to lose weight, even
though they don’t die, says W. R.
Pritchard, veterinarian at the University of Wisconsin.

Crampton Corp.

will be dealt with during the five-

tem often cuts production and

Best means of control is to get
rid of the cause, Pritchard says.
Drafts or poor ventilation will

give your chickens the disease.
Drafts come in through cracks,
knotholes, or crevices on the side
of the house opposite the roosts.
Plugging these up will help, but

had been two weeks. She had been the chickens need plenty of fresh
nips spent several days aa a guest
in ill health for five years.
air and sunshine. Three tight
at the home of relatives in CinMrs. Holtrop. the former Effie sides of the house with one open
cinnati. She returned home last
Bishop, was born Dec. 15. 1872, in to the sun will help a lot in keepweek.
Muskegon and had lived in this
The Burnips PTA met at the vicinity since she was 18 years old. ing colds out of the flock.
Chickens will catch the disease
school house Tuesday evening, She was a member of Spring Lake
Mrs. Mabel Moomey, the presi- Christian Reformed church and an from each other, so it’s a good
dent, presided at the business honorary member of the Ladies idea to cull out the ones you notice. You may have to look the
meeting. Mrs. M. Kewell, Mrs.
Aid society. Her husband, a for- flock over several times a day to
Kenneth Mabeld and Mrs. Ruth mer concrete block and
keep the disease under control.
De Jongh were on thf entertaincontractor,to whom she was mer- ' Pritchard says it's best to sell or
ment committee Several games ried Dec. 15, 1890, died
j.-j Dec. 26, ' iciu them and not bring them back

building

'

MBHA

Four-week-old Karla Sue la a trifle aleepy but ahe’a very precious
to her mother, Mra. Ralph Bowman, who might not be alive today to
enjoy her new daughter If It hadn’t been for the Community Blood
bank at Holland hospital. Mrs. Bowman needed a transfusiona few
hours after the arrival of the baby and the blood waa available from
the bank. Karla Is the Bowmane* first child after being married 15
years. They have an adopted son, Steven Jon, 23 months old.

farm machinery, equipment and
building exhibits which will be
demonstratedthere.
Farm crops with emphasis on
sugar beets, potatoes and beans
is featured by the college'sfarm

crops and soil science departments.
Michigan breedersstart their
activitieswith a horse exhibit on
Tuesday and continue with lectures and demonstrations
through300 acres of land on the contour period of time, a protective films out the week. They will be called
during 1948 which brings the of new oil will be pumped into all on to judge beef cattle, swine,

played and prizes were
awarded. A lunch was served by
the mothers.
Miss Lois George of 'Grand
Rapids spent a few days at the
home of her grandparents.Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Sebrightof Bur-

nips..,

-¥

The

Says She Owes Her Life
To a Blood Transfusion
sheep, horses and even beauty

«*

were

Allegan county Holiness
meeting will be held Tuesday at
the East Allegan Wesleyan Methodist church. At noon the meeting
will begin with prayer and fasting and will continue until 9 p.m.
The Rev. Willard Van Dree of
Holland will be guest speaker.

__

rw.

1948.

Mrs. Holtrop is survived 6y five
daughters, Mrs. Grace Van Oordt
of Ferrysburg, Mrs. Albert Wereman of Nunica, Mrs. Andrew Vander Zwaag of Chicago, Mrs. John
De Bie of Grand Rapids and Mrs'.
Henry Hoebeke of Muskegon; seven sons, Abel of Grand Haven, the
Rev. Corneal of Grand Rapids,
Chaplain Elton of Tomah, Wis.,
the Rev. Oren of Paterson, N. J.,
Henry and Jotth, Jr., of Ferrysburg, the Rev. Paul of De Motte.
Ind.; 41 grandchildren and 21
great grandchildren.

into the flock.
Clean and scalded water fountains or medicine such as chlorine

compounds or potassiumpermanganate will kill germs in Die
water which may spread the disease. None of these will do any
good for infected birds. Pritchard
advises using sulfa drugs with caution and says sprayingfor colds
does little good.
Other costly diseases are laryngotracheitis,bronchitis, and Newcastle. They can best be controlled by careful sanitation and

They added working parts.
Wheels should be jacked up off queens in their four day program
avoidingchances of bringingin
27,300 acrea of cover crops inMrs. Ralph Bowman, 285 East
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Van
the
ground. The spark plugs
the disease from other places.
A conservationexhibit is in- 13th St., is glad to be alive.
creasing the total for Michigan to
Dam and baby of Burnips movshould be removed and two table- cluded for the first time since it
92,000 acres.
ed
to Oakland recently.
Quite frankly, she says she owes
“During the year. 8,300 more spoons of motor oil placed in each was abandonedbecause of the
The Young People's rally of
cylinder,
and
then
the
engine
her
life to a blood transfusion at
war. Soil conservation, land use
acres went into strip cropping
the Western Zone of Pilgrim Holiwhich brought the state total to turned over by hand. Batteries and zoning, wildlife,and resort Holand hospital the day before
ness churches was held SaturMrs. James Meyer who submit24,700 acres. In addition, 7,000 should be stored inside. All drain trade discussions are highlighted Christmas, a few hours after the
day in Muskegon Holiness church. ted to surgery at Holland hospital
cocks
should
be
opened
and
fuel
by movies.
acres of Michigan pastures were
birth of her daughter, Karla Sue.
The afternoonsession began at Tuesday is in favorable condition.
Visitors have a varied program her first child after being married
Improved during 1948; and 9,500 drained from tank and carbur2:30 p.m. and a potluck supper
of
Mrs. John C. Bouwens, Cherry
of entertainment scheduled for 15 years.
acres of land were made more pro- etor.
Paw Paw, Jan. 27 (Special)— was held. In the evening, the Rev Ave., is at Zeeland hospitalwhere
Schram reminds that complete them, according to the college.
ductive by drainage."
Consequently, Mrs. Bowman is Zeeland high school's basketball George Woodword, chalk artist, she submitted to an operation
When the Rev. and Mrs. George
There will be swimming and high in her praise of Holland's
Current state totals reported draining of the radiator and block
entertained with pictures and Wednesday morning.
Huff return to their missionary
and
leaving
all
drain
plugs
open
races by men and women on Community Blood bank which team was handed its first confer- songs illustratingthem. The fol
by district co-operators,SackServices at the Second Reform- post in the hinterland of Sierra
Michigan State swimming teams, has been operated by the Ottawa ence setback Friday night by a lowing churches were represent
rider said, are improved pastures, or out also is important.
ed
church were conductedby the Leone, West Africa, they will take
a basketball game between the county chapter of the American powerful Paw Paw five 51-27. ed: Muskegon, Grand Rapids.
40,800, and farm drainage, 28,500
Rev. William A. Swets. pastor of with them a cement block maPaw
Paw
was
master
over
the
Spartans
and
Wayne
university,
acres.
Rockford.
Red Cross in conjunction with the
the Fourth Reformed church, chine, provided the young peoChix throughout the contest and
an intercollegiateboxing matcn
Fanners of this state, SackThe Girl Scouts of Burnips held Grand Rapids.
Ottawa Medical association.
ple of Wesleyan Methodist church
Zeeland never threatened.
rider said, organized13 new soil
and a track meet.
their first meeting Wednesday Mrs. Jay Van Dorple, who is collect enough funds through
It was most fortunate that the
Thq
first
quarter
saw
Paw
Pawconservation districtsduring the
evening at the Salem township
bank had on hand a unit of "rare
jump out front and hold a seven- community hall. Mrs. Dorothy at Holland ho^xtal, ill with scrap drives.
year and the Michigan total now
blood” with the Rh negative facgroup is collectingscrap
pneumonia, is improving.
point lead for of the first period. Oakes is the New Scout leader.
stands at 52.
tor. a type not always to be found
Electric
papers, magazines, any type of
Mrs.
John
H.
Meengs
of
MisThe score was Paw Paw 10, ZeeA total of 7.830 farmers in this
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Henderson
readily.
hawaka, Indi. was in Zeeland the metal scrap, rags, batteriesand
state have now developed com
land 3.
and
family entertained a friend
An apple dessert you'll want to
"I never realized how much a
the like The young people are
Zeeland picked up in the sec- from Grand Rapids Wednesday past two weeks.
plete farm conservation plans with
serve often is Dutch tarts in
transfusion could mean." Mrs*
At a meeting of the Third asking citizensto put collectcions
the technical assistance of the U
ond frame and managed to tally evening.
lemon syrup, prepared in someat the curbs each Saturday.
Bowman said. She plans to be a 10 points but Paw Paw swishfor
S. Soil Coraervation service and
Mrs Harry Rynbolt was a visit- Christian Reformed church Ladies
The Huffs work among an Afwhat
the
same
fashion as dumpdonor
herself
later.
Aid
Society
last
Thursday
even
these plans cover 835,000 acres
ed 17 markers through the hoop.
at the home of her daughter
rican tribe known as the WarMrs. Bowman’s case wa* dupliIf you’re one of the homemakers
During the past 12 months alone lings but with slight variation for
Halftimescore was 27-17 in Paw- and son-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Gif- ing Dr. J. H. Bruinooge conducted
Waras. Many \of these natives
the Bible. discussion.
aervice technicians helped 1,400 new interestand appetite appeal. w’ho believes that no electric cated afcain only this week when Paw's favor.
ford Jager and family of Burnips.
Services at the First Christian have never seen a white man,
fanners develop complete plans DUTCH APPLE TARTS
cleaner should ever touch a new' need arose for a transfusion for
The Redbirds put on the defenMrs. Clyde Thompson and
much less his machinery. Since
2 red Winesap apples, peeled
rug or carpet— here’s news for Mrs. Delores Slikkers. another sive act in the third frame and daughter Linda of Burnips were Reformed church were in charge
which increase farm income as
there are no roads into this secand
cored.
young
mother
whose
blood
type
much as a third, control erosion
you.
held the Chix to a mere three entertained as guests all day Wed- of Dr. C. Bouma of Calvin Sem- tion, the -Huffs will take with
3
cups
biscuit
mix
also
called
for
Rh
negative.
Again,
inary,
Grand
Rapids
Sunday
and hold more rainfall on the
You can use a cleaner on your
points while scoring 11.
nesday at the home of their moththem a jeep equipped with a
4 tbsps. butter or margarine
land. They also gave technical asrug from the very fi%t moment fortunately,the bank had on hand
Paw Paw .scored 13 points 'in er and grandmother,Mrs. Gott- morning and afternoonand the winch and power tafe-off.Rev.
2/3 cup milk.
Rev. T. Ver Hulst of Graafschap
sistanceto 500 other farmers
it’s laid on your floor. There will a unit, and Mrs. Slikkers joins the final period while Zeeland leib Miller and Dickie Lee.
Hoff says many natives will be
Cut butter or margarine into be no ill effects advises Ruth Mrs. Bowman in praLsingthe work
with one or more conservation
garnered seven.
Mrs Dorothy Shuck was in Al- in the evening.
rtled when this machinery ar-*
The
Rev.
Cornelius
WJtt
of
practices which in most cases are biscuit mix. using two kives. Add Pecl^ Michigan State college home of the bank.
A1 Horn, lanky center, got 16 legan on Thursday morning.
rives m the capital city of BafoRed Cross currently Is seeking points for the Redbirds to grao
Harderwyk
conducted
services
at
graduallydevelopedinto a com enough milk to make a stiff economist. This information is
Mrs. lone Fisher and Mrs. Otto
dia.
dough. Roll bsicuit dough on light- based on recommendations from donors for the next clinic Monplete plan, Sackrider explained.
scoring honors for the evening Falkenburg spent Thursday after- the North Street Christian ReA similar group in Grand Rapformed church. The pastor Rev.
R. H. Muaser who directs the ly floured board to about quarter- the American Institute of Carpet day from 5 to 7 p.m. at Red while Ray Wagner led Zeeland noon in Grand Rapids.
ids has collectedfunds for a ceminch
thicknes.
With
a
sharp
knife
Cross headquarters. 6 East Eighth
technical program for eight corn
Manufacturers.
Mr. and Mrs. Arroon Schoolman John M. Dykstra. preached at the ent mixer. The Holland group
with six.
belt states, includingMichigan, cut dough into 4-inch squares.Slice
A new rug or carpet will "fluff" St. The work is in charge of phyTne Zeeland reserves defeated and daughters were week-end Christian Reformed church at after obtaininga machine'* at a
said fanners throughout the en- apples and place two slices in cen- to a certain extent because there sicians and registered nurses, as- the Paw Paw reserves 42-36.
guests at home of friends.They Sarnia, Canada. The following cost of $80 to $100 may continue
tire region hit a much faster pace ter of each square. Sprinkle with are short fibers left in the pile sisted by Red Cross gray ladies,
returned last week Sunday eveh- Sunday Rev. Dykstra who re- the program for additional equipin getting the conservationjob sugar, dot with nutmeg, and fold when the yam is cut. These grad- nurse's aides and canteen workcently accepted a call to the Bating.
ment. The Huffs plan to build a
done during the past year Farm corners to center, pinch edges ually work loose, but this does not ers. All services are volunteered. Ladies Bible Class
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Deters, tle Creek Christian Reformed dwelling, church, dispensaryand
era also made marked progress in together. Prepare lemon syrup as injure the life or quality of your From 12 to 20 donors are regisdaughter and son. and Mr. and church will preach his farewell school.
Has Pollack Sapper
organizing new soil conservation follows:
rug. It will stop as soon as the tered for each clinic. Each donor
Mrs. John Yonker were last week serman. Rev. Dykstra and family
Donald Sundin and Jack Huff
Lemon syrup:
districts, Muaser announced.
loose fibers have been removed. is given a free blood type and a
A potluck supper was held by Sunday guests at. the home of came to Zeeland in February, heed the drive locally.
There are now 459 districtsin
1 thsp. flour
Occasionallyduring the early card bearing information for the Ladies Bible class of First Mr. and Mrs Harold Berens and 1939 from Sioux Center, Iowa.
the eight states which include Il1 cup sugar
life of your rug or carpet a tuft blood type.
brother-sister get-together
Methodistchurch Friday night in family.
linois,Indiana.Iowa, Michigan.
1 1/4 cups boiling water
may protrude above the surface. Mrs. Harold De Vries is blood the church parlors. Mrs. John
Bonnie Leow was the guest of party was held at the home of Many Attend Benefit
Minnesota, Missouri,Ohio and
Juice of 1 lemon
Never try to pull this tuft out. as bank chairman and Mrs. John W. Bekken, president,presided at the honor at a surprisebirthday party Mrs. J. Raterink,McKinley St..
Wisconsin, Muaser announced. Grated rind of lemon
you may injure the fabric. Instead, Van Putten is donor recruit rrA-nt business meeting which was held given in observanceof her 12th Wednesday evening.Her daugh- Party Given by
And 36 of these were organized
Combine sugar and flour. Add clip the tuft close to the pile, with chairman.Dr. O. vander Velde 's
ters. Mrs. J. Klamer and Mrs.
following the supper. The teach- birthday, last Thursday.
More than 100 members and
by the corn belt farmers during boiling water, lemon juice and sharp shears.
medical director.
Mr and Mrs. Martin Vap Sloot- William Gruppen. both of Zee- friends attended the card party
er the the class is Mrs Nina
1948.
rind, stirring slowly. Place tarts
Your new rug or carpet may The Community blood bank is Daugherty.
en and family were guests at
land assisted in' serving lunch. arranged by Star of Bethlehem
in shallow baking dish and pour also have a spot where several regarded as
outstanding
dinner last week Sunday at the Those present besides Mrs. Rater- chapter. Order of Eastern Star,
hot lemon syrup over all the tarts. tufts are missing. Tufts may also achievement of Ottawa county’s
home of Mr. and Mra. Jphn Hilde- ink, Mrs. Klamer and Mr*. Grup- Thursday night in the chapter
Bake for 45 minutes in moderate be damaged or removed in service. 1948 program, and its continued Leaves for Florida
brandt and family.
pen were Mr. and Mrs. George rooms. Prizes were offered at
Fore-Safe
(350 degrees F.) oven.
When this happens, and when the operation will be a great factor in
Grand Haven. Jan. 27 (Special)
Mr. and ,Mrs. John Me Dowell Boach of Pearline, Mr. and Mrs.
each table where a variety of
areas are small, the tufts may be the 1949 program The annual —Miss fora Vande Water, former had as their guests for a few Albert Bosch and Mr. and Mrs.
replaced by sewing in the proper campaign for funds will start in Judge of Probate of Ottawa Coun- days, their daughter and aon-in Jake Bosch and Mr. and Mrs. games were in play. Mrs. Jack
There’s Still Time to Join
Slooter received the grand prize.
colored yarns. The store from Ottawa county March 1 under the ty. has left for Florida,where she law. Mr. and Mrs Earl Kraal.
Henry Rozema of Borculo; Mr.
Refreshments were served by
will
spend
several
weeks.
She
was
which
you
purchased
the
rug
will
Michigan TB Crusade
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Commtowns and Mrs. Peter De Pree and Mrs.
directionof W. A Butler of HolMrs.
Claude Ketchum and her
be glad to help you with this prob- land. He will be assisted by the accompanied by Miss Emilie Ho- and family of Burnipa were the George Petroelje of Zeeland.
Home is the place where the
committee.
‘There is still time to join your lem.
dal,
a
clerk
in
the
Ottawa
County
guests
at
the
home
of
their
relRev. Donald H. Hallock of Grand
majority of fire victims die every
Carpets frequently receive much Haven who will direct the drive Health department,Miss Martha atives in Holland last week Sunneighbors in the 1949 crusade to
year— and nine out of ten fires
Hopt College Awards
save Michigan lives from tubercu- wear in one or two spots, such as In the north part of the county. Allen, former employe of the day.
don’t have to happen. Is your
Health department, and Miss Ann
losis.” states Theodore J. Werle. in front of a favoritechair or
Mr
.and
Mrs.
Wayne
Alword
home fire-safe?
Dormitory Contract
Lesar.
executive secretary, Michigan Tu- near a doorway, While a carpet is
had relatives as callei* at their
A stitch in time could have preit against Wrong Stamps 1am
berculosis
new\
plan to protect
p
home last week Monday.
The contract for the buildingof
vented those nine fires according
The Christmas Seal association such localized wear. Use scatter
The new officers of the Rebekah the Hope college women'* dormito Olevia Meyer, extension home
Local
Post
Office
rugs or reverse the rug in the
lodge No. 506 of Burriip*. were tory htt been awarded to the conmanagement specialistat Michi- spokesman reported that "more
Postmaster Harry Kramer tothan
1.600
Michigan
citizens
will room.
installed in a ceremony recently struction firm of Elxinga A .Volgan State college. Chief causes of
day
requested patrons of the local
by members of the Allegan Vic- kem of Holland. It was announced
home fires are faulty chimneys, suffer tuberculosis death in this
office to observe the new rates
tor Rebekah lodge. The newly in- Saturday by Dr. I. J. Luttoers.
stoves and furnaces, careless new year. They cannot be res- Specialist Compares
that went Into effect Jan. 1.
stalledofficers include Libby Bal- college president. The firm HoJsmoking and use of matches, mis- cued.” he declared, "simply beKramer said several letters,
ly, districtdeputy; Mrs. Jacquel- werda and Huizenga of Grand
using gasoline and kerosene, and cause funds are not available to Tractor Engine Types
especially shower invitationsand
ine Moomey, recording secretary; Rapids was given the heating,venadequately finance TB prevention
Questionsconcerninglow com- birth announcements are being
defective wiring.
Mrs. Margaret Palmboa. . vice Ulating and plumbing contract
pression and high compression received with one and a half-cent
Check your chimney to make and control programs."
grand; Mr*. Mabel Moomey. noble According to Dr. Lubbers the elecWerle urged Michiganders to tractor engines have been coming
sure it Is fire-safe. Be sure your
stamps. This type mail requires a
grand; Mrs Ruth De Jongh, fin- trical contract has not been let
stoves or furnaces are large en- "search their conscience and then to the Michigan State collegeagrithree-cent stamp under the new
ance secretary;Helen Ochora* Dr. Lubber* said that the colough to heat the room or house their pocketbook for a sum, no cultural engineering department.
paugh, treasurer; Mrs. Maxine lege authoritieswere pleased over
To answer then, Jack R. rates,
without forcing. Overheatedstoves matter how small, to help bolster
Birthday cards with signatures
Klines teker, warden; ; Nora Milor furnaces are fire hazards. Place the 1949 efforts against tubercu- Schram. machinery specialist,
the interest shown m presenting
only, without any other writing,
ler, L. S. to noble grand; Mra bids which were received from
kwis
in
communities
throughout
points
out
a
few
facts
about
the
a fire screen in front of the firerequire two-cent stamps.
Katheryn Parker, R. S. to noble Jirms located in Detroit, Grand
Michigan.” He pointed out that high compressionengines.
place.
grand; Ardis Coywood,. conductor:
These engines, he said, give
Don’t be guilty of starting a tuberculosisis still a "major
Rapids. Muskegon, South Haven,
FMMcnr
Loretta Kinney, R. S. to vice Battle Creek, Kalamatoo and ©thfire with gasoline or kerosene and threat to the health, and life of increased horsepower from the Seminary Enrollments
/ uNitoam
A arm
grand;
Zida
Taylor,
inside
guardalways warn the members of your every Michigan man, woman and same size engine. Fuel consump•
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Selby,
Li
S.
’ to vice
Are
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Adequate
tion
per
horsepower
is
usually
family against the habit. Home child and therefore should not be
The contracting firm Elalnga
c town
grand; Marge. Miller, chaplain; and Volkfen built the new Holland op ait
dry cleaning is another dangerous viewed, with mistaken compla- less,.A point to consider is the
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The
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of
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fuel which costs more.
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Check electric cords, plugs, out- ALFALFA FED HOGS
In general. Schram advises, if located at New Brunswick.N. J.
tal At present It is building the Yee
. only the De Level Magnetic
of the Burnips Rebekah -lodge, West Michigan Christian high
lets snd equipment before using
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aords with the insulation worn lot need. They need less grain per the high compressionengine.
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333 Pine Ave., announce the en- —Charles Ryder, Jr., 20, of rodte the next two weeks.
' have enough wall outlets in all Farmers depending on clover farm equipment, it often means ed church!
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